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SECTION VII. AMERICAN STANDARD 
PIPE THREADS (EXCEPT DRYSEAL AND 
HOSE COUPLING TYPES) 1 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The American Standard for Pipe Threads, 
originally known as the Briggs Standard, was 
formulated by Mr. Robert Briggs. For several 
years around 1862 Air. Briggs was superintendent 
of the Pascal Iron Works of Morris, Tasker & Co., 
Philadelphia, Pa., and later engineering editor of 
the Journal of the Franklin Institute. After his 
death on July 24, 1882, a paper by Air. Briggs con¬ 
taining detailed information regarding American 
pipe and pipe thread practice, as developed by him 
when superintendent of the Pascal Iron Works, 
was read before the Institution of Civil Engineers 
of Great Britain. This is recorded in the Excerpt 
Minutes, volume LXXI, Session 1882-83, part 1, 
of that Society. 

It is of interest to note that the nominal sizes 
(diameters) of pipe 10 inches and under, and the 
pitches of the thread were for the most part 
established between 1820 and 1840. 

By publishing his data, based on years of prac¬ 
tice, Mr. Briggs was the means of establishing 
definite detail dimensions. The Briggs formula 
did not provide for the internal threads or gaging 
requirements for making taper threaded joints. 
It established only the external thread on pipe, 
with no tolerance. 

In 1886 the large majority of American manu¬ 
facturers threaded pipe to practically the Briggs 
Standard, and acting jointly with The American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers they adopted 
it as a standard practice that year, and master 
plug and ring gages were made. 

Later, at various conferences, representatives 
of the manufacturers and the ASME established 
additional sizes, certain details of gaging, toler¬ 
ances, special applications of the standard and, in 
addition, tabulated the formulas and dimensions 
more completely than was done by Mr. Briggs. 

LTntil the manufacturers adopted the Briggs 
thread in 1886, it seems that each manufacturer 
of necessity threaded his pipe and fittings accord¬ 
ing to his best judgment. After 1886 there was 
some attempt to work toward better interchange- 
ability. However, the need for a better gaging 
practice resulted in the adoption of the thin ring 
gage and the truncation of the plug and ring gages 

1 This section is substantially in agreement with the present issue of ASA 
B2.1, “American Standard Pipe Threads (Except Dryseal),” which is 
published by the ASME, 29 West 39th Street, Xew York 18, X. Y. The latest 
revision should be consulted when referring to this ASA standard. 

to gage the flanks of the thread. This practice of 
threading fittings and couplings which provide 
threads to make up joints with a wrench was 
standardized about 1913. 

In 1913 a Committee on the Standardization 
of Pipe Threads was organized for the purpose of 
reediting and expanding the Briggs Standard. 
The American Gas Association and The American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers served as joint 
sponsors. After 6 years of work this committee 
completed the revised standard for taper pipe 
threads, which was published in the ASME Trans¬ 
actions of 1919. During this period the thin ring 
gage was established, and the crests of the thread 
plug and ring gages were truncated. This standard 
was adopted by, and appeared in the various re¬ 
ports of the National Screw Thread Commission. 

In the years that followed, the need for a 
further revision of this American Standard be¬ 
came evident, as well as the necessity of adding 
to it the recent developments in pipe threading 
practice. Accordingly, the Sectional Committee 
on the Standardization of Pipe Threads, B2, was 
organized in 1927 under the joint sponsorship 
of the AGA and the ASME. The specifications 
in this section are in agreement with the current 
standard developed by that committee. 

Substantially the same standard for taper pipe 
threads, but with various additional refinements 
in gaging, is issued as Military Specification 
MIL-P--7105. 

1. Types of Pipe Threads.—The various 
types of pipe threads included in this section 
have right-hand threads unless otherwise specified. 

(а) Pipe threads.—The following types of pipe 
threads are included in this section: 2 

NPT— American Standard taper pipe 
threads for general use. (p. 2.) 

NPSC—American Standard straight pipe 
threads in pipe couplings, (p. 7.) 

NPTR—American Standard taper pipe 
threads for railing joints, (p. 7.) 

NPSM—American Standard straight pipe 
threads for free-fitting mechanical 
joints for fixtures, (p. 9.) 

NPSL—American Standard stra'ght pipe 
threads for loose-fitting mechan¬ 
ical joints with locknuts, (p. 9.) 

(б) UNS threads for use on thin-wall tubing.— 
Data are included in this section on p. 11 on 

2 Dryseal pipe threads are included in section VIII, p. 18. American 
National straight pipe threads for loose-fitting mechanical-joints for hose 
couplings, XPSH, are included in section X, p. 91. 

' 
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UNS straight threads of the 27-thread series in 
sizes ){ to 1 in. for use on thin-wall tubing. 

2. Thread Designations.—The letters in the 
thread designation symbols have the following 
significance: 

N = American (National)211 Standard 
P=Pipe 
T = Taper 
S = Straight; also Special 
C = Coupling 

M=Mechanical 
L=Locknut 
R = Railing fittings 
U = Unified 

For left-hand threads, add “-LH” to the designa¬ 
tion for the corresponding right-hand thread. 

3. Appendix.—Appendix 7 contains the fol¬ 
lowing additional information on the pipe threads 
covered by this section: 

Definitions and letter symbols. 
Suggested twist drill diameters for drilled hole 

sizes for the pipe threads shown in section VII. 
Pitch diameters of taper pipe threads shown in 

their relation to Eu basic pitch diameter. 
Threading of pipe for American Standard 

threaded steel flanges. 
Taper and straight threads for rigid steel con¬ 

duit and fittings. 
Internal straight pipe threads in finished drums 

and external threads on plugs. 

2. AMERICAN STANDARD PIPE THREAD FORM 

The form of thread profile specified in this 
section shall be known as the “American Standard 
Pipe Thread Form.” There are shown in figure 
VII. 1 the relations as specified herein for form 
of thread and general notation. 

1. Angle of Thread.—The angle between the 
sides of the thread is 60° when measured in an 
axial plane. The line bisecting this angle is 
perpendicular to the axis. 

2. Truncation and Thread Height.—The 
height of the sharp V thread, H, is 

H = 0.866025p = 0.866025/n 

where 
]) = pitch of thread 
n = threads per inch. 

The basic maximum depth of the truncated 
thread, h (see fig. VII. 1), is based on factors 
entering into the manufacture of cutting tools 
and the making of tight joints. 

h=0.800p = 0.800/n 

The crest and root of pipe threads are trun¬ 
cated * * 3 a minimum of 0.033p. 

,a The N is derived from earlier nomenclature that included the word 
“National.” 

3 The crests and roots of the external and internal threads may be truncated 
either parallel to the pitch line or parallel to the axis. 

The maximum depth of truncation for the crest 
and root of these pipe threads will be found in 
table VII. 1. 

The sketch at the head of table VII.2, giving a 
sectional view of this standard thread form, repre¬ 
sents the truncated thread form by a straight 
line. However, when closely examined, the crests 
and roots of commercially manufactured pipe 
threads appear slightly rounded and it is intended 
that the pipe threads of product shall be acceptable 
when crest and root of the tools or chasers lie 
within the limits set up in table VII. 1. 

3. SPECIFICATIONS FOR TAPER PIPE THREADS 
FOR GENERAL USE, NPT 

Threads made in accordance with these speci¬ 
fications consist of an external taper and an 
internal taper thread, to form the normal type of 
joint having general application on pipe and 
fittings. See figure VII.2. 

1. Thread Designation and Notation.— 

American Standard taper pipe threads are desig¬ 
nated by specifying in sequence the nominal size, 
number of threads per inch, and the symbols for 
thread series and form as shown in the following 
example : 

3/8—18NPT 

Standard notation applicable to American Stand¬ 
ard taper pipe threads is shown in figure VII.3. 

2. Form of Thread.—The form of thread of 
American Standard taper pipe threads is as 
specified in pars. 1 and 2, above. 

3. Taper of Thread.—The taper of the thread 
is 1 in 16 or 0.75 in./ft. measured on the diameter 
and along the axis. 

4. Diameter of Thread.—The basic pitch 
diameters of the taper thread are determined by 
the following formulas 4 based on the outside 
diameter of the pipe and the pitch of the thread: 

E0=D— (0.05D +1.1) l/n — D— (0.05D+ 

1-1 )P 
£,1 = 2?o + 0.0625A1 

where 
D = outside diameter of pipe, 
E0=pitch diameter of thread at end of pipe, 
Ex — pitch diameter of thread at the gaging 

notch or large end of internal thread, 
Abnormal engagement by hand between 

external and internal threads, 
n= threads per inch. 

5. Length of Thread.—The basic length of 
the effective external taper thread, L2, is deter¬ 
mined by the following formula based on the out¬ 
side diameter of the pipe and the pitch of the 
thread: 

< For the 1/8—27 and 1/4—18 sizes, E\ approx. = D—(0.05D+0.827)p. 



■EXTERNAL THREAD INTERNAL THREAD 

NOT TO SCALE 

Figure VII.1.—Basic form of American Standard taper pipe thread 

Notation 

H=0.866025p = height of 60° sharp Fthread 
ft=0.800000p=height of thread on product 
p = l/n = pitch (measured parallel to axis) 
n- number of threads per inch 
/c=depth of truncation at crest 
/,=depth of truncation at root 

/,=width of flat at crest 
F,= width of flat at root 

Note—For a symmetrical straight screw thread, H=cota/2n. For a symmetrical taper screw thread, H=(cota-tan^ tana)/2?i, so that the exact value 
for an American Standard taper pipe thread is H=0.865743p as against H=0.866025p, the value given above. For an 8-pitch thread which is the coarsest 
standard taper pipe thread pitch, the corresponding values of Hare 0.108218 in. and 0.108253 in. respectively, the difference being 0 000035 in. This difference 
being too small to be significant, the value of H = 0.866025p continues to be in use for threads of 3/4 in. or less taper per foot on the diameter. 
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L2= (0.80/4 + 6.8)l/n = (0.80Z) + 6.8);> 
where 

Z4=outside diameter of pipe, 
n= threads per inch. 

This formula determines directly the length of 
effective thread which includes two usable threads 
slightly imperfect at the crest. 

6. Engagement Between External and In¬ 

ternal Taper Threads.- The normal length of 
engagement between external and internal taper 
threads when screwed together handtight is shown 
in column 6, table VII.2. This length is controlled 
by the construction and use of the gages. It is 

recognized that in special applications, such as 
flanges for high pressure work, longer thread 
engagement is used, in which case the pitch 
diameter (dimension Ex in figure over table VII.2) 
is maintained and the pitch diameter E0 at the end 
of pipe is proportionately smaller. 

7. Basic Dimensions.—The basic dimensions 
of taper pipe threads, derived from the above 
specifications, are given in table VII.2. 

8. Manufacturing Tolerance on Prod¬ 
uct.—The maximum allowable variation in the 
commercial product is 1 turn of the inspection 
(working) gage large or small from the basic 
dimensions (see pars. 4 and 5, p. 14). 

Table VII.1.—Limits on crest and root truncation of American Standard external and internal taper pipe threads, APT a 

INTERNAL THREAD 

Threads per inch, n 
Height of 
sharp V 

thread,H 

Height4 of thread, It Truncation, / Equivalent width of flat, F 

Max Min Minimum Maximum Tolerance Minimum Maximum Tolerance 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

in. in. in. formula in. formula in. in. formula in. formula in. in. 
27_ 0. 03208 0. 02963 0. 02496 0.033p 0. 0012 0. 096p 0. 0036 0. 0024 0. 038/) 0. 0014 0. Ill/) 0. 0041 0. 0027 
18_ . . .. .04811 .04444 . 03833 . 033 p .0018 . 088p .0049 . 0031 . 038p .0021 . 102p .0057 . 0036 
14___ . 06186 .05714 .05071 . 0.33 p . 0024 . 078p .0056 . 0032 . 038p . 0027 . 090p . 0064 . 0037 
11J-4_ . 07531 .06957 . 06261 . 033 p . 0029 . 073p . 0063 . 0034 . 038p . 0033 . 084 p .0073 .0040 
8_ . 10825 .10000 .09275 .033p .0041 . 062p .0078 .0037 . 038p .0048 . 072p .0090 .0042 

« The basic dimensions of the American Standard taper pipe thread are 
given in inches to four and five decimal places. While this implies a greater 
degree of precision than is ordinarily attained, these dimensions are so ex¬ 
pressed for the purpose of eliminating errors in computations. The limits 
specified in this table are intended to serve as a guide for establishing limits 
of the thread elements of taps, dies, and thread chasers. These limits may 
be required on product. 

4 Dimensions of gages, such as plain taper plug and ring gages, which de¬ 
pend on maximum and minimum truncations, columns 5 to 8, inclusive, 
shall be determined by applying the thread heights in columns 3 and 4 
to the basic pitch diameter, Eo or K\. Step values of tolerance notches are 
16 times (col. 3—col. 4), rather than 32 times (col. 9). 
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9. Tolerances on Thread Elements.- The 
permissible variations in thread elements on steel 
products and all pipe made of steel, wrought iron, 
or brass, exclusive of butt-weld pipe, are given in 
table VII.3. This table is a guide for establishing 
limits of the thread elements of taps, dies, and 
thread chasers. These limits may be required on 
product threads. 

On pipe fittings and valves (not steel) for steam 
pressures 300 lbs. and below, it is intended that 

plug and ring gage practice, as set up in this stand¬ 
ard, will provide for a satisfactory check of accumu¬ 
lated variations of taper, lead, and angle in such 
product. Therefore, no tolerances on thread 
elements have been established for this class. 

For service conditions, where more exact check 

is required, procedures have been developed by 

industry to supplement the regulation plug and 

ring gage method of gaging. 

Table VIT.2.—Basic dimensions of American Standard taper pipe threads, KPT a 

Nominal pipe size 

Outside 
diameter 
of pipe, 

D 

Threads 
per inch, 

n 

Pitch of 
thread, p 

Pitch diam¬ 
eter at be¬ 
ginning of 
external 

thread, Ea 

Handtight engagement Effective thread, external 

Length/ L\ Diameter/ 
Ei 

Length/ Li Diameter, 
e2 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

in. in. in. III. in. this in. in. this in. 

Me---------- 0.3125 27 0. 03704 0.27118 0. 160 4. 32 0.28118 0. 2611 7.05 0. 28750 
H_ . 405 27 . 03704 .36351 . 1615 4. 36 .37360 . 2639 7.12 . 38000 

M_ . 540 18 . 05556 .47739 .2278 4.10 . 49163 . 4018 7. 23 . 50250 
H_ . 675 18 . 05556 .61201 . 240 4.32 . 62701 .4078 7. 34 . 63750 

H- - - - - — ... . 840 14 . 07143 . 75843 .320 4.48 . 77843 . 5337 7. 47 . 79179 
94- 1.050 14 .07143 . 96768 .339 4. 75 .98887 .5457 7. 64 1.00179 

1___ 1.315 11H .08696 1. 21363 .400 4.60 1. 23863 .6828 7. 85 1. 25630 
1H- 1.660 im .08696 1. 55713 . 420 4. 83 1. 58338 . 7068 8. 13 1.60130 
V/i___ 1. 900 11H . 08696 1. 79609 .420 4.83 1. 82234 . 7235 8. 32 1.84130 
2_ 2. 375 111/2 .08696 2. 26902 .436 5. 01 2. 29627 . 7565 8. 70 2. 31630 

2 y-- 2. 875 8 .12500 2. 71953 . 682 5. 46 2. 76216 1. 1375 9.10 2. 79062 
3____ 3. 500 8 .12500 3. 34062 . 766 6.13 3.38850 1. 2000 9. 60 3.41562 
3M___ 4.000 8 .12500 3. 83750 . 821 6. 57 3. 88881 1. 2500 10. 00 3.91562 
4_ 4. 500 8 .12500 4. 33438 .844 6. 75 4. 38712 1. 3000 10. 40 4. 41562 

5_ 5. 563 8 .12500 5.39073 .937 7.50 5. 44929 1. 4063 11.25 5. 47862 
6_ 6. 625 8 .12500 6.44609 .958 7. 66 6. 50597 1. 5125 12. 10 6. 54062 
8.. _ _ . 8. 625 8 .12500 8. 43359 1.063 8.50 8. 50003 1.7125 13.70 8. 54062 
10..__ 10. 750 8 .12500 10. 54531 1. 210 9.68 10. 62094 1. 9250 15. 40 10. 66562 
12_ 12. 750 8 . 12500 12. 53281 1.360 10. 88 12. 61781 2. 1250 17. 00 12. 66562 

14 OD__ 14. 000 8 . 12500 13.77500 1. 562 12. 50 13. 87262 2. 2500 18. 90 13. 91562 
16 OD_ .. 16. 000 8 . 12500 15. 76250 1. 812 14. 50 15.87575 2. 4500 19. 60 15.91562 
18 01) 18. 000 8 .12500 17. 75000 2.000 16.00 17. 87500 2. 6500 21. 20 17. 91562 
20 01) 20. 000 8 .12500 19. 73750 2.125 17. 00 19. 87031 2. 8500 22. 80 19. 91562 
24 OD _ 24. 000 8 .12500 23. 71250 2. 375 19. 00 23. 86094 3. 2500 26. 00 23. 91562 

a The basic dimensions of the American Standard taper pipe thread are 
given in inches to four or five decimal places. While this implies a greater 
degree of precision than is ordinarily attained, these dimensions are the basis 
of gage dimensions and are so expressed for the purpose of eliminating errors 
in computations. 

1 Also length of thin ring gage and length from gaging notch to small end 
of plug gage. 

' Also pitch diameter at gaging notch (handtight plane). 
d Also length of plug gage. 
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Table VII.2.— Hasic dimensions of American Standard taper pipe threads, NPT a—Continued 

Nominal pipe size 

Wrench makeup length for 
internal thread 

Vanish threads, V 

Over-all 
length 

external 
thread, 

L< 

Nominal perfect ' 
external threads 

Height of 
thread, h 

Increase 
in diam¬ 
eter per 
thread, 
0.0625/n 

Basic t 
minor di¬ 
ameter at 
small end 

of pipe, Kt> Length, Lz Diameter, 
Ez 

Length, 
is 

Diameter, 
Es 

1 12 13 W 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

in. in. this in. in. thds in. in. in. in. in. in. 
V\ 6- 0. 1111 3 0. 26424 0.1285 3.47 0. 3896 0. 1870 0. 28287 0. 02963 0.00231 0. 2416 
H_ . mi 3 . 35656 . 1285 3.47 .3924 . 1898 .37537 . 02963 .00231 .3339 

Vi__— . 1667 3 . 46697 . 1928 3.47 . 5946 .2907 . 49556 .04444 .00347 .4329 
H_ .1667 3 . 60160 . 1928 3. 47 .6006 .2967 . 63056 . 04444 . 00347 . 5676 

H_ . 2143 3 .74504 . 2478 3.47 .7815 .3909 .78286 .05714 .00446 .7013 
H___ . 2143 3 .95429 .2478 3. 47 .7935 .4029 .99286 .05714 .00446 .9105 

1 _ _ _ . . 2609 3 1. 19733 .3017 3. 47 .9845 .5089 1. 24543 .06957 .00543 1.144] 
m_ . 2609 3 1. 54083 .3017 3.47 1.0085 . 5329 1. 59043 . 06957 .00543 1. 4876 
m- . 2609 3 1. 77978 . 3017 3.47 1. 0252 . 5496 1. 83043 .06957 .00543 1. 7265 
2 ___ . 2609 3 2. 25272 .3017 3. 47 1. 0582 . 5826 2. 30543 .06957 .00543 2. 1995 

2H-....... . 2500* 2 2. 70391 .4337 3.47 1.5712 .8875 2. 77500 .10000 .00781 2. 6195 
3_ 2.600* 2 3.32500 .4337 3.47 1.6337 .9500 3.40000 .10000 . 00781 3. 2406 
3 a_ . 2500 2 3. 82188 .4337 3. 47 1.6837 1.0000 3.90000 . 10000 .00781 3. 7375 

1 . ....... . 2500 2 4. 31875 . 4337 3. 47 1. 7337 1.0500 4. 40000 .10000 .00781 4. 2344 

5_ . 2500 2 5. 37511 .4337 3.47 1. 8400 1. 1563 5. 46300 . 10000 . 00781 5.2907 
6_ . 2500 2 6. 43047 .4337 3.47 1. 9462 1.2625 6. 52500 . 10000 . 00781 6. 3461 
8_ ____ . 2500 2 8.41797 .4337 3.47 2. 1462 1.4625 8. 52500 . 10000 . 00781 8.3336 
10 ___ _ . 2500 2 10. 52969 .4337 3. 47 2. 3587 1. 6750 10. 65000 . 10000 . 00781 10. 4453 
12... .2500 2 12. 51719 .4337 3. 47 2. 5587 1.8750 12. 65000 .10000 . 00781 12.4328 

14 01). _ . 2500 2 13. 75938 . 4337 3.47 2. 6837 2. 0000 13.90000 . 10000 .00781 13. 6750 
16 on___ . 2500 2 15. 74688 .4337 3. 47 2. 8837 2. 2000 15. 90000 .10000 . 00781 15. 6625 
18 OI)___ . 2500 2 17. 73438 .4337 3. 47 3. 0837 2. 4000 17. 90000 . 10000 . 00781 17. 6500 
20 01)_ _ . . 2500 2 19. 72188 .4337 3. 47 3. 2837 2. 6000 19.90000 .10000 . 00781 19. 6375 
24 on__ . 2500 2 23. 69688 .4337 3.47 3.6837 3. 0000 23. 90000 . 10000 . 00781 23. 6125 

» The basic dimensions of the American Standard taper pipe thread are 
given in inches to four or five decimal places. While this implies a greater 
degree of precision than is ordinarily attained, these dimensions are the. basis 
of gage dimensions and are so expressed for the purpose of eliminating errors 
in computations. 

' The. length is from the end of the pipe determines the plane beyond 
which the thread form is imperfect at the crest. The next two threads are 

perfect at the root. At this plane the cone formed by the crests of the thread 
intersects the cylinder forming the external surface of the pipe. Ls=Lz—2p. 

t Given as information for use in selecting tap drills. (See appendix 7, 
p. 102.) 

* Military Specification MIL-P-7105 gives the wrench makeup as three 
threads for 3 in. and smaller. The Ez dimensions are: Size 2>$ in., 2.69609 
and size 3 in., 3.31719. 

INTERNAL THREAD 

Figure VII.2.—A merican Standard taper pipe threads for pressuretight joints, NPT. 

(When threaded joints are made up wrench tight with lubricant or sealer, it is intended that the flanks shall be in contact.) 
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Figure VII.3.—American Standard taper pipe thread 
notation. 

Table VII.3—Tolerances on taper, lead, and angle of pipe 
threads of steel products and all pipe of steel, wrought-iron, 
or brass (exclusive of butt-weld pipe) 

Nominal pipe size Threads 
Taper on pitch line Lead in 

length of 60° angle 
per inch 

Max Min 
effective 
threads 

of threads 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

in. in.tfl in.lft in. 
rh 

deg. 

Ms, 'A _ 27 0. 003 2 y± 

M, H_ 18 li 'Ms .003 2 
lo 34 14 7A 'Ms 003 2 

1, im, m, 2_ 11M Its ■Ms «. 003 1M 
2M and larger.... 8 A 'Ms «. 003 1 h 

° The tolerance on lead shall be ±0.003 in./in. on any size threaded to an 
effective thread length greater than 1 in. 

Note.—For tolerances on depth of thread see table VII.1, and for tolerances 
on pitch diameter see par. 8, p. 4. 

The limits specified in this table are intended to serve as a guide for estab¬ 
lishing limits of the thread elements of taps, dies, and thread chasers. These 
limits may be required on product threads. 

4. SPECIFICATIONS FOR INTERNAL STRAIGHT 

THREADS IN PIPE COUPLINGS, NPSC 

Threads in pipe couplings made in accordance 
with these specifications are straight (parallel) 
threads of the same thread form as the American 
Standard taper pipe thread specified in par. 1 
and 2, p. 2. They are used to form pressuretight 
joints when assembled with an American Standard 
external taper pipe thread and made up with 
lubricant or sealer. The resulting joints are 
recommended for comparatively low pressures 
only. The American Standard Coupling Straight 
Pipe Thread is designated as shown in the 
following example: 

1/8—27NPSC 

The dimensions and pitch diameter tolerances 
are specified in table VII.4. The pitch diameter 
tolerances correspond to one and one-half turns 
large or small of the standard taper pipe thread. 
The major and minor diameters vary with the 
pitch diameter, as the American Standard pipe 
thread form is maintained. 

Table VII.4.— Dimensions of internal straight threads 
in pipe couplings (pressuretight joints with lubricant or 
sealer), NPSC 

Nominal pipe size 
Threads 

per 
inch 

Minor » 
diameter 

Pitch diameter t> 

Min Min Max 

1 2 3 4 5 

in. in. in. in. 
M__ 27 0. 342 0. 3701 0.3771 
M_ 18 . 440 .4864 . 4968 
H___ 18 . 577 . 6218 . 6322 
Vi--- 14 . 715 . 7717 .7851 

u___ 14 . 925 . 9822 . 9956 

1_ 1HS 1. 161 1.2305 1. 2468 
1M--- U'M 1. 506 1.5752 1. 5915 
1M_ 111/2 1. 745 1. 8142 1. 8305 
2 ... ... _ 11M 2. 219 2. 2881 2. 3044 

2J4__ 8 2. 650 2. 7504 2. 7739 
3 ... _ ...... .... 8 3. 277 3. 3768 3. 4002 

m_ 8 3. 777 3. 8771 3. 9005 
4 _ 8 4. 275 4.3754 4. 3988 

°As the American Standard pipe thread form is maintained the major and 
the minor diameters of the internal thread vary with the pitch diameter. 

^Attention is called to the fact that the actual pitch diameter of the straight 
tapped hole will be slightly smaller than the values given when gaged with 
a taper plug gage as specified in par. 8(c), p. 18. 

5. SPECIFICATIONS FOR RAILING JOINT TAPER 

PIPE THREADS, NPTR 

Railing joints require a rigid mechanical thread 
joint with external and internal taper threads. 

The external thread is basically the same as the 
American Standard taper pipe thread, except 
that it is shortened to permit the use of the larger 
end of the pipe thread (see fig. in table \ II.5.). 
The dimensions of these external and internal 
threads are shown in table VII.5. A recess in 
the fitting provides a covering for the last scratch 
or imperfect threads on the pipe. 

The form of thread is the same as the form of 
the American Standard taper pipe thread shown 
in figure VII.1. An NPTR thread is designated 
as shown in the following example: 

1/2—14XPTR 

The gaging of these threads is specified in table 
VII.5. The maximum allowable variation in the 
external thread is no turns large and one turn 
small. The maximum allowable variation in the 
internal thread is one turn large, no turns small. 
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6. SPECIFICATIONS FOR STRAIGHT PIPE 

THREADS FOR MECHANICAL [JOINTS,2 NPSM, 

NPSL, NPSH 

While external and internal taper pipe threads 
are recommended for pipe joints in practically 
every service, there are certain types of joints 
where straight pipe threads are used to advantage. 
Three of these straight pipe thread joints are cov¬ 
ered by this handbook, all of which are based on 
the pitch diameter of the American Standard taper 

1 See footnote 2, p. 1. 

pipe thread at the gaging notch (Dimension E\ of 
table VII.2) but have various truncations at crest 
and root as described below. These three types of 
joints are as follows: 

Type 1. Free-fitting mechanical joints for fix¬ 
tures, table VII.6, both external and internal, 
NPSM. 

Type 2. Loose-fitting mechanical joints with 
locknuts, table VII.7, both external and internal, 
NPSL. 

Table VII.6.—Dimensions of external and internal straight pipe threads for mechanical joints (free-fitting), XPS.1/ 

Externa] thread, class 2A Internal thread, class 2B 

Nominal pipe size 
Threads 
per inch 

Allowance 
Major diameter Pitch diameter Minor diameter Pitch diameter 

Max Min Max Min Min Max Min « Max 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
!4_ 27 0.0011 0. 397 0.390 0.3725 0.3689 0. 358 0.364 0. 3736 0. 3783 
54-__ 18 .0013 . 526 .517 .4903 .4859 .468 . 481 .4916 .4974 
U_ 18 .0014 . 662 . 653 . 6256 . 6211 .603 . 612 . 6270 .6329 
M_ 14 .0015 .823 .813 . 7769 . 7718 . 747 . 759 . 7784 . 7851 
%_ 14 .0016 1.034 1.024 .9873 .9820 .958 .970 .9889 . 9958 

1 __ HJ-2 .0017 1.293 1. 281 1. 2369 1.2311 1. 201 1. 211 1. 2386 1. 2462 
Hi- 11H .0018 1.638 1.626 1. 5816 1. 5756 1. 546 1. 555 1. 5834 1. 5912 
m___ 1154 .0018 1.877 1.865 1.8205 1. 8144 1. 785 1. 794 1.8223 1. 8302 
2___ 1154 .0019 2.351 2. 339 2. 2944 2. 2882 2. 259 2. 268 2. 2963 2. 3044 

2\<i- 8 .0022 2. 841 2. 826 2. 7600 2. 7526 2.708 2. 727 2. 7622 2. 7720 
3__ 8 .0023 3. 467 3. 452 3. 3862 3. 3786 3.334 3.353 3. 3885 3. 3984 
3H- 8 .0023 3.968 3.953 3. 8865 3. 8788 3.835 3.848 3.8883 3. 8988 
4_ __ ... .. 8 .0023 4. 466 4. 451 4. 3848 4. 3771 4.333 4.346 4.3871 4. 3971 
5_ 8 .0024 5. 528 5. 513 5. 4469 5. 4390 5. 395 5. 408 5. 4493 5. 4598 
6_ 8 .0024 6. 585 6. 570 6. 5036 6. 4955 6. 452 6. 404 6. 5060 6. 5165 

<■ Column 10 is the same as the pitch diameter at the end of internal thread, 
Ei, basic (see table VII.2, col. 8). 

Note: The minor diameters of external threads and major diameters of 
internal threads are those as produced by commercial straight pipe dies and 
commercial ground straight pipe taps. 

The major diameter of the external thread has been calculated on the basis 
of a truncation of 0.10825p, and the minor diameter of the internal thread has 
been calculated on the basis of a truncation of 0.21651p to provide no inter¬ 
ference at crest and root when product is gaged with gages made in accordance 
with par. 8(d), p. 18. 

9 493027 0—59-2 



Table VII.7.—Dimensions of external and internal straight pipe threads for locknvt connections (loose-fitting mechanical 
joints), NPSL 

° As the American Standard straight pipe thread form of thread is main¬ 
tained the major and the minor diameters of the internal thread and the 
minor diameter of the external thread vary with the pitch diameter. The 
major diameter of the external thread is usually determined by the diameter 
of the pipe. These theoretical diameters result from adding the depth of the 
truncated thread (0.666025Xp) to the maximum pitch diameters in column 
5, and it should be understood that commercial pipe will not always have 
these maximum major diameters. 

The locknut thread is established on the basis of retaining the greatest 
possible amount of metal thickness between the bottom of the thread and 
the inside of the pipe. 

In order that a locknut may fit loosely on the externally threaded part, an 
allowance equal to the “increase in pitch diameter per turn” is provided 
with a tolerance of turns for both external and internal thread (see table 
7.8, p. 107). 
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Type 3. Loose-fitting mechanical joints for hose 
couplings, NPSH.2 

(a) Thread designations.—The above types of 
straight pipe threads for mechanical joints are 
designated by specifying in sequence the nominal 
size, number of threads per inch, form (straight) 
and symbol of the thread series, as follows: 

)'«—27NPSM 
)i—27NPSL 
1—11 ^NPSH 

(b) Pitch and flank angle.—The pitch and flank 
angle are the same as the corresponding dimensions 
of the taper pipe thread described in pars. 1 and 2, 
p. 2. 

(c) Diameter of thread.—The basic pitch diam¬ 
eter for both the external and internal straight pipe 
threads is equal to the pitch diameter of the Amer¬ 
ican Standard taper pipe thread at the gaging 
notch (dimension Ex of table VII.2), which is the 
same as the large end of the internal taper pipe 
thread. 

1. Free-Fitting Mechanical Joints for Fix¬ 

tures, NPSM.—Standard iron, steel, and brass 
pipe are often used for special applications where 
there are no internal pressures. Where straight 
thread joints are required for mechanical assem¬ 
blies, straight pipe threads are often found more 
suited or convenient. 

The dimensions of these threads, as given in 
table VII.6, are for pipe thread connections where 
the parts are assembled in the shop and where 
reasonably close fit of the mating parts is desired. 

2. Loose-Fitting Mechanical Joints With 

Locknuts, NPSL.—The American Standard ex¬ 
ternal locknut thread is designed to produce a 
pipe thread having the largest diameter that it is 
possible to cut on standard pipe. Ordinarily 
straight internal threads are used with these 
straight external threads providing a loose fit. 
The dimensions of these threads are given in 
table VII.7. It will be noted that the maximum 

2 See footnote 2, p. 1. 

major diameter of the external thread is slightly 
greater than the nominal outside diameter of the 
pipe. The normal manufacturer’s variation in 
pipe diameter provides for this increase. 

One application of the use of a taper pipe 
thread in combination with a locknut thread 
which has been in use for some time is that shown 
over table VII.7. It consists of the nipple 
threaded joint used to connect standpipes with 
the floor or wall of water supply tanks. 

7. SPECIFICATIONS FOR UNIFIED SPECIAL 

STRAIGHT SCREW THREADS FOR USE ON 
THIN-WALL TUBING, UNS 

UNS Unified special screw threads in the 27- 
thread series in sizes % to 1 in. are recommended 
for general use on thin-wall tubing. The class of 
thread is to be 2A and 2B. 

The limits of size of these threads and the 
minimum length of complete thread are given 
in table VII.8. 

1. Thread Form.—The Unified form of thread 
profile as specified in part I, section III, shall be 
used. 

2. Thread Designation.—The method to be 
used for the designation of the tubing thread is 
shown in the following example: 

y4—27UNS-2A 

3. Gages.—The specifications for gages as 
presented in part I, section VI, apply to these 
threads. For identification, each gage shall be 
plainly marked with the thread designation in 
accordance with the previous paragraph. 

8. GAGES AND GAGE TOLERANCES FOR 

AMERICAN STANDARD PIPE THREADS 

1. Design of Gages.—Gages for American 
Standard pipe threads are of the standard type 
or the limit type, as described below. Gages 
should conform to the designs recommended in 
Commercial Standard CS8 for pipe thread plug 

Table VII.8.—Limits of size of Unified special screw threads for use on thin-wall tubing, UNS-2A, UNS-2B 

Nominal size and 
threads per inch 

External, 2A Internal, 2B 
Mini¬ 
mum" 
length 

of 
complete 
thread 

AJlow- 
ance 

Major diameter Pitch diameter 
Minor 
diam¬ 
eter 

Minor diameter Pitch diameter Major 
diameter 

Max Min Max Min Tolerance Min Max Min Max Tolerance Min 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
M—27_ 0. 0010 0. 2490 0. 2423 0. 2249 0. 2214 0 0035 0.2036 0 210 0.219 0. 2259 0. 2304 0. 0045 0. 2500 0. 268 
Me—27_ .0010 .3115 .3048 .2874 .2839 . 0035 .2661 . 272 . 281 .2884 .2929 .0045 .3125 .289 
3A-27_ .0011 .3739 .3672 .3498 .3462 .0036 .3285 .335 .344 .3509 .3556 . 0047 .3750 .310 
. 390—27_ .0011 .3889 .3822 .3648 . 3612 .0036 .3435 . 350 . 359 .3659 .3706 . 0047 . 3900 .315 
Ms—27__ .0011 . 4364 .4297 .4123 .4087 .0036 .3910 .397 .406 .4134 .4181 .0047 . 4375 .331 
H—27_ .0011 .4989 .4922 .4748 .4711 .0037 .4535 .460 .469 . 4759 .4807 .0048 .5000 .352 

Ms-27_ .0011 .5614 .5547 .5373 . 5336 .0037 . 5160 . 522 . 531 .5384 . 5432 .0048 . 5625 .372 
H—27__ .0011 .6239 . 6172 . 5998 . 5960 .0038 . 5785 .585 .594 . 6009 .6059 .0050 .6250 .393 
M—27_ .0012 .7488 . 7421 . 7247 . 7208 .0039 . 7034 .710 . 719 . 7259 .7310 . 0051 . 7500 .435 
27___ .0012 .8738 .8671 .8497 .8458 .0039 .8284 .835 .844 .8509 . 8560 . 0051 .8750 .477 

1-27_ .0012 .9988 .9921 .9747 .9707 .0040 .9534 .960 .969 .9759 .9811 . 0052 1.0000 . 518 

“ Based on formula: Minimum length of complete thread=Mi basic major diam (col. 14)+0.185 in. (5 threads). 
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and ring gages 12 in. and smaller. Larger sizes 
should be of suitable design. 

(а) Standard type gages.—A set of standard or 
basic type gages consists of a taper-threaded 
plug gage and a taper-threaded ring gage (see 
figs. VII.4 and VII.5). The plug gages are made 
to dimensions given in table VII.9 with a gaging 
notch located a distance Lx from the small end. 
The thin ring gages have a length equal to dimen¬ 
sion Lx. These rings are fitted to the plugs, 
coming flush at the notch within tolerances as 
given in table VII. 10. The roots of the threads 
on these gages should be undercut beyond the 
sharp V to a width of 0.116p, to facilitate finishing. 
The crests are to be truncated an amount equal 
to O.lOOp, as illustrated in figure VII.5. In 
locating the basic gaging notch, the plane of the 
bottom of the notch should intersect the following 
thread flank or side at or near the pitch cone. 

The ring gage shall be fitted to the plug so that, 
when assembled handtight, the gaging face will 
be flush with the small end of the plug, and the 
opposite face will be flush with the gaging notch 
on the plug within tolerances as given in table 
VII.10. 

(б) Limit type gages.—There are occasions when 
it is desirable to check the maximum and minimum 
limits of taper threaded product directly with a 
limit working gage rather than with a standard 
basic working gage, which necessitates counting 
the turns by which the gage overtravels or fails 
to come up to the basic surface on the product. 
To meet this requirement, the design of limit gage 
shown in figure VII.6 has been developed as an 
alternative to the recognized standard type plug 

and ring gages. These gages retain the basic 
notch on the plug together with the basic surface 
of the ring, and in addition include two notches, 
or steps, on both plug and ring, one the maximum 
and one the minimum. The retention of the 
basic step or notch is not essential but facilitates 
checking against the master and reference gages 
and also provides a convenient means of checking 
the maximum and minimum steps. The limit 
gage thread form, tolerances, etc., are the same 
as specified for the corresponding standard type 
gages. 

(c) Triroll gages.—The triroll taper pipe thread 
gage, which functions in a manner similar to a 
taper thread ring gage of the limit type, has the 
additional advantage that the taper, thread angle, 
lead, and thread form may be examined visually 
by observing the contact between the gage rolls 

FinuRE VII.4.—American Standaid taper pipe thread pli 
and thin ring gages. 

Note. The illustration shows standard design for sizes 2-inch and smallt 
larger sizes are of slightly different designs. 

and the thread. A plain taper triroll gage may 
also be used to gage major diameter. This gage 
permits measurement of taper deviation which 
may be examined visually, or for all practical 
purposes be measured by inserting two thickness 
gages between the gage rolls and the major diam¬ 
eter of the product, one on each side, at the point 
of extreme gap. This gage has a flush-pin arrange¬ 
ment with basic, maximum, and minimum steps 
on the body which represent the thread size, and 
maximum and minimum steps on the flush pin 
corresponding to the limits on crest truncation. 

2. Classes of Gages.—Gages of the following 
types may be used to completely cover gage 
requirements: 

1 Master gages used to check reference gages. 
2 Reference gages used to check working and 

inspection gages. 
3 Inspection (or working) gages used for in¬ 

spection in the final acceptance of threads 
and to check threads during manufacture. 

(a) Master gages.—The set of master gages 
consists of two taper threaded plug gages and one 
thin ring gage (see figs. VII.4 and VII.5). The 
plug gages are made to dimensions given in table 
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GAGING FACE 

BOTTOM VIEW OF RING GAGE 

GAGING FACE 

RING GAGE -LIMIT TYPE PLUG GAGE-LIMIT TYPE 

SIDE VIEW SIDE VIEW 

Figure VII .6.—Alternative form of taper pipe thread limit 
plug and thread ring gages. 

VII.9. They are constructed of hardened steel 
with a gaging notch located a distance Lx (table 
VII.2) from the small end. The thin ring gages 
have a length equal to dimension Lx. These 
rings are fitted to the plugs coming flush at the 
notch. The roots of the threads on these gages 
should be undercut beyond the sharp V to facilitate 
finishing. The crests of one plug and the ring 
gage are truncated an amount equal to O.lOp as 
illustrated in fig. VII.5. The crests of the other 
plug gage are truncated an amount equal to 
0.033p (see par. 3(a) below for tolerances). The 
set of master gages is primarily for the use of gage 
and tool manufacturers and for accurate compari¬ 
son in checking reference gages. 

The set of master gages should be made to the 
basic dimensions shown in table VII.9 as ac¬ 
curately as possible, but in no event exceeding the 
tolerances specified in table VII. 10. Each master 
gage should in addition be accompanied by a 
record of the measurements of all elements of the 
thread. 

(b) Reference gages.—The set of reference gages 
consists of taper threaded plug and ring gages (see 
figs. VII.4 and VII.5). They are identical in 
design and have the same thread form as the set of 
master gages. They are made of hardened steel 
to dimensions given in table VII.9 (see par. 3(b) 
below for tolerances). The reference gages are 
used primarily for checking working and inspection 
gages. 

Each reference gage should be accompanied by 
a record of the decimal part of a turn that it varies 
large or small from the basic dimensions. 

Caution—It must be understood that two gages 

will not necessarily mate in accordance with the 
computed value that each may be off from basic. 

(c) Inspection (working) gages.—The sets of 
inspection (working) gages consist of taper thread 
plug and ring gages of either the standard type or 
the limit type, and are used for checking the prod¬ 
uct. These gages are made of hardened steel to 
dimensions given in table VII.9 (see par. 3(b) 
below for tolerances). 

It is to be noted that these gages are truncated 
at the crest an amount equal to 0.1 p, so that they 
bear only on the flanks of the thread. Thus, 
although they do not check the crest truncations 
specified in table VII. 1, they are satisfactory for 
the inspection of the general run of product. 
'When it is deemed necessary to determine whether 
or not such truncations are within the limits 
specified, or particularly to see that the maximum 
truncation is not exceeded, it is necessary to make 
further inspection. For this purpose optical 
projection, or MIL-P-7105 specification gages, 
may be used. 

In locating the basic gaging notch the plane of 
the bottom of the notch should intersect the fol¬ 
lowing thread flank or side at or near the pitch 
cone. 

3. Gage Tolerances.—In the manufacture 
of gages, variations from, basic dimensions are 
unavoidable. Furthermore, gages will wear in 
use. In order to fix the maximum allowable 
variations of gages, tolerances have been estab¬ 
lished. 

(а) Master gage tolerances.—The set of master 
gages should be made to the basic dimensions as 
accurately as possible but in no event exceeding 
the tolerances specified in table VII. 10. Each 
master gage should in addition be accompanied by 
a record of the measurements of all elements of the 
thread (see par. 3(c) below). 

(б) Rejerence and inspection (wcrking) gage toler¬ 
ances.—These gages should be made to the basic 
dimensions and should be within the tolerances for 
individual elements as specified in table VII. 10. 
The maximum, wear on inspection (working) gages 
shall not be more than the equivalent of one-half 
turn from the basic dimensions. 

(c) Relation of lead and angle deviations to pitch 
diameter tolerances of gages.—When it is necessary 
to compute from measurements the decimal part 
of a turn that a gage varies from the basic dimen¬ 
sions which is required for master and reference 
gages, tables VII. 11 and VII. 12 should be used. 
Table VII. 11 gives the correction in diameter for 
angle deviations and table VII. 12 gives the correc¬ 
tion in diameter for lead deviations. These cor¬ 
rections are always added to the pitch diameter in 
the case of external threads and subtracted in the 
case of internal threads regardless of whether or 
not the lead or angle deviations are plus or minus. 

The diameter equivalent for lead and angle 
deviations plus the pitch diameter deviations mul¬ 
tiplied by 16 gives the longitudinal variation from 
basic at the gaging notch. This longitudinal vari- 
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ation divided by the pitch equals the decimal part 
of a turn that the gage varies from basic at the 
gaging notch. 

4. Gaging External Taper Threads.—In 
gaging external taper threads, the ring gage, figure 
VII.7, is screwed handtight on the pipe or external 
thread. The thread is within the permissible tol¬ 
erance when the gaging face of the working or in¬ 
spection ring gage is not more than 1 turn, large or 
small, from being flush with the end of the thread, 
as indicated in figure VII.7, allowance being made 
for any variation in the gage from basic dimen¬ 
sions. 

5. Gaging Internal Taper Threads.—In 
gaging internal taper threads, the plug gage, figures 
VII.4 and VII.6, is screwed handtight into the fit¬ 
ting or coupling. The thread is within the per¬ 
missible tolerance when the gaging notch of the 
working or inspection plug gage is not more than 1 
turn, large or small, from being flush with the end 
of the thread, as indicated in figure VII.8, allow¬ 
ance being made for any variation in the gage from 
basic dimensions. 

6. Gaging Chamfered, Countersunk, or 

Recessed Threads.—When the internal thread 
is chamfered, countersunk, or recessed, the notch 

Firure VII.7.—Gaging external taper threads with thin ring 
gage. 

should be flush with the bottom of the chamfer, 
which shall be considered as being the intersection 
of the chamfer cone and the pitch cone of the 
thread (see view B, fig. VII.9). In general, this 
depth is equal to one-half thread or approximately 
p/2 from the face of the valve or fitting. 

Table VII.9.—Basic dimensions of threaded plug and ring gages for American Standard taper pipe threads, NPT 

Nominal 
size of pipe 

s 

.c 

■C 
E-1 

8. 
.c o 

Major diameters of plug 
gages », » 

Pitch diameters of plug and 
ring gages 

Minor diameters of ring 
gages • 

bl 
C 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

in. 
Me_ 
H_ 
!4_ 
«.. 
A_ 
H_ 

27 
27 
18 
18 
14 
1 1 

in. 
0.03704 

.03704 

.05556 

.05556 

.07143 

.07143 

in. 
0. 29585 

. 38818 

.51439 

.64902 

.80600 
1.01525 

in. 
0.30585 

.39827 

.52863 

.66402 

.82600 
1. 03644 

in. 
0.31217 

.40467 

.53950 

.67450 

.83936 
1.04936 

in. 
0.27118 

. 35351 

.47739 

.61201 

.75843 

. 96768 

in. 
0. 28118 

. 37360 

.49163 

. 62701 

. 77843 

. 98887 

in. 
0.28750 

. 38000 

. 50250 

. 63750 

.79179 
1.00179 

in. 
0.24551 

.33884 

.44039 

.57501 

.71086 

.92011 

in. 
0. 25651 

.34893 

.45463 

. 59001 

.73086 

.94129 

in. 
0. 26283 

. 35533 

.46550 

. 60050 

.74422 

.95422 

in. 
0.00231 

. 00231 

. 00347 

. 00347 

.00446 

.00446 

in. 
0.160 

. 1615 
. 2278 
.240 
.320 
.339 

in. 
0. 26111 

.26385 

.40178 

. 40778 

.53371 

.54571 

1_ 
1!4_ 
l'A_ 
2_ 

11A .08696 
11H .08696 
11 Vi .08696 
11 'A .08696 

1.27154 
1.61504 
1.85400 
2. 32593 

1. 29654 
1.64129 
1.88025 
2. 35418 

1.31422 
1.65922 
1. 89922 
2. 37422 

1.21363 
1.55713 
1.79609 
2. 26902 

1.23863 
1.58338 
1.82234 
2. 29627 

1.25630 
1.60139 
1.84130 
2. 31630 

1. 15572 
1. 49922 
1.73817 
2.21111 

1.18072 
1.52547 
1. 76442 
2. 23836 

1.19839 
1.54339 
1. 78339 
2. 25839 

. 00543 

.00543 

.00543- 

. 00543 

.400 

.420 

.420 

.436 

.68278 

.70678 

. 72348 

. 75652 

2 'A 
3 . 
3A 
4.. 
5.. 

. 12500 

. 12500 

. 12500 

.12500 

. 12500 

2. 80278 
3. 42388 
3. 92075 
4.41763 
5. 47398 

2. 84541 
3. 47175 
3. 97207 
4. 47038 
5.53255 

2. 87388 
3. 49888 
3. 99888 
4. 49888 
5. 56188 

2. 71953 
3. 34062 
3. 83750 
4. 33438 
5. 39073 

2. 76216 
3. 38850 
3. 88881 
4.38712 
5. 44929 

2. 79062 
3.41562 
3.91562 
4.41562 
5. 47862 

2. 63628 
3. 25737 
3.75425 
4. 25112 
5. 30748 

2. 67891 
3. 30525 
3. 80556 
4. 30387 
5.36604 

2. 70737 
3. 33237 
3. 83237 
4. 33237 
5. 39537 

.00781 

. 00781 
. 00781 
. 00781 
. 00781 

.682 

.766 

.821 

.844 

.937 

1. 13750 
1. 20000 
1.25000 
1.30000 
1. 40630 

6_ 
8 _ 
10_ 

.12500 

.12500 
. 12500 

6. 52935 
8. 51685 

10.62357 

6. 58922 
8. 58328 

10. 70419 

6. 62338 
8. 62388 

10.74388 

6 44609 
8. 43359 

10. 54531 

6.50597 
8. 50003 

10. 62094 

6.54062 
8. 54062 

10. 66562 

6.35284 
8.35034 

10. 46206 

6.42272 
8. 41678 

10. 53768 

6. 45737 
8. 45737 

10. 58237 

.00781 

.00781 

. 00781 

.958 
1.063 
1.210 

1.51250 
1.71250 
1. 92500 

12 _ 
14 on... 
16 OD_ 

. 12500 

. 12500 

. 12500 

12.61607 
13.85825 
15. 84575 

12. 70107 
13.95588 
15. 95900 

12. 74888 
13.99888 
15. 99888 

12. 53281 
13. 77500 
15.76250 

12. 61781 
13.87262 
15.87575 

12. 66562 
13. 91562 
15. 91562 

12.44956 
13. 69175 
15. 67925 

12. 53456 
13. 78937 
15. 79250 

12. 58237 
13. 83237 
15. 83237 

. 00781 

.00781 

. 00781 

1.360 
1.562 
1.812 

2. 12500 
2. 25000 
2. 45000 

18 OD_ 
20 OD_ 

.12500 

.12500 
17. 83325 
19. 82075 

17. 95825 
19. 95357 

17. 99888 
19. 99888 

17. 75000 
19. 73750 

17. 87500 
19. 87031 

17.91562 
19. 91562 

17. 66675 
19. 65425 

17. 79175 
19. 78706 

17. 83237 
19. 83237 

.00781 

.00781 
2. 000 
2. 125 

2. 65000 
2. 85000 

24 OD .12500 23.79575 23. 94419 23.99888 23. 71250 23. 86094 23. 91562 23. 62925 23.77768 23. 83237 .00781 2.375 3. 25000 

° These dimensions are based on a crest truncation of O.lp for pipe thread 
gages, which insures bearing of the gage on the sides of the thread, when the 
product thread is cut with a slightly dull tool, instead of at the roots of the 
thread. 

6 Second plug gage to be larger to provide for major diameters of Eo+— 

0 8 0 8 
at. small end, Ei+“ at gaging notch, and at large end, full ring. 
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Figure VII.8.— Gaging internal taper threads. 

7. Direct Measurement.—Taper pipe threads 
on the product are regularly checked only by 
gaging, but where a more exact check may be 
needed on threaded pipe made of steel, wrought 
iron, or brass, and on other threaded products of 
steel, direct measurement of threads may be 
specified. 

8. Gaging of Straight Pipe Threads.—(a) 
Types of gages.—Gages to properly control the 
production of these straight threads should be 
either straight “go” and “not go” gages or the 
regular American Standard taper pipe thread 
gages as indicated below. 

(b) Use of straight and taper gages.—Straight 
“go” and “not go” gages should be used for all 
types of threaded joints where both the external 
and internal threads are straight. Taper plug 
gages may be used for the internal threads of all 
types of mechanical joints where the external 
thread is tapered and the internal thread is 
straight. 

Table VII. 10.— Tolerances for American Standard reference and inspection (working) taper pipe thread plug and ring gages, 
NPT 

Nominal pipe 
size 

Threads 
per inch 

Toler¬ 
ance on 
pitch 
diam¬ 
eter « 

Tolerance on 
lead b, d 

Tolerance on half 
angle e 

Tolerance on 
taper d, e 

Toler¬ 
ance on 
major 
diam¬ 
eter f 

Toler¬ 
ance on 
minor 

diam¬ 
eter * 

Total cumulative 
tolerances on pitch 

diameter 

Standoff be¬ 
tween plug 

and ring 
gages at gag¬ 
ing notch for 
dimensions 
at opposite 
extreme tol¬ 

erance 
limits h 

Plugs Rings Plugs Rings Plugs Rings Plugs Rings Plugs Rings 

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

in. in. in. in. min. min. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
zb zb zb — — ■T 

He... - - - 27 0.0002 0.0002 0. 0003 15 20 0. 0003 0. 0006 0. 0004 0. 0004 0. 00080 0. 00118 0. 032 
H_ 27 . 0002 . 0002 . 0003 15 20 . 0003 .0006 .0004 .0004 .00080 .00118 .032 
H_ 18 .0002 . 0002 . 0003 15 20 . 0004 .0007 .0006 . 0006 .00092 .00134 .036 
H_ 18 .0002 . 0002 .0003 15 20 .0004 .0007 .0006 .0006 .00092 .00134 .035 
(4__ 14 .0003 .0002 .0003 10 15 .0006 .0009 .0010 .0010 . 00097 .00142 .033 

V*_ 14 .0003 .0002 .0003 10 15 .0006 .0009 .0010 .0010 . 00097 .00142 .038 
1_ 11(4 .0003 .0003 .0004 10 15 .0008 .0012 .0010 .0010 .00121 .00170 .047 
m_ 11(4 .0003 .0003 .0004 10 15 .0008 . 0012 . 0010 .0010 .00121 .00170 .047 
1(4_ 11(4 .0003 .0003 .0004 10 15 .0008 .0012 . 0010 .0010 .00121 .00170 .047 
2_ 11(4 .0003 .0003 .0004 10 15 .0008 .0012 .0010 .0010 .00121 .00170 .047 

2(4_ 8 . 0005 .0004 .0005 7 10 .0010 .0014 ^<0016 .0016 . 00158 .00211 .059 
3_ 8 . 0005 .0004 .0005 7 10 .0010 .0014 .0016 .0016 .00158 .00211 .059 
3(4_ 8 .0005 .0004 .0005 7 10 . 0010 .0014 .0016 .0016 . 00158 .00211 .059 
4_ 8 . 0005 .0004 .0005 7 10 .0010 .0014 . 0016 .0016 . 00158 .00211 .059 
5_ 8 .0005 .0004 .0005 7 10 .0010 .0014 .0016 .0016 .00158 .00211 .059 

6_ 8 .0005 .0004 . 0005 7 10 .0010 .0014 .0016 .0016 .00158 .00211 .059 
8_ 8 .0005 .0004 .0005 7 10 . 0010 .0014 .0020 .0020 .00158 .00211 .059 
10_ 8 . 0005 .0004 .0005 7 10 .0010 .0014 .0020 .0020 .00158 .00211 .059 
12_ 8 .0005 . 0004 . 0005 7 10 .0010 .0014 .0020 . 0020 . 00158 .00211 .059 
14 OD_ 8 .0008 .0005 .0006 7 10 .0010 .0014 .0030 .0030 . 00206 .00271 .076 

16 OD_ 8 .0008 .0005 .0006 7 10 .0010 .0014 .0030 .0030 .00206 .00271 .076 
18 OD_ 8 .0008 .0005 . 0006 7 10 .0010 . 0014 .0030 .0030 .00206 . 00271 .076 
20 OD_ 8 .0008 .0005 . 0006 7 10 .0010 .0014 .0030 . 0030 .00206 .00271 .076 
24 OD_ .8 .0008 .0005 .0006 7 10 .0010 .0014 .0030 .0030 .00206 .00271 .076 

° To be measured at the gaging notch of plug gage. 
6 Allowable variation in lead between any two threads in L\ length of gage 

(figs. VII.4 and VII.6). 
e In solving for the correction in diameter for angle deviations, the average 

deviation in half angle for the two sides of thread regardless of their signs 
should be taken. 

d The lead and taper on plug and ring gages shall be measured along the 
pitch line, omitting the imperfect threads at each end. 

' Allowable variation in taper, in L\ length of gage (figs. VII.4 and VII.6). 
’ Tolerance on major diameter of plug gage at gaging notch. 
‘ Tolerance on minor diameter of ring gage at large end. 
h Maximum possible interchange standoff, any ring against any plug other 

than its master plug, may occur when taper deviations are zero and all other 
dimensions are at opposite extreme tolerance limits. Average standoff 
should be well within these maximum limits. 

Note.—The large end of the ring gage shall be flush with the gaging notch 
of its master plug gage when assembled handtight within ±0.902 in. fo” 
sizes U6 to 2 in., inclusive, within ±0.003 in. for sizes 2‘A to 12 in., inclusive, 
and within ±0.005 in. for sizes 14 in. and larger. 

The tolerances for the length L\ from small end to gaging notch of the plug 
gage (figs. VII.4 and VII.6) shall be +0.000 and —0.001 for sizes Ha to 2 in., 
inclusive, and +0.000 and —0.002 for sizes 2‘A in. and larger. 

The tolerances for the over-all thread length L2 of the plug gage (figs. 
VII.4 and VII.6) shall be +0.005 and —0.000 for sizes M6 in. to 2 in., inclusive, 
and +0.010 and —0.000 for sizes 2lA in. and larger. 

Tolerances for the thickness £1 of the ring gage (figs. VII.4 and VII.6) 
shall be +0.001 and —0.000 for sizes Ms to 2 in., inclusive, and +0.002 and 
—0.000 for sizes 2(4 in. and larger. 
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Table VII.11.—Diameter equivalent of deviation in half 
included angle for tools and gages a 

Deviation,b Sa 
8 threads 
per inch 

111-2 
threads 
per inch 

14 threads 
per inch 

18 threads 
per inch 

27 threads 
per inch 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

min. in. in. in. in. in. 
i_ 0. 00006 0. 00004 0.00003 0. 00002 0. 00002 
2_ . 00011 .00008 .00006 . 00005 .00003 
3_ . 00017 .00012 . 00010 . 00007 .00005 
4_ .00022 .00016 . 00013 . 00010 .00007 
5_ .00028 . 00019 . 00016 . 00012 .00008 
6_ . 00034 . 00023 . 00019 . 00015 .00010 

7_ .00039 . 00027 . 00022 .00017 .00012 
8_ .00045 .00031 .00026 .00020 .00013 
9_ . 00050 . 00035 . 00029 .00022 . 00015 
10_ . 00056 . 00039 . 00032 .00025 .00017 
11_ . 00062 . 00043 . 00035 .00027 . 00018 
12_ . 00067 . 00047 . 00038 . 00030 . 00020 

13_ . 00073 .00051 .00042 . C0032 .00022 
14_ .00078 .00054 .00045 . 00035 .00023 
15_ .00084 .00058 .00048 . 00037 .00025 
16_ .00089 .00062 .00051 . 00040 . 00027 
17_ .00095 .00066 .00054 . 00042 .00028 

18_ . 00101 .00070 .00058 . 00045 .00030 
19_ . 00106 . 00074 . 00061 . 00047 .00031 
20_ .00112 .00078 . 00064 . 00050 .00033 
21_ __ .00117 .00082 . 00067 . 00052 . 00035 
22_ .00123 .00086 . 00070 . 00055 . 00036 

23___ .00129 .00089 . 00074 .00057 . 00038 
24_ . 00134 .00093 .00077 . 00060 . 00040 
25_ .00140 .00097 . 00080 .00062 .00041 
26_ .00145 .00101 . 00083 .00065 . 00043 
27.. .. .00151 .00105 . 00086 . 00067 .00045 

28_ .00157 .00109 . 00089 . 00070 .00046 
29_ . 00162 . 00113 .00093 . 00072 .00048 
30___ .00168 .00117 .00096 . 00075 .00050 
45...__ . 00252 . 00175 .00144 .00112 .00075 
60_ .00336 .00233 .00192 . 00149 .00099 

<* In solving for the diameter equivalent of angle deviations the average de¬ 
viation in half angle for the two sides of the thread regardless of their signs 
should be taken. 

b Diameter equivalent=1.53812p tan Sa, where 5a=deviation in half angle 
of thread. 

® ENLARGED VIEW SHOWING CHAMFERED 

EXTERNAL THREAD OF BASIC SIZE 

NOTE: CENTER OF GAGING NOTCH SHOULD INTERSECT FLANK OF 
THREAD AT OR NEAR PITCH LINE. 

® ENLARGED VIEW SHOWING CHAMFERED 

INTERNAL THREAD OF BASIC SIZE 

Figure VII.9.—Gaging of chamfered threads (see par. G, 
p. 14).' 

Note.—The chamfer illustrated is at 45° angle and is pitch in depth. 
However, these details are not requirements and are given only for infor¬ 
mation on the illustration shown. The chamfered portion of thread, and the 
full chamfer cone, are indicated by dotted lines. 

Table VII.12-Diameter equivalent of deviation in pitch for tools and gages « 

Deviation, 5p 0.00000 0.00001 0.00002 0.00003 0.00004 0.00005 0.00006 0.00007 0.00008 0.00009 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
0.00000_ 0. 00000 0. 00002 0.00003 0. 00005 0. 00007 0. 00009 0.00010 0. 00012 0. 00014 0. 00016 
0.00010___ .00017 . 00019 . 00021 .00023 . 00024 . 00026 . 00028 .00029 . 00031 .00033 
0.00020_ .00035 . (10036 . 00038 . 00040 .00042 . 00043 . 00045 . (10047 .00048 . 00050 
0.00030_ .00052 .00054 . 00055 . 00057 .00059 . 00061 . 00062 .00064 .00066 .00068 
0.00040_ . 00069 .00071 .00073 .00074 .00076 .00078 .00080 .00081 . 00083 .00085 
0.00050 _ . 00087 . 00088 .00090 .00092 .00094 . 00095 .00097 . 00099 . 00100 .00102 

0.00060 _ . 00104 .00106 . 00107 . 00109 .00111 .00113 .00114 .00116 .00118 .00120 
0.00070 _ .00121 .00123 .00125 .00126 .00128 .00130 .00132 .00133 .00135 .00137 
0.00080_ _ 00139 .00140 .00142 .00144 .00145 . 00147 .00149 .00151 .00152 .00154 
0.00090 _ .00156 . 00158 . 00159 .00161 .00163 .00165 . 00166 . 00168 .00170 .00171 
0.00100 _ ... _ .00173 .00175 .00177 .00178 .00180 .00182 .00184 .00185 .00187 .00189 

0.00110. _ .00191 .00192 . 00194 .00196 . 00197 . 00199 .00201 .00203 . 00204 .00206 
0.00120 _ .00208 .00210 . 00211 .00213 . 00215 .00217 .00218 .00220 .00222 .00223 
0.00130 _ .00225 00227 .00229 . 00230 . 00232 .00234 .00236 . 00237 . 00239 .00241 
0.00140. _ .00242 .00244 .00246 .00248 . 00249 .00251 .00253 .00255 . 00256 .00258 
0.00150 _ .00260 .00262 .00263 . 00265 .00267 .00268 .00270 . 00272 . 00274 . 00275 

0.00160... _ .00277 .00279 .00281 .00282 . 00284 .00286 .00288 .00289 .00291 .00293 
0.00170... _ .00294 . 00296 .00298 .00300 .00301 . 00303 .00305 .00307 . 00308 .00310 
0.00180 __ .00312 .00313 ,00315 00317 .00319 .00320 .00322 . (10324 .00326 .00327 
0.00190 _ . .00329 .00331 .00333 . 00334 .00336 .00338 . 00339 . (10341 .00343 .00345 
0.00200 _ .00346 .00348 .00350 .00352 . 00353 .00355 .00357 .00359 .00360 .00362 

° Diameter equi valent=1.7326p, where 5p = deviation in pitch between any two threads. 
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TAPER: | IN 16 MEASURED ON DIAMETER 

TAPER TOLERANCE: +0.0008, -0.0000 IN 0.420(L,) 

PITCH DIAMETER AT SMALL END 

1.5490 -0 0003 

MINOR DIAMETER CLEARED 

90° / -30°±0°I0' 

0.009 

0.009 

ALLOWABLE VARIATION IN LEAD BETWEEN 

ANY TWO THREADS ±0.0003 

CHECK PLUG THREADS 
ENLARGED CROSS SECTION 

TAPER: I IN 16 MEASURED ON DIAMETER 

TAPER TOLERANCE: +0.0008, -00000 IN 0.420(L|) 

TAPER: I IN 16 MEASURED ON DIAMETER 
TAPER TOLERANCE: -0.0012, +0.0000 IN 0.420(L|) 

ALLOWABLE VARIATION IN LEAD BETWEEN 

ANY TWO THREADS ±0.0010 

PLUG THREADS 
ENLARGED CROSS SECTION 

ANY TWO THREADS ±00004 

RING THREADS 
ENLARGED CROSS SECTION 

TAPER THREAD PLUG GAGE TAPER THREAD RING GAGE 
DIMENSIONS IN INCHES UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED 

Figure VII. 10.—Method of marking and dimensioning taper pipe thread gages. 
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(c) Gaging pressuretight joints.—Taper thread 
gages shall be used to gage straight internal pipe 
threads forming part of pressuretight joints where 
the external thread is tapered. 

The gaging notch on the American Standard 
taper pipe thread plug gage shall come flush with 
the end of the American Standard coupling straight 
pipe thread, NPSC, table VII.4, p. 7, or with the 
bottom of chamfer, if chamfered, allowing a 
tolerance of one and one-half turns large or small 
to gage. 

(d) Gage dimensions.—The straight “go” and 
“not go” plug and ring gages used for checking 
mechanical joint threads, tables VII.6 and VII.7, 
p. 9 and 10, shall be made to the pitch diam¬ 
eter limits specified in the product tables in ac¬ 
cordance with standard practice for straight 
thread gages. 

The minimum major diameter of the “go” 
thread plug gage shall be equal to the minimum 
pitch diameter of the internal thread plus an 
amount equal to0.649519p. The maximum major 
diameter of the “not go” thread plug gage shall 
be equal to the maximum pitch diameter of the 
internal thread plus an amount equal to % of 
0.649519p ( = 0.433013p). 

The maximum minor diameter of the “go” 
thread ring gage shall be equal to the maximum 
pitch diameter of the external thread minus an 
amount equal to 0.649519p. The minimum minor 
diameter of the “not go” thread ring gage shall 
be equal to the minimum pitch diameter of the 
external thread minus an amount equal to % of 
0.649519p ( = 0.433013^). 

(e) Gage tolerances.—The tolerances on all gages 
should he in accordance with the gage tolerances 
specified for American Standard taper pipe thread, 
NPT, gages in table VII. 10, p. 15. 

9. Marking and Dimensioning of Gages.— 

Each gage shall be marked so as clearly to indicate 
the nominal size of pipe, threads per inch, and the 
proper thread series designation as given in the 
respective section of this standard. Taper pipe 
thread gages shall be marked and dimensioned in 
accordance with figure VII. 10. 

SECTION VIII. DRYSEAL AMERICAN 
STANDARD PIPE THREADS 5 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The significant feature of these threads is 
control of truncation at the crest and root to 
assure metal to metal contact coincident with or 
prior to flank contact. Contact at the crest and 
root prevents spiral leakage and insures pressure- 
tight joints without the use of a lubricant or sealer. 
See figure VIII. 1. If not functionally objection¬ 
able, lubricants may be used to minimize the 
possibility of galling in assembly. 

5 This section is substantially in agreement with the present issue of ASA 
B2.2, “American Standard Dryseal Pipe Threads,” which is published by 
the ASME, 29 West 39th Street, New York 18, N.Y. The latest revision 
should be consulted when referring to this ASA standard. 

The principal uses for this thread during its 
development were for refrigerant, marine, auto¬ 
motive, and aircraft fuel and oil line fittings, drain 
and filler plugs, ordnance gas shells, chemical 
bombs, etc. 

External Dryseal pipe threads are tapered only. 
Internal Dryseal pipe threads may be either 
straight or tapered, as specified. All Dryseal 
pipe threads are right-hand. 

1. Thread Types.—Dryseal pipe threads are 
of four types, as follows: 

Type 1—Dryseal American Standard Taper 
Pipe Thread, NPTF 

Type 2—Dryseal SAE Short Taper Pipe 
thread, PTF-SAE SHORT 

Type 3—Dryseal American Standard Fuel In¬ 
ternal Straight Pipe Thread, NPSF 

Type 4—Dryseal American Standard Inter¬ 
mediate Internal Straight Pipe 
Thread, NPSI 

2. Thread Designations.—The above types 
of Dryseal pipe threads are designated by speci¬ 
fying in sequence the nominal size, number of 
threads per inch, form (Dryseal), and symbol of 
the thread series, as follows: 

1/8—27 DRYSEAL NPTF 
1/8—27 DRYSEAL PTF-SAE SHORT 
1/8—27 DRYSEAL NPSF 
1/8—27 DRYSEAL NPSI 

Each of the letters in the symbols has a definite 
significance as follows: 

N = American (National)2a Standard 
P=Pipe 
T = Taper 
S = Straight 
F=Fuel and Oil 
I = Intermediate 

3. Appendix.—Appendix 7 contains the follow¬ 
ing additional information on the pipe threads 
covered by this section: 

Definitions and letter symbols. 
Suggested twist drill diameters for drilled hole 

sizes for Dryseal pipe threads. 
Pitch diameters of taper pipe threads shown in 

their relation to E\, basic pitch diameter. 
Special short, PTF-SPL SHORT; special extra 

short, PTF-SPL EXTRA SHORT; fine 
thread, F-PTF; and special diameter-pitch 
combination, SPL-PTF, Dryseal pipe threads. 

Dryseal dimensions derived from superseded 
dimensions of Lx equals 0.1800 for the %—27 
size and 0.2000 for the —18 size. 

2. THREAD FORM 

The angle between the flanks of the thread is 
60° when measured on an axial plane and the line 
bisecting this angle is perpendicular to the axis 

2» See p. 1. 
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INTERNAL THREAD 

Figure VlII.l.—Dryseal American Standard pipe threads for pressuretight joints. 

Note.—When threaded joints are made up wrench tight without lubricant or sealer, it is intended that the flanks and the crests and roots shall be in contact 

of both the taper and straight threads. Toler¬ 
ances on thread elements are described in par. 2, 
below and given in table VI 11.1. 

The sketches at the head of table VIII.2 give a 
sectional view of this modified thread form. 
When the crests and roots of commercially manu¬ 
factured product are examined closely, they will be 
found to be slightly rounded at the edges. It is 
intended that the pipe threads of this form on 
products shall be acceptable when the entire 
crests and roots lie within the minimum limits 
of table VIII.2.6 

6 The crests and roots of the external and internal threads may be truncated 
either parallel to the pitch line or parallel to the axis. 

1. Manufacturing Tolerance on Prod¬ 

uct.—The maximum allowable variation in the 
commercial product is 1 turn large or 1 turn small 
from the gaging notch on plug and gaging face of 
ring when gages are screwed up firmly by hand on 
or in the product. Proper allowance shall be 
made for any variation of the gage from basic 
dimensions. 

2. Tolerances on Thread Elements.—The 
permissible variations in thread elements on 
steel products and all pipe made of steel, wrought 
iron, or brass, exclusive of butt-weld pipe, are 
given in table VIII. 1. This table is a guide for 
establishing limits of the thread elements of taps, 
dies, and thread chasers. These limits may be 
required on product threads. Limits and tol¬ 
erances for crest and root truncations are given 
in table VIII.2. 

Table VIII. 1.— Tolerances on taper, lead, and angle for 
Dryseal American Standard threads on pipe and fittings 

Nominal pipe size 
Threads 

per 
inch 

Taper on pitch 
line 

Lead in 
length of 
effective 
thread 

30° half 
angle of 
threads 

Max Min 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

in. 
27 
18 
14 
11J.2 
8 

in.lft 
'Me 
1M 6 
'Me 
'Me 
'Me 

in./ft 
1 M 6 
ll/l 6 
1 W 6 
1 M 6 
1 Me 

in. 
± 

0. 0010 
.0015 
.0020 

<■ . 0025 
- .0040 

•S
-H

 

y2,M _ 
1, 1J4, l'/>, 2_ 
2V, 3 _ 

“For sizes 2\i in. and larger, the tolerance on lead shall not exceed 0.003 
in. in any inch of thread length. Sizes 1, 114, lj>, and 2 in. with threads of 
special length greater than 1 in. shall be subject to same lead tolerance spec¬ 
ified for the 2\i in. size. 

Note.—For tolerances on height of thread see table VIII.2 and for tol¬ 
erances on pitch diameter see par. 1, p. 19. 
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Table VIII.2.—Limits of size on crest and root truncations of Dryseal American Standard external and internal taper pipe 
threads for pressuretight joints without lubricant or sealer, NPTF 

Threads per inch 
Height of 
sharp V 

Height of thread, h Truncation,/ Equivalent width of flat, F 

thread, 
II Maximum Minimum Minimum Maximum Tolerance Minimum Maximum Tolerance 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

97l Crest_ 
in. 

| 0.03208 

in. 

0. 02685 

in. formula 
/ 0.047p 

in. 
0. 0017 

formula 
0. 094p 

in. 
0. 0035 

in. 
0. 0018 

formula 
0. 054p 

in. 
0. 0020 

formula 
0.108 p 

in. 
0. 0040 

in. 
0. 0020 

“'l Root... \ . 094p 
1 .047p 

.0035 

.0026 
. 140p 
. 078p 

. 0052 

.0043 
.0017 
.0017 

. 108p 

.054 p 
. 0040 
.0030 

. 162p 

. 090p 
. 0060 
.0050 

. 0020 

.0020 
Root__ 

14/Crest- 
} .06186 . 05500 . 05236 

1 .078p 
/ . 036p 

. 0043 

.0026 
. 109p 
. 060p 

.0061 

. 0043 
.0018 
.0017 

. 090p 

. 042p 
. 0050 
. 0030 

. 126p 
. 070p 

. 0070 

.0050 
. 0020 
. 0020 

1 Rout __ 1 .060p . 0043 . 085 p . 0061 . 0018 . 070 p . 0050 .098p . 0070 . 0020 

11 i/J Crest- 
11/2lRoot_ 

| . 07531 . 06661 . 06313 
1 . 040p . 0035 . 060 p .0052 .0017 . 046p . 0040 . 069 p .0060 .0020 
1 .060p . 0052 . 090p .0078 . 0026 . 069p . 0060 . 103p . 0090 . 0030 

Crest_ 
} . 10825* . 09613 

f .042p . 0052 . 055p .0069 .0017 . 048p . 0060 .064p «. 0080 .0020 
*1 Root . 1 . 055p . 0069 . 076p . 0095 . 0026 . 064p . 0080 . 088p <■.0110 . 0030 

« There is reason to doubt the practicability of the 8 tpi flat widths in hard materials on account of the volume of metal to be displaced. 
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3. SPECIFICATIONS FOR TYPE 1, DRYSEAL 

TAPER PIPE THREAD, NPTF 

This series of threads applies to both external 
and internal threads of full length and is suitable 
for pipe joints in practically every type of service. 
These threads are generally conceded to be superior 
for strength and seal. Use of the internal tapered 
thread in hard or brittle materials having thin 

sections will minimize trouble from fracture. 
Dimensional data for these threads are given 

in table VIII.4. Interchangeability between the 
various types of Dryseal standard and SAE 
SHORT threads shown in this section is given in 
table VIII.3. Interchangeability between the 
NPTF thread and Dryseal special threads, 
PTF-SPL SHORT and PTF-SPL EXTRA 
SHORT, is given in table 7.9, p. 109. 

Table VIII.3.—Interchangeability betiveen the various types of standard Dryseal threads a 

Dryseal thread: For assembly with Dryseal thread: 

Type Table Description Type Table Description 

1 2 3 4 5 e 

1 _ VIII.4 NPTF (tapered), ext. thd. 1... VIII.4 NPTF (tapered), int. thd. 
2_ VIII.fi PTF-SAE SHORT (tapered), int. thd. 
3. _ VIII.7 NPSF (straight), int. thd. 

NPSI (straight), int. thd. 4_ VIII.8 

1 . VIII.4 NPTF (tapered), int. thd. 1... VIII.4 NPTF (tapered), ext. thd. 
PTF-SAE SHORT (tapered), ext. thd. 2___ VIII.5 

2 b.c VIII.5 PTF-SAF, SHORT (tapered), ext. thd. 4... VIII.8 NPSI (straight), int. thd. 
NPTF (tapered), int. thd. 1... VIII.4 

2 *>•<* VIII.fi PTF-SAE SHORT (tapered), int. thd. 

NPSF (straight), int. thd. 

NPSI (straight), int. thd. 

VIII.4 NPTF (tapered), ext. thd. 

NPTF (tapered), ext. thd. 

PTF-SAE SHORT (tapered), ext. thd. 
NPTF (tapered), ext. thd. 

3 e_ VIII.7 1_ VIII.4 

4 e.f VIII.8 2_ viii. s 
1_ VIII.4 

a Interchangeability between Dryseal threads shown in this section and 
Dryseal special threads, PTF-SPL SHORT and PTF-SPL EXTRA 
SHORT, is given in table 7.9, p. 1C9. An assembly with straight internal 
pipe threads and taper externa] pipe threads is frequently more advantageous 
than an all taper thread assembly, particularly in automotive and other 
allied industries where economy and rapid production are paramount con¬ 
siderations. Dryseal threads are not used in assemblies in wrhich both 
components have straight pipe threads. 

'• Trouble-free assemblies and pressuretight joints without the use of lubri¬ 
cant or sealer can best be assured where both components are threaded with 
NPTF (full length) threads. This should be considered before specifying 
PTF-SAE external or internal threads. 

c PTF-SAE SHORT external threads are primarily intended for assembly 
with type 4 NPSI internal threads but can also be used with type 1 NPTF 
internal threads. They are not designed for, and at extreme tolerance limits 
may not assemble with, type 2 PTF-SAE SHORT internal threads or type 
3 NPSF internal threads. 

d PTF-SAE SHORT internal threads are primarily intended for assembly 
with type 1 NPTF external threads. They are not designed for, and at 
extreme tolerance limits may not assemble with, type 2 PTF-SAE SHORT 
external threads. 

' There is no external thread for the NPSF or NPSI types of threads. 
f NPSI internal threads are primarily intended for assembly with type 2 

PTF-SAE SHORT external threads but will also assemble with full length 
type 1 NPTF external threads. 
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T able VIII.4.—Basic dimensions of Drxjseal American Standard taper pipe thread, NPTF 

HAND ENGAGEMENT (L,)+L3 

Size Pitch, p 

Pitch 
diameter 
at end of 
external 
thread, 

Eo 

Pitch 
diameter 
at end of 
internal 
thread, 

Ei 

Hand engage¬ 
ment, L i 

External b 
basic full 

thread length. 
In 

Vanish thds, 
V, plus full thd 
tolerance plus 
6houlder clear¬ 
ance, (V'+3p/2) 

Shoul¬ 
der 

length, 

(£2+ 
3 V, 

approx.) 

External thread 
for draw, 
(Lt—Li) 

Internal c basic 
full thread 

length, 
(L1+L3) 

Out¬ 
side 

diam¬ 
eter of 
fitting, 

d2 

Out¬ 
side 

diam¬ 
eter of 
pipe, 

D 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

in. in. in. in. thds in. thds in. thds in. in. thds in. thds in. in. 
«6—27_ 0. 03704 0. 27118 0.28118 0. 160 4. 32 0. 2611 7. 05 0. 1139 3.075 0. 3750 0. 1011 2. 73 0. 2711 7. 32 0. 315 0.3125 
H —27_ . 03704 .36351 . 37360 . 1615 4.36 .2639 7. 12 . 1112 3.072 .3750 . 1024 2. 76 .2726 7. 36 .407 .405 
H —IS_ . 055.46 .47739 .49163 .2278 4. 10 .4018 7. 23 . 1607 2. 892 . 5625 . 1740 3. 13 .3945 7. 10 . 546 . 540 
94 —18_ .05556 .61201 .62701 .240 4. 32 .4078 7. 34 . 1547 2. 791 . 5625 . 1678 3. 02 .4067 7. 32 .681 .675 

H —14_ .07143 .75843 . 77843 .320 4.48 .5337 7. 47 .2163 3.028 . 7500 .2137 2. 99 . 5343 7. 48 .850 .840 
94 —14_ .07143 .96768 .98887 .339 4. 75 . 5457 7. 64 .2043 2. 860 . 7500 .2067 2.89 . 5533 7. 75 1.060 1.050 
1 —1194_ .08696 1.21363 1.23863 .400 4.60 .6828 7. 85 .2547 2. 929 . 9375 .2828 3. 25 .6609 7.60 1.327 1.315 
194—1194_ . 08696 1. 55713 1. 58338 .420 4. 83 . 7068 8. 13 .2620 3.013 .9688 .2868 3. 30 .6809 7. 83 1.672 1.660 

194—1194_ .08696 1. 79609 1.82234 .420 4. 83 . 7235 8. 32 .2765 3.180 1.0000 .3035 3. 49 .6809 7. 83 1.912 1.900 
2 —1114_ .08696 2. 26902 2. 29627 . 436 5.01 . 7565 8. 70 .2747 3. 159 1.0312 .3205 3. 69 .6969 8. 01 2. 387' 2. 375 
294—8_ . 12500 2. 71953 2. 76216 . 682 5. 46 1.1375 9. 10 .3781 3. 025 1.5156 .4555 3. 64 1.0570 8. 46 2.893 2. 875 
3 —8.... . 12500 3. 34062 3. 38850 .766 6. 13 1.2000 9.60 .3781 3.025 1.5781 .4340 3.47 1. 1410 9. 13 3. 518 3. .500 

« See general specifications preceding tables and table VIII.3. For drilled 
hole sizes see appendix 7, p. 104. 

» Tabulated external basic full thread lengths include chamfers not exceed¬ 
ing one pitch (thread) length. Design size full thread length should equal 
the external basic full thread length plus one pitch. 

c Tabulated internal basic full thread lengths do not include countersink 
beyond the intersection of the pitch line and the chamfer cone (gaging refer¬ 
ence point). Design size full thread length should equal the internal basic 
full thread length plus one pitch. 
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4. SPECIFICATIONS FOR TYPE 2, DRYSEAL 
TAPER PIPE THREAD, PTF-SAE SHORT, EX¬ 
TERNAL 

External threads of this series conform in all 
respects with the NPTF threads except that the 
full thread length has been shortened by eliminat¬ 
ing one thread at the small end for increased 
clearance and economy of material. 

Dimensional data for these threads are given in 
table VIII.5. Interchangeability between the 
various types of Dryseal Standard and SAE 
SHORT threads is given in table VI11.3. Inter¬ 
changeability between the PTF-SAE SHORT, 
External thread and Dryseal special threads, 
PTF-SPL SHORT and' PTF-SPL EXTRA 
SHORT, is given in table 7.9, p. 109. 

Table VIII.5.—Basic dimensions of Dryseal SAE Short External taper pipe thread, PTF-SAE SHORT, External a 

Size Pitch, p 

Pitch 
diameter 
at end of 
external 
thread, 
Eo short 

U 
Hand 

engagement, 
L\ short 

External4 basic 
full thread 

length, Li short 

Vanish thds, V, 
plus full thd 

toler plus 
shoulder clear¬ 
ance, (V+3p/2) 

Minimum 
shoulder 
length. 

(Z/2 short 
+2isp) 

External thread 
for draw, 
(Z/2 short 

—Li short) 

Internal ' basic 
full thread 
length, (Li 
short +4 p) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

in. in. in. Ihds in. Ihds in. thds in. thds in. in. thds in. thds 
lift 27 .. 1). 03704 0. 27349 0. 160 4. 32 0. 1230 3. 32 0. 2241 6. 05 0. 0926 2. 50 0. 3167 0. Kill 2. 73 0. 2711 7.32 
is—27_ . 03704 . 36582 . 1615 4.36 . 1244 3. 36 . 2268 6. 12 . 0926 2. 50 . 3194 . 1024 2. 76 . 2726 7. 36 
14-18 . . .. . 05556 . 48086 . 2278 4. 10 . 1722 3. 10 . 3462 6. 23 . 1389 2. 50 . 4851 . 1740 3. 13 . 3945 7. 10 
H—18_ .05556 .61548 .240 4.32 . 1844 3.32 .3522 6. 34 . 1389 2. 50 .4911 . 1678 3. 02 .4067 7. 32 

is—14_ .. . .07143 .76289 .320 4. 48 . 2486 3. 48 . 4623 6.47 . 1786 2. 50 . 6409 . 2137 2.99 . 5343 7.48 
94—14. .. .07143 .97214 .339 4. 75 . 2676 3. 75 .4743 6. 64 . 1786 2. 50 . 6528 .2067 2. 89 . 5533 7. 75 
1—Ills__ .08696 1. 21906 . 400 4.60 . 3130 3.60 . 5958 6. 85 .2174 2. 50 . 8132 . 2828 3. 25 . 6609 7.60 
Hi—ills_ . 08696 1.56256 . 420 4.83 .3330 3.83 .6198 7. 13 .2174 2. 50 . 8372 . 2868 3. 30 . 6809 7.83 

lli—Ills_ . 08696 1.80152 . 420 4.83 . 3330 3. 83 . 6365 7. 32 . 2174 2. 50 .8539 .3035 3. 49 .6809 7.83 
2-llls___ .08696 2. 27445 . 436 5.01 . 3490 4.01 .6695 7.70 . 2174 2.50 .8869 .3205 3. 69 . 6969 8.01 
21s—8.__ .12500 2. 72734 . 682 5.46 . 5570 4.46 1.0125 8. 10 .3125 2. 50 1.3250 . 4555 3.64 1.0570 8. 46 
3-8__ .12500 3. 34844 . 766 6. 13 .6410 5. 13 1.0750 8. 60 .3125 2. 50 1. 3875 . 4340 3.47 1. 1410 9. 13 

a See general specifications preceding tables and table VIII. 3. For drilled 
hole sizes see appendix 7, p. 104. 

4 Tabulated external basic full thread lengths include chamfers not exceed¬ 
ing one pitch (thread) length. Design size full thread length should equal the 
external basic full thread length plus one pitch. 

'Tabulated internal basic full thread lengths do not include countersink 
beyond the intersection of the pitch line and the chamfer cone (gaging refer¬ 
ence point). Design size full thread length should equal the internal basic 
full thread length plus one pitch. 
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5. SPECIFICATIONS FOR TYPE 2, DRYSEAL 
TAPER PIPE THREAD, PTF-SAE SHORT, IN¬ 
TERNAL 

Internal threads of this series conform in all 
respects with NPTF threads except that the full 
thread length has been shortened by eliminating 
one thread at the large end. 

Dimensional data for these threads are given in 
table VIII.6. Interchangeability between the 
various types of Dryseal standard and SAE 
SHORT threads is given in table VIII.3. Inter¬ 
changeability between the PTF-SAE SHORT, 
Internal thread and Dryseal special threads, PTF- 
SPL SHORT and PTF-SPL EXTRA SHORT, 
is given in table 7.9, p. 109. 

Table VIII.6.—Basic dimensions of Dryseal SAE Short Internal taper pipe thread, PTF-SAE SHORT, Internal a 

Size Pitch, p 

Pitch 
diameter 
at end of 

int thread, 
E\ short 

Li 
Hand engagement, 

Li short 
Internal basic b 

full thread length, 
(Li short +La) 

Hole depth 
for SAE 

short 
tap 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

in. in. in. thds in. thds in. this in. 
Me—27___ 0. 03704 0. 27887 0. 160 4. 32 0. 1230 3. 32 0. 2341 6. 32 0.4564 
U 27___ . 03704 . 37129 . 1615 4.36 . 1244 3. 36 . 2356 6. 36 . 4578 
M—18 __ __ ___ .... . 05556 .48815 . 2278 4. 10 . 1722 3. 10 .3389 6. 10 .6722 
3$-18_____ . 05556 .62354 . 240 4. 32 . 1844 3. 32 .3511 6. 32 .6844 

H—14_____ . 07143 . 77397 . 320 4.48 . 2486 3. 48 .4629 6. 48 .8915 
H—14... .. . ..... .. .07143 .98441 . 339 4. 75 . 2676 3. 75 . 4819 6. 75 .9105 
1 —11M___ .08696 1. 23320 . 400 4.60 . 3130 3.60 . 5739 6.60 1.0956 
1M—ll>/2___ .08696 1. 57795 . 420 4.83 . 3330 3. 83 . 5939 6.83 1. 1156 

l'A—n'A_____ .08696 1.81691 . 420 4.83 . 3330 3. 83 . 5939 6. 83 1.1156 
2—11M___ . 08696 2. 29084 .436 5.01 . 3490 4.01 . 6099 7.01 1. 1316 
2h—8..... . 12500 2. 75435 . 682 5.46 . 5570 4.46 .9320 7.46 1.6820 
3—8_____ . 12500 3. 38069 . 766 6. 13 . 6410 5. 13 1.0160 8. 13 1.7660 

a See general specifications preceding tables and table VIII. 3. For drilled & Tabulated internal basic full thread lengths do not include countersink 
hole sizes see appendix 7, p. 104. beyond the intersection of the pitch line and the chamfer cone (gaging refer¬ 

ence point). Design size full thread length should equal the Internal basic ful 1 
thread length plus one pitch. 
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6. SPECIFICATIONS FOR TYPE 3, DRYSEAL FUEL 

INTERNAL STRAIGHT PIPE THREAD, NPSF 

Threads of this series are straight (cylindrical) 
instead of tapered. They are generally used in 
soft or ductile materials which will adjust at 
assembly to the taper of external threads but 
may also be used in hard or brittle materials where 
the section is heavy. 

Dimensional data for these threads are given 
in table VIII.7. Interchangeability between the 
various types of Dryseal standard and SAE 
SHORT threads is given in table VIII.3. Inter¬ 
changeability between the NPSF thread and 
Dryseal special threads, PTF-SPL SHORT and 
PTF-SPL EXTRA SHORT, is given in table 
7.9, p. 109. 

7. SPECIFICATIONS FOR TYPE 4, DRYSEAL 

INTERMEDIATE INTERNAL STRAIGHT PIPE 
THREAD, NPSI 

Threads of this series are straight (cylindrical) 
instead of tapered. They are generally used in 
hard or brittle materials where the section is 
heavy and where there is little expansion at 
assembly with the external taper threads. 

Dimensional data for these threads are given 
in table VIII.8. Interchangeability between the 
various types of Dryseal threads is given in table 
VIII.3. Interchangeability between the NPSI 
thread and Dryseal special threads, PTF-SPL 
SHORT and PTF-SPL EXTRA SHORT is 
given in table 7.9, p. 109. 

Table VIII.7.—Dryseal American Standard fuel internal 
straight pipe thread limits, NPSFa 

Size 

Pitch diameter b Minor « 
diameter Design size * 

minimum length 
of full thread 

Max ■'■« Min «■/ Min 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

in. in. in. in. this. 
He—27_ 0. 2803 0. 2768 0. 2482 Me 8. 44 
1* 27_ . 3727 .3692 .3406 He 8.44 
H—18-- .4904 .4852 .4422 8. 44 
H—18_ _ . 6257 .6205 .5776 \/2 9.00 

H—14_ . . 7767 . 7700 .7133 2 Hi 9. 19 
■1.4 - 14 .. .9872 . 9805 .9238 21/$2 9. 19 
1 —11J-2_ 1.2365 1. 2284 1. 1600 25$2 8. 98 

« See general specifications preceding the tables and table VIII.3. For 
drilled hole sizes see appendix 7, p. 104. 

e The pitch diameter of the tapped hole as indicated by the taper plug gage 
is slightly larger than the values given due to the gage having to enter approx¬ 
imately H turn to engage first full thread. 

'As the Dryseal American Standard pipe thread form is maintained, the 
major and minor diameters of the internal thread vary with the pitch diam¬ 
eter. 

d Col. 2 is the same as the E\ pitch diameter of thread at large end of internal 
thread (table VIII.4) minus (small) H thread taper. 

• Taps that produce tapped holes to the above limits in cast iron, steel, 
and brass will produce tapped holes approximately 0.001 in. smaller in zinc 
and similar soft metals. Plug-gage turns engagement should be reduced 
accordingly. 

< Column 3 is column 2 reduced by 1 H turns. 
< Tabulated internal full thread lengths do not include countersink beyond 

the intersection of the pitch line and the chamfer cone (gaging reference 
point). 

Table VIII.8.—Dryseal American Standard intermediate 
internal straight pipe thread limits, N PS I a 

Size 

Pitch diameter b Minor « 
diameter Design size * mini¬ 

mum length of full 
thread 

Max d'< Min ’■> Min 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

in. in. in. in. this. 
He—27_ 0. 2826 0. 2791 0. 2505 / 1 6 8. 44 
H—27_ .3750 .3715 .3429 M 6 8.44 
H—18__- .4938 .4886 .4457 'Hi 8. 44 
H—18..... . 6292 . 6240 . 5811 9. 00 

H—14___ . 7812 . 7745 . 7180 2V?,2 9. 19 
3/4—14_ . 9917 . 9850 .9283 21/$2 9. 19 
1-11H_ 1. 2420 1.2338 1. 1655 25/32 8.98 

» See general specifications preceding tables and table VIII.3. For drilled 
hole sizes see appendix 7, p. 104. 

b The pitch diameter of the tapped hole as indicated by the taper plug 
gage is slightly larger than the values given due to the gage having to enter 
approximately H turn to engage first full thread. 

‘ As the Dryseal American Standard pipe thread form is maintained, the 
major and minor diameters of the internal thread vary with the pitch dia¬ 
meter. 

d Column 2 is the Ei pitch diameter of thread at large end of internal thread 
(table VIII.4) plus (large) H thread taper. 

* Taps that produce tapped holes to the above limits in cast iron, steel, 
and brass will produce tapped holes approximately 0.001 in. smaller in zinc 
and similar soft metals. Plug-gage turns engagement should be reduced 
accordingly. 

t Column 3 is column 2 reduced by 1H turns. 
* Internal thread tabulated full thread lengths do not include countersink 

beyond the intersection of the pitch line and the chamfer cone (gaging refer¬ 
ence point). 
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8. GAGES AND GAGE TOLERANCES 

1. Design of Gages.—Gages for Dryseal pipe 
threads should conform with the dimensions for 
the gages shown herein. The thread form shall 
conform to that specified in par. 2, p. 18 except 
that crests of the threads on the plug and ring 
gages shall be truncated 0.20p to 0.25p. These 
truncations will be as shown in table VIII.9. 
The form of the root clearance for the gages is 
optional. Tolerances on dimensions other than 
truncation shall conform to those specified in 
table VIII. 10. 

2. Relation of Lead and Angle Deviations 

to Pitch Diameter Tolerances of Gages.— 

When it is necessary to compute from measure¬ 
ments the decimal part of a turn that a gage 
varies from the basic dimensions, which is required 
for master and reference gages, tables VII. 11 and 
VII.12, p. 16, should be used. Table VII. 11 
gives the corrections in diameter equivalents for 
angle deviations and table VII. 12 gives the 
diameter equivalents for lead deviations. These 
values are always added to the pitch diameter 
in the case of external threads and subtracted in 
the case of internal threads regardless of whether 
or not the lead or angle deviations are plus or 
minus. 

The diameter equivalents for lead and angle 
deviations plus the pitch diameter multiplied by 
16 gives the longitudinal variation from basic at 
the gaging notch. This longitudinal variation 
divided by the pitch equals the decimal part of a 
turn that the gage varies from basic at the gaging 
notch. 

3. Gaging of Dryseal Pipe Threads.—The 
three accepted methods of gaging Dryseal pipe 
threads with threaded plug and ring gages are: 

(a) Position method of gaging with basic- 
notch gages, 

(b) Limit method of gaging with step-limit 
gages, and 

(c) Turns-engagement method of gaging with 
basic-notch or step-limit gages. 

All methods of gaging external Dryseal threads 
involve the use of two ring thread gages, the 
(X,) thin-ring thread gage for checking the virtual 
diameter over the hand engagement of (X,) thread 
length and the (X2) full ring gage for checking the 
virtual diameter over the remainder of the full 
thread length and the taper over the full thread 
length. 

All methods of gaging internal Dryseal threads 
involve the use of two plug thread gages, the (Xj) 
plug thread gage for checking the virtual diameter 
over the hand engagement or (X,) thread length 
and the (X3) plug thread gage for checking virtual 

Table VIII.9.—Crest truncation of threads of Dryseal pipe 
thread gages 

Threads per inch 
Truncation 

Max Min 

1 2 3 

in. in. 
27_ 0. 0093 0. 0074 
18__ __ .0139 .0111 
14___ . 0179 . 0143 
li K>__- .0217 .0174 
8__ .0312 .0250 



Table VIII.10.— Tolerances for reference and inspection (working) plug and ring gages, NPTF 

Nominal pipe 
size 

Threads 
per inch 

Toler¬ 
ance on 
pitch di¬ 
ameter « 

Tolerance on 
lead b-d 

Tolerance on half 
angle c 

Tolerance on 
taper 

Toler¬ 
ance on 

major di¬ 
ameter f 

Toler¬ 
ance on 
minor di¬ 
ameter ‘ 

Total cumulative 
tolerances on 
pitch diameter 

Standoff be¬ 
tween plug 
and ring 

gages at gag¬ 
ing notch for 
dimensions 
at opposite 

extreme toler¬ 
ance limits 4 

Plugs Rings Plugs Rings Plugs Rings Plugs Rings Plugs Rings 

i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

in. in. in. in. min min in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
i db ± + — — "b 

27 0. 0002 0.0002 0. 0003 15 20 0. 0003 0. 0006 0. 0004 0. 0004 0. 00080 0.00118 0. 032 
>H_ 27 . 0002 . 0002 .0003 15 20 . 0003 . 0006 . 0004 .0004 .00080 .00118 .032 
M_ 18 . 0002 . 0002 . 0003 15 20 .0001 . 0007 .0006 .0006 .00092 .00134 .036 
3,8- - 18 . 0002 . 0002 .0003 15 20 .0004 . 0007 . 0006 . 0006 .00092 . 00134 .036 
U 14 .0003 . 0002 .0003 10 15 .0006 .0009 .0010 .0010 .00097 .00142 .038 

U_ 14 . 0003 .0002 .0003 10 15 .0006 .0009 .0010 .0010 .00097 . 00142 .038 
l.. 11 + . 0003 . 0003 . 0004 10 15 . 0008 .0012 . 0010 .0010 .00121 . 00170 .047 
m_ 11 Vi . 0003 . 0003 .0004 10 15 . 0008 . 0012 .0010 . 0010 .00121 . 00170 .047 
iy._ 11H . 0003 .0003 .0004 10 15 . 0008 .0012 . 0010 .0010 . 00121 . 00170 .047 
2... 11H .0003 .0003 .0004 10 15 .0008 .0012 .0010 .0010 .00121 . 00170 .047 

2H_ 8 .0005 .0004 .0005 7 10 .0010 .0014 .0016 .0016 . 00158 .00211 .059 
3 .. 8 .0005 . 0004 .0005 7 10 .0010 .0014 .0016 .0016 . 00158 .00211 .059 

« To be measured at the gaging notch of plug gage. 
b Allowable variation in lead between any two threads in L1 length of gage. 
e In solving for the correction in diameter for angle deviations, the average 

deviation in half angle for the two sides of thread regardless of their signs 
should be taken. 

4 The lead and taper on plug and ring gages shall be measured along the 
pitch line, omitting the imperfect threads at each end. 

' Allowable variation in taper in L\ length of gage. 
< Tolerance on major diameter of plug gage at gaging notch. 
i Tolerance on minor diameter of ring gage at large end. 
4 Maximum possible interchange standoff, any ring against any plug: other 

than its master plug, may occur when taper deviations are zero and all other 
dimensions are at opposite extreme tolerance limits. Average standoff 
should be well within these maximum limits. 

Note.—The tolerances for the length L\ from small end togaging notch ofthe 
plug gage shall be +0.00(1 and —0.001 for sizes +6 to 2 in., inclusive, and +0.000 
and —0.002 for sizes 2H in. and larger. The tolerances for the overall thread 
length 7,2 of the plug gage shall be +0.005 and —0.000 for sizes '/te to 2 in., 
inclusive, and +0.010 and —0.000 for sizes 2H in. and larger. Tolerances for 
the thickness Li of the ring gage shall be —0.000 and +0.001 for sizes He to 
2 in., inch, and —0.000 and +0.002 for sizes 2H in. and larger. 

diameter of the thread beyond the hand engage¬ 
ment length and taper over the full thread length. 

As indicated in the separate descriptions of the 
various gaging methods, coordination of the two 
ring thread gages for external threads and coordi¬ 
nation of the two plug thread gages for internal 
threads control and check thread taper and length. 
The gages cannot be correlated, however, for ex¬ 
ternal threads of minimum virtual diameter or 
internal threads of maximum virtual diameter 
unless the design size full thread length of the 
threads is one thread longer than basic full thread 
length. 

Inspection (working) gages should not be used 
if worn beyond the basic dimensions by more than 
y2 turn (thread). It is recommended that the 
standoff from the reference gage be determined for 
each inspection (working) gage and that values lie 
taken into consideration when the gage is used. 
All gages for Dryseal threads should be kept under 
careful surveillance and the standoff value revised 
as the gage wears. 

The threads of tools and the threads of a per¬ 
centage of the product or casts in the case of 
internal threads should be projected as a check 
on thread form and truncation. Although pro¬ 
jection is strongly recommended, the truncation 
at major diameter of internal thread and minor 
diameter of external thread may be checked 
respectively with special plug and ring gages with 
thread angle reduced to clear the flank of the 
threads; and the truncation at minor diameter of 
internal taper thread and major diameter of ex¬ 
ternal taper thread may be checked respectively 

with plain taper plug gages and plain taper ring 
gages. Internal straight thread truncation at 
minor diameter may be checked with plain plug 
gages. 

(a) Position method oj gaging with basic-notch 
gages.—The position method of gaging Dryseal 
threads with ping thread and ring thread gages is 
a visual check of the position of the gages in rela¬ 
tion to the product. It involves estimating the 
position of a notch or step on the thread gages in 
relation to the gaging point of the product within 
the allowable tolerance. 

While the method is the same as that used for 
years past in checking conventional pipe threads 
without the Dryseal feature, the gages are dif¬ 
ferent with respect to truncation of threads, the 
crests of the threads at the minor diameter of the 
ring gages and the major diameter of the ping 
gages being truncated to a greater extent to clear 
the increased truncation of the product thread. 
Another distinction is that the Dryseal (L2) ring 
is counterbored larger than the thread diameter 
at the small end, a distance equal to the (A,) 
thread length minus one pitch. Conventional 
rings and plugs, however, may lie converted to 
Dryseal by grinding the crests to conform with 
the width of flats specified for Dryseal gages, and 
grinding a counterbore in the (L2) ring gage. 

The gages are turned or screwed handtight into 
or onto the threaded product, the position of the 
gage notch in relation to the product reference 
point being noted to determine whether the stand¬ 
off exceeds the allowable tolerance. Allowance 
must be made for excessive chamfer at the small 
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Table VIII.ll.—Position method of gaging Dryseal pipe 
threads with basic-notch gages 

Thread to be 
gaged 

Gaged with— 
Gaging 

applicable 
to— 

Threads are within 
the allowable toler¬ 
ance when the prod¬ 
uct reference point is 
flush with the gage 

reference point within 
the following toler¬ 

ances: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Drvseal » 
NPTF, 
external 

NPTF (X-i) 
and 

NPTF (Li) 
basic- 
notch 
Dryseal 
ring 
thread 
gages 

Table 
VIII.15 

All sizes Plus 
(small) 
1 turn 

Minus 
(large) 
1 turn 

Drvseal » 
PTF-SAE 
SHORT, 
external 

All sizes 
Plus 

(small) 
0 turn 

Minus 
(large) 
m 
turns 

Threads are within 
the allowable tol¬ 
erance when the 
product reference 
point is flush 
with the gage 
notch within the 
following toler¬ 
ances: 

e 

DRYSEAL » 
NPTF, 
internal 

NPTF (Li) 
basic- 
notch 
Dryseal 
plug 
thread 
gage 

and 
NPTF (Li) 

basic- 
notch 
Dryseal 
plug 
thread 
gage 

Table 
VIII.16 

and 
Table 
VIII.17 

All sizes Plus 
(large) 
1 turn 

Minus 
(small) 
1 turn 

DRYSEAL * 
PTF-SAE 
SHORT, 
internal 

All sizes Plus 
(large) 
0 turn 

Minus 
(small) 

lid turns 

DRYSEAL « 
NPSF, 
internal 

NPTF (Li) 
basic- 
notch 
Dryseal 
plug 
thread 
gage 

Table 
VIII.16 

All sizes Plus 
(large) 
0 turn 

Minus 
(small) 
lid 

turns 

DRYSEAL « 
NPSI, 
internal 

All sizes Plus 
(large) 
1 turn 

Minus 
(small) 
Id turn 

• As a check on taper, the (Lj) and (Li) ring thread gages shall gage the 
same within turn. 

'• As a check on taper, the (Li) and (Lit) plug gages shall gage the same 
with relation to their respective notches within >2 turn. 

' As depth is gaged without regard to gage notches, any of the (Li) Dryseal 
plug thread gages may be used to check the full thread length of internal 
straight pipe threads. 

end of the external threads and the large end of 
internal threads, the product reference point in 
the first instance being the beginning of the first 
thread on the chamfer, and in the second instance 
being the intersection of the pitch cone and the 
chamfer cone, i.e., approximately % pitch below the 
point of last scratch on chamfer cone (see fig. 
VIII.2). 

See table VIII.ll for the gages to be used on the 
various types of Dryseal threads and for the 
gaging tolerances to be applied. 

(b) Limit method o f gaging with step-limit gages.— 
The limit method of gaging Dryseal pipe threads 
with step-limit plug thread and ring thread gages 
is a visual check of the position of the gages in 
relation to the product. Plug and ring gages with 
maximum and minimum limit notches are provided 
for the different thread types. The location of the 
limit notches on the / and in. plugs eliminates 
the necessity for gaging correction. 

Table VIII. 12.—Limit method of gaging Dryseal pipe 
threads with step-limit gages 

Thread to be 
gaged 

Gaged with: Remarks 

1 2 3 4 

DRYSEAL « 
NPTF, 
external 

NPTF (Li) step-limit Dry- 
seal ring thread gage and 

NPTF (Li) step-limit Dry- 
seal ring thread gage 

Table 
VIII.18 
Table 
VIII.19 

DRYSEAL « 
PTF-SAE 
SHORT, 
external 

PTF-SAE (Li Short) step- 
limit Dryseal ring thread 
gage and 

PTF-SAE (Li Short) step- 
limit Dryseal ring thread 
gage 

Table 
VIII.22 

Table 
VIII.23 

DRYSEAL « 
NPTF. 
internal 

NPTF (Li) step-limit Dry- 
seal plug thread gage and 

NPTF (Li) step-limit Dry- 
seal plug thread gage 

Table 
VIII.20 
Table 
VIII.21 

Threads are 
within the al¬ 
lowable tol¬ 
erance when 
the product 

DRYSEAL « 
PTF-SAE 
SHORT, 
internal 

PTF-SAE (Li Short) step- 
limit Dryseal plug thread 
gage and 

PTF-SAE (Ls Short) step- 
limit Dryseal plug thread 
gage 

Table 
VIII. 24 
Table 
VIII.25 

reference 
point is on or 
between the 
limit notches. 

DRYSEAL » 
NPSF. 
internal 

NPSF (Li Short) step-limit 
Dryseal plug thread gage 

Table 
VIII.24 

DRYSEAL k 
NPSI, 
internal 

NPSI (L{) step-limit Dry- 
seal plug thread gage 

Table 
VIII.26 

« As a check on taper, the gages shall gage the same with relation to their 
respective notches within !d turn. 

b As depth is gaged without regard to limit notches, any of the (Li) Dryseal 
plug thread gages may be used to check the full thread length of internal 
straight pipe threads. 
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(A) ENLARGED VIEW SHOWING CHAMFERED 

EXTERNAL THREAD OF BASIC SIZE 

NOTE: CENTER OF GAGING NOTCH SHOULD INTERSECT FLANK OF 

THREAD AT OR NEAR PITCH LINE 

(D ENLARGED VIEW SHOWING CHAMFERED 

INTERNAL THREAD OF BASIC SIZE 

Figure VIII.2.—Gaging of chamfered threads (see pars. 
3(a) and 3(b), pp. 27 and 28). 

Note—The chamfer illustrated is at 45° angle and is pitch in depth. 
However, these details are not requirements and are given only for informa¬ 
tion on the illustration shown. The chamfered portion of thread, and the 
full chamfer cone, are indicated by dotted lines. 

The gages are turned or screwed handtight into 
or onto the threaded product, the position of the 
product reference point in relation to the limit 
notches on the gage being noted. Allowance must 
be made for excessive chamfer at the small end of 
external threads and the large end of internal 
threads, the product reference point in the first 
instance being the beginning of the first thread on 
the chamfer, and in the second instance being the 
intersection of the pitch diameter cone and the 
chamfer cone, i.e., approximately 14 pitch below 
the point of last scratch on chamfer cone (see fig. 
VIII.2). 

See table VIII. 12 for the gages to be used on the 
various types of Dryseal threads and for the gaging 
tolerances to be applied. 

(c) Turns-engagement method of gaging with 
basic-notch or step-limit gages.—The turns-engage- 
ment method of gaging threaded products with 

plug thread and ring thread gages is a tactile check 
of the position of the gages in relation to the 
product. In checking by this method, either the 
basic-notch or the step-limit gages may be used. 
The gages are turned or screwed into or onto the 
threaded product and the turns to remove the 
gages are counted. This method compensates for 
gage chamfer and eliminates the variable of 
product chamfer. 

The basic turns engagement of the (Lf) ring 
thread gages (tables VIII.15, VIII.18, and VIII.22) 
with Dryseal external taper pipe threads is the 
product of the {Lf) thread length of the ring gage 
used and the threads per inch, minus one turn to 
compensate for chamfer of the external threads 
and chamfer of the ring gages. Values for basic 
turns engagement are shown in tab'e VIII. 13. 

The basic turns engagement of the (L2) ring 
thread gages (tables VIII.15, VIII.19, and 
VIII.23) with Dryseal external taper pipe threads 
is the product of the (L2) thread length and the 
threads per inch, minus 1% turns to compensate 
for chamfer of the external threads and the cham¬ 
fer and taper of the ring gages. Values for basic 
turns engagement are shown in table VIII.13. 

The basic turns engagement of the (Li) plug 
thread gages (tables VIII.16, VIII.20, VIII.24, 
and VIII.26) with Dryseal internal pipe threads 
is the product of the (Li) thread length (table 
VIII.4) and the threads per inch, minus % turn to 
compensate for chamfer on plug gages. Values 
for basic turns engagement are shown in table 
VIII.13. 

The basic turns engagement of the (Z3) plug 
thread gages (tables VIII.17, VIII.21, and 
VIII.25) with Dryseal internal pipe threads is the 
(Zq) thread length (table VIII.4) plus three 
threads, multiplied by the threads per inch, minus 
% turn to compensate for chamfer and taper on 
plug gages. Values for basic turns engagement 
are shown in table VIII. 13. 

See table VIII.14 for the gages to be used on 
the various types of Dryseal threads and for the 
gaging tolerances to be applied. 

4. Marking of Gages.—Gages shall be marked 
as shown in the following examples: 

Basic-notch %—27 DRYSEAL NPTF(L,) 
Step-limit 1—11% DRYSEAL PTF-SAE 

SHORT (Zq Short) 

Tables VIII.15, VIII.16, and VIII.17 cover 
basic-notch gages. Tables VIII. 18 through 
VIII.26 cover step-limit gages. The last part of 
the gage marking is specified on tables VIII.15 
through VIII.26. 
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Table VIII. 13.—Basic turns engagement 

Basic turns engagement of gages 

Size 

Li fi 

Basic- 
notch, 
table 

VIII.15 

ings 

Step- 
limit, 
tables 

VIII.18, 
and 

VIII.22 

All Li 
rings, 
tables 

VIII.15, 
VIII. 19, 

and 
VIII.23 

All Li 
plugs, 
tables 

VIII.16, 
VIII.20, 
VIII.24, 

and 
VIII.26 

All Lj 
plugs, 
tables 

VIII. 17, 
VIII.21, 

and 
VIII.25 

Me—27_ 3.32 3. 32 5. 80 3. 82 6. 57 
!4—27_ 3. 30 3.36 5. 87 3. 86 6.61 
M—18_ 3. 10 3.10 5. 98 3.60 6. 35 
16—18_ 3.32 3.32 6.09 3. 82 6. 57 

h—14_ 3. 48 3. 48 6. 22 3.98 6. 73 
H—14_ 3. 75 3. 75 6. 39 4. 25 7.00 
1—11M_ 3. 60 3. 60 6.60 4. 10 6. 85 
1M—ilM_ 3. 83 3. 83 6. 88 4. 33 7. 08 

1M—11M_ 3. 83 3. 83 7. 07 4.33 7. 08 
2—11M__ 4.01 4.01 7.45 4.51 7. 26 
2!—8_ 4.46 4. 46 7. 85 4. 96 7. 71 
3—8_ 5. 13 5. 13 8. 35 5. 63 8. 38 

Table VIII. 14.— Turns-engagement method of gaging Dry- 
seal pipe threads with basic-notch or step-limit gages 

Thread to be 
gaged 

Gaged with: 
Nominal « 
turns en¬ 
gagement 

equals: 

Tolerance: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

DRYSEAL 
NPTF, 
external 

Any combi¬ 
nation of 
(Lx) and 
(i2) Dry- 
seal ring 
thread 
gages 

Tables 
VIII.15 
VIII. 18 
VIII.19 
VIII.22 
VIII.23 

Basic 
turns 
engage¬ 
ment 

Plus 
(small) 
1 turn 

Minus 
(large) 
1 turn 

DRYSEAL !> 
PTF-SAE 
SHORT, 
external 

One turn 
lessthan 
basic 
turns 

Plus 
(small) 
1 turn 

Minus 
(large) 
\i turn 

engage¬ 
ment 

DRYSEAL« 
NPTF. 
internal 

Any combi¬ 
nation of 
(Li) and 
(Li) Dry- 
seal plug 
thread 
gages 

VIII.16 
VIII.17 
VIII.20 
VIII.21 
VII 1.24 
VIII.25 
VIII.26 

Basic 
turns 
engage¬ 
ment 

Plus 
(large) 
1 turn 

Minus 
(small) 
1 turn 

DRYSEAL' 
PTF-SAE 
SHORT, 
internal 

One turn 
lessthan 
basic 
turns 

Plus 
(large) 
1 turn 

Minus 
(small) 
\i turn 

engage¬ 
ment • 

DRYSEAL * 
NPSF, 
internal 

Any of the 
(Lx) Dry- 
seal plug 
thread 

VIII.16 
VIII.20 
VIII.24 
VIII.26 

One turn 
lessthan 
basic 
turns 

Plus 
(large) 
1 turn 

Minus 
(small) 
M turn 

gages engage¬ 
ment 

DRYSEAL * 
NPSI, 
internal 

Basic 
turns 
engage¬ 
ment 

Plus 
(large) 
1 turn 

Minus 
(small) 
M turn 

« See table VIII. 13 for basic turns engagement. 
'• As a check on taper, the difference in turns engagement of the (Lx) and 

(L2) Dryseal ring thread gages shall be within M tur n of the difference be¬ 
tween the basic turns engagement of the ring thread gages. 

' As a check on taper, the difference in turns engagement of the (Li) and 
(£.3) Dryseal plug thread gages shall not be less than 2)4 turns nor more than 
314 turns. 

d As depth is gaged without regard to limit notches, any of the (L3) Dry- 
seal plug thread gages may be used to check the full thread length of internal 
straight pipe threads. 



Table VIII. 15.—Basic dimensions of Dryseal American Standard taper pipe thread (L\ and Lf) basic-notch ring gages, NPTF 

IN ADDITION TO REGULAR 
MARKINGS, MARK NPTF(L2) 
ON THIS SIDE OF GAGE. 

IN ADDITION TO REGULAR 
MARKINGS,MARK NPTF(L|) 
ON THIS SIDE OF GAGE. 

{Li) basic-notch full-ring gages (Li) basic-notch thin-ring gages 

Size 
Li 

Pitch 
diam¬ 

eter, Ei 

Minor « 
diam¬ 
eter at 

large end 

Pitch 
diam¬ 
eter at 

Li -p, Ex 

Minor « 
diam¬ 
eter at 
Li-p 

L\—p 
C'bore 
diam¬ 

eter, B 
Li 

Pitch 
diam¬ 

eter, Ei 

Minor a 
diam¬ 
eter at 

large end 

Pitch 
diam¬ 

eter, Eo 

Minor « 
diam¬ 
eter at 

small end 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
He—27_... 0.20113 0. 28750 0. 27024 0. 27886 0. 26160 0. 12296 H 0. 1600 0. 28118 0. 26392 0. 27118 0. 25392 
H—27_ . 26385 . 38000 .36274 i\ 37129 b. 35403 12446 ‘•>52 b. 1615 \ 37360 *■. 35634 . 36351 . 34625 
!4 IS. __ . 40178 .50250 . 47661 \ 48816 \ 46227 k. 17224 >9*2 *>. 2278 e. 49163 h. 46574 . 47739 . 45150 
•’6-18 ... _ . . 40778 .63750 .61161 .62354 .59765 .18444 2 23 2 . 2400 . 62701 . 60112 . 6120! .58712 

Vi-14_ . 53371 . 79179 .75850 .77396 .74067 .24857 7A .3200 . 77843 . 74514 . 75843 .72514 
Yi-14 . .54571 1.00179 .96850 .98440 .95111 . 26757 m2 .3390 . 98887 . 95558 . 96768 .93439 
1—11H_ .68278 1. 25630 1. 21577 1. 23320 1. 19267 . 31304 l‘W2 . 4000 1. 23863 1. 19810 1. 21363 1.17310 

1M 111 _ . 70678 1. 60130 1. 56077 1. 57794 1. 53741 . 33304 I'M e . 4200 1. 58338 1. 54285 1. 55713 1. 51660 

114—11H_ . 72348 1.84130 1. 80077 1. 81690 1. 77637 .33304 l*Me .4200 1. 82234 1. 78181 1. 79609 1.75556 
2—11 y>__ . 75652 2. 31630 2. 27577 2. 29084 2. 25031 .34904 2 Vi . 4360 2. 29627 2. 25574 2. 26902 2. 22849 

2J.2—8 _____ 1.13750 2. 79062 2. 73237 2. 75434 2. 69609 . 55700 2‘5/io . 6820 2. 76216 2. 70391 2. 71953 2. 66128 
3-8.__ 1.20000 3. 41562 3. 35737 3. 38068 3. 32243 . 64100 3Me . 7660 3. 38850 3. 33025 3. 34062 3. 28237 

« Minor diameter is based on crest minimum truncation of 0.20p. h This dimension has been revised. For the superseded dimension see 
subsection 9, appendix 7, p. 109. 



Table VIII. 16.—Basic dimensions of Dryseal American Standard taper pipe thread (Lf) basic-notch plug gages, NPTF 

Size U Li 

Small end Gaging notch Large end 

Pitch diam¬ 
eter, Eu 

Major di¬ 
ameter « 

Pitch diam¬ 
eter, E i 

Major di¬ 
ameter “ 

Pitch diam¬ 
eter, E< 

Major di¬ 
ameter « 

1 2 3 4 5 6 . 
8 9 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
Ms—27 .______ 0. 1600 0. 26113 0. 27118 0. 28844 0. 28118 0. 29844 0. 28750 0.30476 

U 27 _____ \ 1615 . 26385 .36351 . 38077 \ 37360 \ 39086 .38000 .39726 
Vf 18 ___ ___ \ 2278 . 4(1178 . 47739 . .50328 \ 49163 \ 51752 . 50250 .52839 
16—18 .... _ .2400 .40778 .61201 . 63790 . 62701 . 65290 . 63750 . 66339 

Vi—14. . . . _ _ . 3200 .53371 . 75843 .79170 . 77843 .81170 .79179 . 82,506 
•hi-14 ... .... _ __ . 3390 .54571 .96768 1.00095 . 98887 1.02214 1.00179 1.03506 
l-lli , . . .. . 4000 .68278 1. 21363 1. 25416 1. 23863 1. 27916 1. 25630 1.29683 
Hr—11V___ . 4200 .70678 1. 55713 1. 59766 1. 58338 1. 62391 1.60130 1. 64183 

If.—Ilf-____ . 4200 . 72348 1. 79609 1. 83662 1. 82234 1. 86287 1. 84130 1. 88183 
2—Ilf-_____ . 4360 . 75652 2. 26902 2.30955 2. 29627 2. 33680 2. 31630 2. 35683 

2f-—8.. ___ _____ . 6820 1.13750 2. 71953 2. 77778 2. 76216 2. 82041 2. 79062 2. 84887 
3-8_ . 7660 1.20000 3. 34062 3. 39887 3. 38850 3. 44675 3. 41562 3. 47387 

» Major diameter is based upon crest minimum truncation of 0.20p. i> This dimension has been revised. For the superseded dimension see 
subsect ion 9, appendix 7, p. 109. 
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Table VIII. 17.—Basic dimensions of Dryseal American Standard taper pipe thread (Lf) basic-notch plug gages, NPTF 

Size 

Sma! 

Pitch diam¬ 
eter, E3 

1 end 

Major0 diam¬ 
eter, D) 

Relief diameter 
(£3+0.0625 X4p- 

shatp-V thd 
hgt—0.020 to 0.025 
below sharp root); 

F+0.005, -0.000 

Four threads, 
G, (is+P) 

S tandard 
notch+3 
threads, 
(Lz+L,) 

Blank length, 
B 

Notch depth, 
J +0.005, 

-0.000 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
Ms—27_ 0.2642 0. 2815 0. 216 0. 1482 0. 2711 A 0. 030 

'A 27..... . 3566 . 3738 .309 1482 K 2726 1%.> .030 
M—18_ . 4670 .4928 . 409 . 2222 K 3945 M .030 
H- 18 .. ... _ . 6016 .6275 .542 . 2222 .4067 .030 

M—14 _ _ .7451 .7783 . 676 . 2857 . 5343 1 He .040 
H—14. _ . __ .9543 .9876 .886 . 2857 . 5533 2Z/Z2 .040 
1-11M--____ 1. 1973 1.2379 1. 118 .3478 . 6609 7A .050 
1J4-HM_ 1. 5408 1. 5814 1.462 .3478 . 6809 7A .050 

m—im___ 1. 7798 1.8203 1.701 .3478 .6809 H .050 
2—11M___ 2. 2527 2. 2932 2. 174 .3478 .6969 H .0,50 

2M- 8_ 2. 6961 2. 7543 2. 590 . 5000 1.0570 l H .050 
3—8___ 3.3172 3. 3754 3. 214 . 5000 1. 1410 m .050 

“ Major diameter is based upon crest minimum truncation of 0.20p. b This dimension has been revised. For the superseded dimension see 
subsection 9, appendix 7, p. 109. 
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Table VIII.18.—Basic dimensions of Dryseal American Standard taper pipe thread (Li) step-limit thin ring gages, NPTF 

(Li) step-limit thin-ring gages 

Size 

Li 

Max pitch 
diameter 
gaging 
step, 
Li-p 

Min pitch 
diameter 

gaging 
step, 
L\-\-p 

Pitch 
diameter, 

Ei 

Minor 
diameter » 

at large 
end 

Pitch 
diameter 

at small 
end 

c'bore, Eo 

Minor 
diameter ° 

at small 
end 

c'bore 

C'bore 
diameter, 

R 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
Me—27___ n. moo 0. 12296 0. 19704 0. 28118 0. 26392 0. 27118 0. 25392 3A 
Vi—27___ . 161.') .12446 .19854 . 37360 . 35634 .36351 .34625 1542 
H—18___ .2278 . 17224 .28336 . 49163 . 46574 .47739 .45150 ‘%2 
%—18_ . 2400 . 18444 . 29556 . 62701 .60112 .61201 . 58712 2 %2 

M—14_ . 3200 . 24857 .39143 .77843 .74514 .75843 . 72514 H 
H—14_ . 3300 .26757 .41043 . 98887 . 95558 .96768 . 93439 IH2 

1—11M_ .4000 .31304 .48696 1.23863 1. 19810 1. 21363 1. 17310 1H$2 
1M—11H_ .4200 . 33304 . 50696 1. 58338 1.54285 1. 55713 1. 51660 l‘Me 

1H—11M_ . 4200 . 33.304 . 50696 1. 82234 1. 78181 1. 79609 1.75556 l'Me 
2—11 V>___ .4360 .34904 . 52296 2. 29627 2. 25574 2. 26902 2. 22849 2 Vi 
2 H—8_ .6820 . 55700 . 80700 2. 76216 2. 70391 2. 71953 2. 66128 2‘Me 
3—8__ ____ .7660 . 64100 .89100 3. 38850 3. 33025 3. 34062 3. 28237 3^6 

• Minor diameter is based on crest minimum truncation of 0.20p. 
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Table VIII.19.—Basic dimensions of Dryseal American Standard taper pipe thread (L2) step-limit full-ring gages, NPTF 

(Li) step-limit full-ring gages 

Size 
Li 

Max pitch 
diameter 
gaging 
step, 
Li-p 

Min pitch 
diameter 

gaging 
step, 
Li+p 

Pitch 
diameter, 

Ei 

Minor 
diameter ® 

at large 
end 

Pitch 
diameter 
at Li from 
min PD 
gaging 
step, Ez 

Minor 
diameter “ 
at small 

end 
c'bore 

L,-2p 
C'bore, 

diameter, 
B 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
Me—27___ 0. 26113 0. 22409 0. 29817 0. 28750 0. 27024 0. 27886 0. 26160 0. 08592 n 
!4—27_ . 26385 . 22081 . 30089 . 38000 . 36274 . 37129 . 35403 .08742 15/1}2 
M—18_ . 40178 . 34622 .45734 .50250 .47661 .48816 . 46227 . 11668 l%2 
H—18_ . 40778 . 35222 ’ .46334 . 63750 .61161 . 62354 . 59765 . 12888 2%2 

M—14___ . 53371 .46228 . 60514 . 79179 . 75850 . 77396 .74067 . 17714 ~/i 
U—14_ . 54571 .47428 .61714 1.00179 . 96850 .98440 .95111 . 19614 m2 

1—li M_ . 68278 .59582 .76974 1. 25630 1.21577 1. 23320 1. 19267 . 22608 11 V$2 
1!4—11M_____ . 70678 .61982 . 79374 1. 60130 1. 56077 1. 57794 1. 53741 . 24608 11 M 6 

1M—llM--- . 72348 . 63652 .81044 1.84130 1.80077 1.81690 1. 77637 .24608 11 5/l 6 
2—11M_ . 75652 .66956 . 84348 2. 31630 2. 27577 2. 29084 2. 25031 . 26208 2Vi 
2M—8__ __ 1. 13750 1. 01250 1. 26250 2. 79062 2. 73237 2. 75434 2. 69609 .43200 215/1e 
3—8___ 1.20000 1. 07500 1.32500 3.41562 3.35737 3. 38068 3. 32243 . 51600 3316 

° Minor diameter is based on crest minimum truncation of 0.20p. 
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Table VIII.20.—Basic dimensions of Dryseal American Standard taper pipe thread (Lx) step-limit plug gages, NPTF 

Size 
U Tj2 

Small end Min PD gaging step Max PD gaging step Large end 

Pitch 
diameter, 

Eo 

Major « 
diameter Lx-p 

Pitch 
diameter Lx+p 

Pitch 
diameter 

Pitch 
diameter, 

Ei 

Major • 
diameter 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
'ie-27_ ... _ n. 1600 0. 26113 0. 27118 0. 28844 0. 12296 0. 27887 0. 19704 0. 28350 0. 28750 0. 30476 
!4 27___ . 1615 . 26385 . 36351 . 38077 . 12446 .37129 . 19854 .37592 .38000 . 39726 

U—18_ . 2278 40178 . 47739 . 50328 . 17224 .48816 .28336 .49510 . 50250 .52839 
18_ . 2400 .40778 .61201 . 63790 . 18444 . 62354 . 29556 . 63018 . 63750 . 66339 

' ■ It__ . 3200 . 53371 .75843 . 79172 . 24857 . 77397 . 39143 .78289 .79179 . 82508 
■K-14 ... . _ . 3390 . 54571 .96768 1. 00097 . 26757 .98441 .41043 . 99333 1. 00179 1.03508 
1—11' .• .... _ _ . 4000 . 68278 1. 21363 1. 25416 . 31304 1. 23320 .48696 1. 24406 1.25630 1.29683 
H, ■ Hi ___ . 4200 .70678 1. 55713 1. 59766 . 33304 1. 57795 . 50696 1. 58882 1.60130 1.64183 

m—uh__ _ .4200 . 72348 1. 79609 1.83662 . 33304 1.81691 . 50696 1.82778 1.84130 1.88183 
2 111 _ _ .4360 . 75652 2. 26902 2. 30955 . 34904 2. 29084 . 52296 2. 30170 2.31630 2. 35683 
21.—8_ ... . 6820 1. 13750 2. 71953 2. 77778 . 55700 2.75435 . 80700 2. 76997 2. 79062 2. 84887 
3—8_ . 7660 1. 20000 3. 34062 3.39887 .64100 3. 38069 . 89100 .3. 39631 3.41562 3. 47387 

“ Major diameter is based upon crest minimum truncation of 0.20p. b Maximum and minimum pitch-diameter steps are gaging limits. Notch 
formulas on drawing apply to all sizes. 



Table VIII.21.— Basic dimensions of Dryseal American Standard taper pipe thread (L3) step-limit plug gages, NPTF 

Size 

Small 

Pitch 
diameter, His 

nd 

Major « 
diameter, D3 

Relief diameter 
(E3+0.0625X4p- 
sharp-V thd hgt 
-0.020 to 0.025 

below sharp root); 
F+0.005, -0.000 

Four 
threads, G, 

(U+P) 

Min pitch 
diameter 

gaging 
step+3 thds, 

Max pitch 
diameter 

gaging 
step-t-3 thds, 
(Z,3-f-hiTp) 

Blank 
length, B 

Notch 
depth, .7 
+0.005, 
-0.000 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
Me—27_ 0. 2642 0. 2815 0. 216 0.1482 0. 2341 0. 3082 a 0. 030 
>4— 27_ . 3566 .3738 .309 . 1482 . 2356 .3097 '932 030 
H—18_ .4670 .4928 . 409 . 2222 .3389 . 4500 u . 030 
96—18.... . 6016 . 6275 . 542 . 2222 .3511 . 4622 'lie .030 

M—14_ .7451 .7783 .676 . 2857 .4628 .6057 1 Me .040 
94—14..... . 9543 . 9876 .886 . 2857 .4818 . 6247 2 %2 .040 
i—uy>_ 1. 1973 1. 2379 1. 118 .3478 . 5739 . 7478 H .050 
1M—ll M_ 1. ,5408 1. 5814 1. 462 .3478 . 5939 .7678 7A .050 

1)4—11M_ 1. 7798 1. 8203 1. 701 .3478 . 5939 .7678 Vs .050 
2—11M_ 2. 2527 2. 2932 2. 174 .3478 .6099 .7838 U .050 
2'. 8_ 2. 6961 2. 7543 2. 590 . 5000 . 9320 1. 1820 1 u .0.50 
3—8_ 3.3172 3. 3754 3. 214 .5000 1.0160 1.2660 lVi .050 

» Major diameter is based on crest minimum truncation of 0.20p. * Maximum and minimum pitch-diameter steps are gaging limits. Notch 
formulas on drawing apply to all sizes. 



Table VIII.22.—Basic dimensions of Dryseal SAE short taper pipe thread (L\ short) step-limit thin-ring gages, PTF-SAE 
SHOUT 

(Li short) step-limit thin-ring gages 

Size 
(Li short) 

Max pitch 
diameter 

gaging step, 
(Li short— 

14 p) 

Min pitch 
diameter 

gaging step, 
(Li short+p) 

Pitch 
diameter, Ei 

Minor 
diameter « 
at large end 

Pitch 
diameter at 
min pitch 
diameter 

gaging step, 
Eo 

Minor 
diameter « 

at small end 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
Ms-27____ 0.12296 0. 10444 0. 1600 0, 28118 0. 26392 0. 27118 0. 25392 
■4-27___ __ .12446 . 10594 . 1615 . 37360 . 35634 .36351 .34625 
■4—18___ . 17224 . 14446 . .2278 . 49163 . 46574 .47739 .45150 
U—18_ .18444 . 15666 . 2400 . 62701 . 60112 .61201 .58712 

H—14_ . 24857 . 21286 .3200 .77843 . 74514 .75843 . 72514 
H 14____ . 26757 .23186 .3390 .98887 . 95558 . 96768 . 93439 
l-li M- . 31304 .26956 .4000 1.23863 1. 19810 1. 21363 1. 17310 
1M-11M_ . 33304 .28956 .4200 1. 58338 1. 54285 1. 55713 1. 51660 

114-1154-__ . 33304 . 28956 .4200 1. 82234 1.78181 1. 79609 1.75556 
2—1114_ . 34904 . 30556 .4360 2. 29627 2. 25574 2. 26902 2. 22849 
214—8___ . 55700 . 49450 .6820 2. 76216 2. 70391 2. 71953 2. 66128 
3-8 _____ . 64100 .57850 . 7660 3. 38850 3. 33025 3. 34062 3. 28237 
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Table VIII.23.—Basic dimensions of Dryseal SAE short taper pipe thread (L2 short) step-limit full-ring gages, PTF-SAE 
SHORT 

(Li short) step-limit full-ring gages 

Size (Li short) 
Max pitch 
diameter 

gaging 
step, 

(Li short— 
5-2 p) 

Min pitch 
diameter 

gaging 
step, 

(Li short+ 
P) 

Pitch 
diameter, 

Ei 

Minor « 
diameter 
at large 

end 

Pitch 
diameter 

at (Li 
short— 

3p/2) from 
min pitch 
diameter 

gaging 
step, Ex 

Minor <■ 
diameter 
at small 
end of 
c'bore 

(Li short— 
3p/2) 

C'bore 
diameter, 

B 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
'/is- 27_ 0. 2241 0. 20557 0.26113 0.28750 0. 27024 0. 27886 0. 26160 0.06740 H 
H—27__ . 2268 . 20829 .26385 .38000 .36274 .37129 .35403 .06890 1^2 
14—18 _ --- .3462 .31845 . 40178 . .50250 .47661 .48816 . 46227 .08891 >%2 
H 18 .... .3522 .32445 . 40778 .63750 .61161 .62354 . 59765 .10111 23/$2 

1,4—14 .... _ ... ... .4623 .42657 . 53371 .79179 .75850 .77396 .74067 .14143 li 
44—14 ___ . . . . . 4743 .43857 .54571 1. 00179 .96850 . 98440 .95111 .16043 1%2 
1—111/2..... . 5958 . 55235 .68278 1.25630 1. 21577 1.23320 1. 19267 . 18260 l‘«2 
1J4—1114_____ . 6198 . 57635 .70678 1.60130 1.56077 1. 57794 1. 53741 . 20260 1‘Me 

11.4—115-4 ___ . 6365 . 59305 .72348 1.84130 1. 80077 1.81690 1. 77637 . 20260 nfie 
2—111/4_ . 6695 . 62609 . 75652 2. 31630 2. 27577 2. 29084 2. 2,5031 . 21860 21/4 
21/4—8 _ __ 1.0125 . 95000 1.13750 2. 79062 2. 73237 2. 75434 2. 69609 . 369,50 2'Mb 
3—8 _ _ _ ... 1.0750 1.01250 1.20000 3.41562 3. 35737 3. 38068 3. 32243 .45350 3»fe 

° Minor diameter is based on crest minimum truncation of 0.20p. 
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Table VIII. 24.—Basic dimensions of Dryseal SAE short taper pipe thread and Dryseal American Standard fuel internal 
straight pipe thread (L\ short) step-limit plug gages, PTF-SAE SHORT and NPSF 

Size (Li Short) Lt 

Small end Min PD gaging step Max PD gaging step Large end 

Pitch di¬ 
ameter, Ed 

Major di¬ 
ameter « 

(Li Short 

—H p) 

Pitch di¬ 
ameter 

(Li Short 
+ p) 

Pitch di¬ 
ameter 

Pitch di¬ 
ameter, Ei 

Major di¬ 
ameter • 

1 2 3 1 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
Me—27- . 0.12296 0.26113 0. 27118 0. 28844 0.10444 0.27771 0. 1600 0.28118 0. 28750 0. 30476 
W—27_ 12446 . 26385 . 36351 . 38077 . 10594 . 37013 . 1615 . 37360 . 38000 . 39726 
!4—18. .. _ _ - .17224 . 40178 . 47739 .50328 . 14446 . 48642 . 2278 . 49163 . 50250 . 52839 
3/8 -!>>___ . 18444 . 40778 .61201 .63790 . 15666 . 62180 .2400 . 62701 . 63750 . 66339 

12—14... .24857 . 53371 .75843 .79170 . 21286 .77174 . 3200 . 77843 . 79179 .82506 
H—14.___ .26757 . 54571 .96768 1. 00095 . 23186 .98218 . 3390 . 98887 1.00179 1. 03506 
1—111/4____ .31304 . 68278 1. 21363 1. 25416 . 26956 1. 23048 . 4000 1. 23863 1. 25630 1. 29683 
m-iij-2.. .33304 . 70678 1. 55713 1.59766 . 28956 1.57523 . 4200 1. 58338 1. 60130 1.64183 

1U—1H4 «_ .33304 . 72348 1. 79609 1.83662 . 28956 1.81419 . 42(H) 1.82234 1.84130 1.88183 
2—11 V4 e... ,34904 . 75652 2. 26902 2. 30955 . 30556 2. 28812 . 4360 2. 29627 2. 31630 2. 35683 
21/2—8 «____ . 55700 1. 13750 2. 71953 2.77778 . 49450 2. 75044 .6820 2. 76216 2. 79062 2. 84887 
3-8 '_ .. . 64100 1.20000 3. 34062 3. 39887 .57850 3. 37678 . 7660 3.38850 3. 41562 3. 47387 

» Major diameter is based on crest minimum truncation of 0.20p. c For reference only above I—UP2 size. 
Maximum and minimum pitch-diameter steps are gaging limits. Notch 

formulas on drawing apply to all sizes. 
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Table VIII.25.—Basic dimensions of Dryseal SAE short taper pipe thread (L3 short) step-limit plug gages, PTF-SAE SHORT 

Size 

Smal 

Pitch diam¬ 
eter, e3 

l end 

Major diam¬ 
eter,0 d3 

Relief diameter 
(&+0.0625X4p- 
sharp-V thd hgt 
-0.020 to 0.025 be¬ 
low sharp root); 
£+0.005, -0.000 

Four threads, 
G, (£3+p) 

Min PD gag¬ 
ing step+3 
thds, (£3+ 

£1 short 
-P/2) 

Max PD gag¬ 
ing step+3 
thds, (£3+ 

£1 short 

+P> 

Blank length, 
B 

Notch depth, 
.7+0.005, 

-0.000 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
'/is—27_ 0. 2042 0. 2815 0. 216 0. 1482 0.2156 0. 2711 •/ 8 0. 030 
M—27__ . 3560 .3738 .309 . 1482 . 2171 .2726 >%2 .030 
14—18___ . 4670 . 4928 . 409 . 2222 3111 . 3945 I/O .030 
;<X -18__ -. . .6016 .6275 .542 .2222 . 3233 .4067 V\ 6 .030 

k—14___ . 7451 .7783 .676 . 2857 . 4271 . 5343 "/is . 040 
34—14_ . 9543 .9876 . 886 .2857 .4462 . 5533 23$2 040 
1—Ilk-- 1. 1973 1. 2379 1. 118 . 3478 . 5304 . 6609 .050 
in—11k---__ 1. 5408 1. 5814 1. 462 .3478 . 5504 .6809 7/S .050 

ik-nk--- 1. 7798 1. 8203 1 701 .3478 . 5504 . 6809 Is . 050 
2—ilk_ 2. 2527 2. 2932 2. 174 .3478 . 5664 . f>969 Is . 050 
2k~8_----- 2. 6961 2. 7543 2. 590 . 5000 . 8695 1.0570 ik . 050 
3—8.-.... 3.3172 3. 3754 3.214 . 5000 .9535 1. 1410 ik . 050 

0 Major diameter is based upon crest minimum truncation of 0.20p. 6 Maximum and minimum pitch-diameter steps are caging limits. Notch 
formulas on drawing apply to all sizes. 
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Table VIII.26.—Basic dimensions of Dryseal American Standard intermediate internal straight pipe thread (L\) step-limit 
plug gages, NFS I 

Size L, Li 

Small end Min PD gaging step Max PD gaging step Large end 

Pitch di¬ 
ameter, Eo 

Major di¬ 
ameter 0 

(Li-p/2) Pitch di¬ 
ameter 

(L.+p) Pitch di¬ 
ameter 

Pitch di¬ 
ameter, Ei 

Major di¬ 
ameter • 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
Me—27-- 0.1600 0. 26113 0.27118 0. 28844 0. 14148 0. 28002 0. 19704 0. 28350 0. 28750 0.30476 
V 27..-. . 1615 . 26385 . 36351 . 38077 . 14298 . 37245 . 19854 . 37592 . 38000 . 39726 
H—18----__ . 2278 . 40178 . 47739 . 50328 . 20002 . 48989 . 28336 . 49510 . 50250 . 52839 
34—18__. . 2400 . 40778 . 61201 . 63790 . 21222 . 62527 . 29556 .63048 . 63750 .66339 

M—14__-. .3200 . 53371 . 75843 .79170 . 28428 . 77620 . 39143 .78289 . 79179 . 82506 
34—14___ .3390 . 54571 . 96768 1. 00095 . 30328 .98664 . 41043 . 99333 1. 00179 1.03506 
1—11M___ . 4000 . 68278 1. 21363 1. 25416 . 35652 1. 23592 . 48696 1. 24406 1. 25630 1.29683 

1M-11M «--- . 4200 . 70678 1. 55713 1. 59766 . 37652_ 1. 58066 .50696 1. 58882 1. 60130 1. 64183 

l'A—11M e_ .4200 . 72348 1. 79609 1.83662 . 37652 1. 81962 . 50696 1. 82778 1. 84130 1. 88183 
2—11M '- . 4360 . 75652 2. 26902 2.30955 . 39252 2. 29355 . 52296 2. 30170 2. 31630 2. 35683 
234—8 «_ . 6820 1. 13750 2.71953 2. 77778 . 61950 2. 75825 . 80700 2. 76997 2. 79062 2. 84887 
3—8 •'_ .7660 1. 20000 3. 34062 3. 39887 . 70350 3.38459 . 89100 3. 39631 3. 41562 3. 47387 

« Major diameter is based on crest minimum truncation of 0.20p. ' For reference only above 1—11 size. 
<> Maximum and minimum pitch-diameter steps are gaging limits. Notch 

formulas on drawing apply to all sizes. 



SECTION IX. GAS CYLINDER VALVE 
OUTLET AND INLET THREADS7 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1. General.—The first efforts to develop 
standards for compressed gas cylinder valve 
threads followed immediately after World War I, 
and were inspired by the difficulties encountered 
both by industry and the military services because 
of the multiplicity of connections that were then 
in use. 

Through the activity of the Gas Cylinder Valve 
Thread Committee of the Compressed Gas Manu¬ 
facturers’ Association, Inc.., material progress was 
made through the years that followed, with the 
result that, when the United States became in¬ 
volved in World War II, the gas industries them¬ 
selves had materially improved this situation. 
Several of the compressed gas industries had 
achieved virtual standardization at tremendous 
cost for replacement of valve equipment. Their 
standards, however, were not completely formal¬ 
ized nor fully coordinated with other related 
standards. Much of the progress between World 
War I and World War II was the re ult of interest 
in the problem by the Federal Specifications 
Board. 

The circumstances surrounding industrial and 
military users of compressed gases during World 
War II brought into clear focus the need for 
acceleration of the standardizing project for 
cylinder valve threads. They created not only 
the necessity but also a splendid opportunity for 
the compressed gas industry, the Military services, 
and other Federal agencies to study cooperatively 
the standardizing problems of valve outlet threads. 
These studies resulted in closer definition and 
appreciation of each valve outlet and in a more 
balanced relationship between the many types 
and sizes. 

When the Standards Associations representing 
Great Britain, Canada, and the United States met 
in Ottawa in October 1945 to consider unification 
of screw threads, a fairly well developed plan for 
standardization of compressed gas cylinder valve 
threads was presented to the Conference by the 
Valve Thread Standardization Committee of the 
Compressed Gas Manufacturers’ Association, Inc. 
(CGMA). These proposed standards represented 
the experience and knowledge of compressed gas 
manufacturers, valve manufacturers, and the 
needs and requirements of varied users of gas 
cylinder valves, including the military services 
and other Federal agencies. Approval of these 
standards to the extent to which they were then 
developed was given by the FT S Department of 
Commerce, the U.S. Army, and the U.S. Navy 

' This section is substantially in agreement with the present issue of ASA 
B57.1, “American Standard Compressed Gas Cylinder Valve Outlet and 
Inlet Connections,” which is published by the Compressed Gas Association, 
Inc., 11 West 42d Street, New York 3fi, N.Y. The latest revision should be 
consulted when referring to this ASA standard. 

through the Interdepartmental Screw Thread 
Committee following a joint meeting with the 
representatives of CGMA in August 1945. Much 
progress was made later in that year at the Cana¬ 
dian Section Meeting of CGMA tending to unify 
United States and Canadian practices. During 
January 1946 through conference between repre¬ 
sentatives of the CGMA Valve Thread Standard¬ 
ization Committee 8 and the Interdepartmental 
Screw Thread Committee in Washington, agree¬ 
ments were reached that resulted in final approval 
of considerable additional gas cylinder valve 
thread data. These data were included in the 1950 
supplement to Handbook H28. This issue of H28 
includes more detailed data on the outlet and 
inlet connections than were previously shown. 

2. Medical Gas Cylinder Valve Connec¬ 
tions.—As early as 1940 it was evident to various 
medical societies, as well as to the manufacturers 
of medical gases that a system should be devised 
to prevent the interchangeability of medical gas 
cylinders equipped with flush-type valves when 
used with medical gas administering apparatus. 
Various means for accomplishing this were studied. 
The most difficult obstacle to be overcome was 
that of devising a system that would permit the 
adjustment of existing apparatus without inter¬ 
fering with its use and without requiring that it be 
returned to the manufacturer for conversion. The 
system contained in these standards, and known 
as “The Pin-Index Safety System for Flush-Type 
Cylinder Valves ” is the result of the concerted 
efforts of the companies and organizations con¬ 
cerned. This standard has been submitted to 
Technical Committee No. 58 of the International 
Organization for Standardization as a proposed 
International Standard. 

3. Scope.—The valves for cylinders containing 
compressed gases embody several screw threads, 
namely: (1) The outlet connection, (2) the inlet, 
neck, or valve to cylinder connection, (3) the 
safety device cap or plug, and (4) the various 
threads associated with the valve mechanism. 
While the practice for all of these threads is 
fairly well established, only the outlet threads 
(1) and the inlet threads (2) have been fully 
standardized. 

2. OUTLET CONNECTIONS 

Figures IX. 1 through IX.34 show the details 
of the valve outlet connections included in this 
section. The outlet connections are designated 
by their commercial designations and are arranged 
in numerical sequence. On each figure are listed 
the gases with which the valve outlet connection 
shown on that figure is to be used. Table IX. 1 
consists of an alphabetical list of gases cross- 
referenced with the valve outlet connection 
numbers and figure numbers. 

s The Compressed Gas Manufacturers’ Association, Inc. changed its name 
in January 1949 and its Valve Thread Standardization Committee became 
the Valve Thread Standards Committee of Compressed Gas Association, Inc. 
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Table IX.1.—Alphabetical list of gases with valve outlet 
connection numbers 

Gas 

Standard connec¬ 
tion 

Alternate, connec¬ 
tion » 

Valve 
outlet 

connec¬ 
tion 

number 

Figure 

Valve 
outlet 

connec¬ 
tion 

number 

Figure 

Acetylene . . _ _ 510 IX. 14 300 IX. 7 
Acetylene, small valve series. 200 IX. 3 520 IX. 15 

580 IX. 17 
590 IX. 18 

Ammonia, anhydrous *>. . 240,380 IX. 4, 260 IX. 5 
IX. 13 

Ammonia, anhydrous, yoke con- 
800 IX. 23 
580 IX. 17 
590 IX. 18 
330 IX. 9 
620 IX. 19 

510 IX. 14 
Butane.. ___ 510 IX. 14 350,300 IX. 11, 

IX. 7 
320 IX. 8 

Carbon dioxide, medical, yoke 
040 IX. 34 

Carbon dioxide-ethvlene oxide 
350 IX. 11 

Carbon dioxide-oxygen mixture 
(COs over 7%), medical, yoke 

940 IX. 34 
350 IX. 11 
660 IX. 21 

Chlorine, voke connection, wash- 
820 IX. 24 

Chlorine, yoke connection, wash- 
840 IX. 25 

670 IX. 22 
Cyclopropane, medical, yoke 

920 IX. 32 
510 IX. 14 
620 IX. 19 

Dichlorodifluoromethane-difluo- 
620 IX. 19 

620 IX. 19 
660 IX. 21 
660 IX. 21 
240 IX. 4 
510 IX. 14 

350 IX. 11 
300 IX. 7 
350 IX. 11 

Ethylene, medical, voke con- 
900 IX. 30 

Ethvlene oxide_. _ 510 IX. 14 350 IX. 11 

670 IX. 22 
580 IX. 17 

Helium, medical, voke connec- 
930 IX. 33 

Helium, oil-pumped_ . 590 IX. 18 350 IX. 11 
Helium-oxygen mixture (O2 less 

than 20%), medical, yoke con- 
93(1 IX. 33 

350 IX. 11 
330 IX.9 
160 IX. 2 
670 IX. 22 
330 IX. 9 

Isobutane_ . 510 IX. 14 350 IX. 11 
580 IX. 17 

Krypton, water-pumped, small 
120 IX. 1 
590 IX. IS 
3.50 IX. 11 

Methyl bromide_ _ 620 IX. 19 340 IX. 10 
Met.hvl chloride_ 620 IX. 19 360 IX. 12 

330 IX. 9 
620 IX. 19 
620 IX. 19 

Monochlorotrifluoromethane_ 620 IX. 19 
Monomethvlamine, anhydrous.. 240 IX. 4 

580 IX. 17 
Neon, water-pumped, small 

120 IX. 1 
590 IX. 18 

Nitrogen, water-pumped_ ... 580 IX. 17 .. 

Table IX.1.—Alphabetical list of gases with valve outlet 
connection numbers—Continued 

Gas 

Standard connec¬ 
tion 

Alternate connec¬ 
tion « 

Valve 
outlet 

connec¬ 
tion 

number 

Figure 

Valve 
outlet 

connec¬ 
tion 

number 

Figure 

Nitrogen, oil-pumped 590 IX. 18 
Nitrous oxide_ 320 IX. 8 
Nitrous oxide, medical, yoke 

connection_ _ 910 IX. 31 
Oxygen, industrial and medical.. .540 IX. 16 

Oxygen, medical, yoke connec- 
tion_-_ 870 IX. 27 

Oxygen-carbon dioxide mixture 
(COj not over 7%), medical, 
yoke connection_ 880 IX. 28 

Oxvgen-belium mixture (helium 
not over 80%), medical, yoke 
connection... _ 890 IX. 29 
Phosgene_ 640 IX. 20 
Phosgene, small valve series_ 160 IX. 2 

Propane_ _ 510 IX. 14 350,300 IX. 11, 
IX. 7 

Propylene _ _ ... 510 IX. 14 350 IX. 11 
Sulphur dioxide__ 620 IX. 19 360 IX. 12 

590 IX. 18 
Tetrafluoroethvlene__ 620 IX. 19 

620 IX. 19 
Trifluorochloroethvlene, inhib- 

620 IX. 19 
240 IX. 4 
290 IX. 6 
290 IX. 6 

580 IX. 17 
Xenon, water-pumped, small 

120 IX. 1 
590 IX. 18 

« Alternate valve outlet connections are shown to indicate valve outlet 
connections widely used by industry in addition to the approved standards. 
The Federal services shall not specify alternate outlet connections. In 
areas where gases cannot be readily procured commercially in cylinders 
equipped with valves complying with these standards, cylinders equipped 
with valves complying with the alternate standards may be accepted, pro¬ 
vided authority to do so is specifically granted by the Government depart¬ 
ment concerned. Alternates may be used only during a limited transition 
period. 

* Co-standards 240 and 380 have been established for anhydrous ammonia. 
Connection No. 240 is standard for the Federal services while No. 380 is the 
commercial standard. 

1. Threads and Gaging.—Table IX.2 con¬ 
sists of a numerical listing of the valve outlet 
connections showing the connecting threads. 

The threads on the outlets are separated into 
four basic divisions—internal and external (INT 
and EXT), as well as right-hand and left-hand 
(RH and LH). Within each of the four divisions, 
further separation is made by varying the pitch 
and diameter of the threads. The diameters 
within each division are so spaced that adjoining 
sizes either will not enter or will not engage. 

As far as practicable, the design of connections 
and assignment of the connections to gases has 
been made so as to prevent the interchange of 
connections which may result in a hazard. With 
the exception of outlets having taper pipe threads 
which seal at the threads, each outlet provides for 
screw threads which do not seal but merely hold 
the nipple against its seat. These screw threads 
have the Unified form, but are not in the regular 

series. 
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Past practice has firmly established many out¬ 
let connections for specific gases or groups of 
gases and in many cases these connections were 
retained. Small differences in the threads and 
other elements of the same connection were 
reconciled into one form and size, properly 
recorded and defined. By adhering to existing 
outlets where practicable, it was possible to put 
the new standard system into effect without the 
inconvenience and expense of a cumbersome and 
costly changeover. Alternate and co-standards 
have been established for some gases. 

Keeping the established practice in mind when 
classifying and assigning the gases to their out¬ 
lets, an effort was made to follow a plan whereby 
right-hand threads would be used for non-fuel 
gases and for water-pumped gases, whereas left- 
hand threads would be used for fuel gases and for 
oil-pumped gases. These left-hand threads are 

identified by a groove on the hexagon nut. An 
external thread is used on the valve in most cases, 
but some important groups of gases have an inter¬ 
nal thread on the valve. 

In general, as indicated by table IX.2, most of 
the connecting threads are of the National Gas 
Outlet (NGO) type. This symbol was suggested 
and designated by the Interdepartmental Screw 
Thread Committee to provide for the peculiar 
needs of the industry. 

For the NGO thread an allowance (minimum 
clearance) of from 0.0020 to 0.0050 in. between 
the mating parts is established to provide the 
desired looseness of fit at the threads, and to 
assure interchangeability between products of 
different manufacturers, wdio lacked a common 
standard in the past. The tolerances are in the 
direction of greater looseness and are determined 
on the basis of NS-3 data, except for the major 

Table IX.2.—Numerical listing of valve outlet connections showing the connecting threads 

Valve outlet con¬ 
nection number 

Figure 
No. 

Valve outlet Mating assembly Nipple 
or pipe 

No. 

Nut or 
converter 

No. 
Washer 

No. 
No. Thread No. Thread 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

120 IX. 1 121 .373—24NGO-RH-EXT . 122 .375—24NGO-RH-INT 123 124 
160 IX. 2 161 H—27NGT-RH-INT. _ 162 H—27NGT-RH-EXT _ 163 
200 IX. 3 201 . 625—20N GO-RH-EXT_ 202 .628— 20NGO-RH-INT _ 203 204 
240_ IX. 4 241 34—18NGT-RH-INT_ 242 3/i—18NPT-RH-EXT_ ..... 243 244 245 
260_ IX. 5 261 %—18NGT-RH-INT (with 1" nut) 262 H—18NPT-RH-EXT (with 1" nut) 263 264 265 

290 IX. 6 291 .745—14NGO-LH-EXT_ .. 292 .750—14NGO-LH-INT 293 294 
300 IX. 7 301 .825—14NGO-RH-EXT (for conical 302 303 304 

nipple). nipple). 
320_ IX.8 321 .825—14NGO-RH-EXT (for flat 322 .830—14NGO-RH-INT (flat nip- 323 324 325 

nipple). pie). 
330_ IX.9 331 .825—14NGO-LH-EXT (for flat nip- 332 .830—14NGO-LH-INT (flat nipple).. 333 334 335 

pie). 
340_ IX. 10 341 'i—14NGT-RH-EXT .... _ 342 \<t—14NGT-RH-INT 343 344 

350 IX. 11 351 352 353 354 
nipple). pie). 

360_ IX 12 361 14NGT-RH-EXT.... 362 Vfi—14NGT-RH-INT 364 365 
380_ IX 13 381 14 14NGT-RH INT_ 382 —14NPT-RH-EXT_ 383 384 385 
510 IX. 14 511 .885— 14NGO-LH-INT 512 880—14N G O - LII-E X T 513 514 
520_ IX. 15 521 .895—18NGO-RH-EXT 522 .899—18NGO-RH-INT 523 524 

540 .. IX. 16 541 .903—14NGO-RH-EXT 542 908—14NGO-RH-INT 543 544 
580. _ IX. 17 581 .965— 14NGO-RH-INT 582 960— 14NGO-RH-EXT 583 584 
590... IX. 18 591 .965—14NGO-LH-INT_ 592 .960 14.NGO 1.11 EXT__ 593 594 

620... IX. 19 621 1.030—14NGO-RH-EXT (with 622 624 625 
groove). converter). 

640__ IX. 20 641 1.030—14NGO-RH-EXT (with >9— 642 1.035—14NGO-RH-INT (with 644 645 
27NGT-RH-INT). 18NGT-RH-EXT converter). 

660_ . ... .. IX. 21 661 1.030—14NGO-RH-EXT (without 662 1.035—14NGO-RH-INT (with nut 663 664 665 
groove). and nipple). 

670_ ___ IX. 22 671 1.030—14NGO-I.H-EXT 672 1 035—14NGO-LH-INT . 673 674 675 

Yoke outlet for: 
800 IX. 23 801 802 803 805 
820.. _ IX. 24 821 822 823 825 

outer face). 
840... . IX. 25 841 842 843 845 

side of recess). 

870_ IX. 27 871 872 873 875 
880___ IX. 28 881 O2-CO2 mixture (CO2 not over 882 Yoke connection_ .. 883 875 

7%), medical 
890_ IX. 29 891 Oxygen-helium mixtures (heli- 892 Yoke connection.. ... . .. 893 875 

um not over 80%), medical. 
900 IX. 30 901 Ethylene, medical . .... .. 902 Yoke connection.. _ ... ... 903 875 
910 IX. 31 911 912 913 875 

920.. . . IX. 32 921 Cyclopropane, medical.. . . ... 922 Yoke connection.. .... ....... 923 875 
930.. . IX. 33 931 932 933 875 

oxygen mixture (O2 less than 
20%), medical. 

940. . IX. 34 941 942 943 875 
mixture (CO2 over 7%), medi- 
cal. 

Each complete outlet connection is different. However, one or more of its 
components may he the same as those used on other connections, as follows: 

Valve outlets: 241 and 801 are identical. 001, 821, and 841 are identical. 
021 and 041 are similar. 

Nipples: 243 (Plain pipe connection) and 203 are identical. 323 and 333 
are identical. 513, 583, and 593 are identical. 003 and 073 are identical. 

Xuts: 304 and 324 are identical. 334 and 351 are identical. 
Washers: 325 and 335 are identical. 025 and 045 are identical. 
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diameter of the external threads for which the 
tolerance is limited to 0.0050 in. instead of 

0.0098 in. 

In addition to the NGO threads, other types of 
threads are used on the outlet connections as 
connecting threads or in the valve body. The 
types of threads specified on figures IX. 1 through 
IX.34 are listed in table IX.3 along with refer¬ 
ences as to where information on limits of size 
and gaging of these threads may be found. 

Table IX.3.— Types of threads used in valve outlet connec¬ 
tions cross-referenced with limits of size and gaging 
information for the threads 

Type of thread Limits of size of thread « Gages and gaging « 

NGO_ Table IX.4, p. 76 _ Section VI of Part I. 
NOT__ Table IX. 5, p. 76_ Par. 1(b), p. 77. 
NPSM_ Table VII.6, p. 9_ Section VII, par. 8, p. 11. 
NPT_ Tables VII.i and VII.2, pp. 

4 and 5. 
Section VII, par. 8, p. 11. 

1—HNS_ Table 1.9, p. 136 of Part I_ Table 1.16, p. 152 of Part I. 
INI_ Table III. 10, p. 27 of Part I.. Table III.12, p. 39 of Part I. 

“ See also par. 1, threads and gaging, p. 44. 

VALVE OUTLET NO. 121 NIPPLE NO. 123 HEX NUT NO. 124 

Standard outlet connection for: 
Krypton, water-pumped, small valve series 
Neon, water-pumped, small valve series 
Xenon, water-pumped, small valve series 

Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX. 1.—No. 120 valve outlet connection, .373—2ANGO-RH-EXT thread. 
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For purposes of clarity and consistency, all 
threads shown on figures IX. 1 through IX.34 
have RH-EXT(INT) in the thread designation 
even though it may not be required for proper 
thread identification. 

2. Clearance.—The maximum radius of any 
part of the valve from its centerline has been 
specified to insure clearance for the smallest 
(3%-in.) standard cylinder valve protecting cap. 

3. Numbering System.—The last digit of the 
designating numbers for the outlet connections 

and components shown in figures IX. 1 through 
IX.34 has the following significance: 

0—complete outlet connection, 
1— valve outlet, 
2— mating assembly (see table IX.2), 
3— nipple or pipe, 
4— nut or converter, 
5— washer, 
9—plug. 

VALVE OUTLET NO. 161 

(USED WITH SEALED TRANSIT CAP WITH 2£ 
01 AM THREAO, MIN) 

Standard outlet connection for: 
Hydrogen cyanide, anhydrous 
Phosgene, small valve series 

Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX.2.—No. 160 valve outlet connection, }i—27NGT-RH-INT thread. 
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4. Adapters.—In the standai’dization of com¬ 
pressed gas valve outlet connections, more than 
one outlet is provided for some gases. To pro¬ 
vide interchangeability of equipment for the same 
gas, adapters may be required. 

The appendix to ASA B57.1 (see footnote 7) lists 
detailed information on adapters which are de¬ 
signed to connect a cylinder valve outlet to a reg¬ 
ulator, charging connection, or other mating part 

having a different connection for the same gas. 
These adapters are limited to make the following 
connections (see footnote a, table IX. 1.): 

(a) From standards to alternate standards for 
the same gas. 

(b) From alternate standards to standards for 
the same gas. 

(c) From one alternate standard to another 
alternate standard for the same gas. 

CONNECTION NO. 200 

30” X -ff DIAU 

628-ZOMOO-fiH-tNT 

13 

VALVE OUTLET NO. 201 NIPPLE NO. 203 HEX NUT NO. 204 

48 

Standard outlet connection for: Acetylene, small valve series 

Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX.3.—No. 200 valve outlet connection, .625—20NGO-RH—EXT thread. 



PLAIN PIPE CONNECTION TYPICAL LOCKNUT CONNECTION 

-THI8 PART OF 

NUT CAN BE 

MADE A SEP¬ 

ARATE UNIT. 

1- 2 THREAD LEN9TH - 

(APPLICABLE ONLY IF LOCK¬ 

NUT IS USED) 

r— PIPE LENGTH (OPTIONAL) 

VALVE OUTLET NO. 241 LOCKNUT NO. 244 NIPPLE NO. 243 

Dimensions for boss length and distance from outlet face to centerline of inlet thread on valve applicable only if right-angle outlet is used. 

Standard outlet connection for: 
Ammonia, anhydrous (co-standards 240 and 380 have been established for anhydrous ammonia. Connection No. 240 is standard for the Federal Services 

while No. 380 is the commercial standard.) 
Dimethylamine, anhydrous 
Monomethylamine, anhydrous 
Trimethylamine, anhydrous 

Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX.4.—No. 210 valve outlet connection, %—18NGT-RH-INT thread. 
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CONNECTION NO. 260 

VALVE OUTLET NO. 261 WASHER UE& ML NO, NIPPLE NO. 263 

Alternate Standard outlet connection for: Ammonia, anhydrous (see footnote a to table IX.1.) 

Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX.5.—No. 260 valve outlet connection, %—18NGT-RH-INT thread with nut with 1—1ANS-2LH-IN T thread. 
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VALVE OUTLET NO. 291 NIPPLE NO. 293 HEX NUT NO. 294 

Standard outlet connection for: 
Vinyl chloride, inhibited 
Vinyl methyl ether, inhibited 

Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX.6.—No. 290 valve outlet connection, .7L5—UNGO-LH-EXT thread. 
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§ giu; 
.X i 

J v, 
MAX RADIUS OF ANY 

PART OF VALVE WITH 

OR WITHOUT OUTLET 

CAP ■ 

J2 CLEARANCE, NUN 

V / u 

-V "A 
-30° X ifc DIAM 

CONNECTION NO. 300 

CHAMFER 45 X 

hfe MAX TO CONFINE 

-OUTLET CAP WITHIN 

l£ RADIUS 

OPTIONAL 
83O-I4N0O-RH-INT 

VALVE OUTLET NO. 301 NIPPLE NO. 303 HEX NUT NO. 304 

Standard outlet connection for: Ethyl chloride 
Alternate standard outlet connection for: « 

Acetylene 
Butane (No. 2 alternate) 
Propane (No. 2 alternate) 

Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX.7.—No. 300 valve outlet connection, .825—l^NGO-RH-EXT thread with conical nipple. 

» See footnote a to table IX. 1. 
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VALVE OUTLET NO. 321 WASHER NIPPLE NO. 323 HEX NUT NO. 324 

NO. 325 

Standard outlet connection for: 
Carbon dioxide 
Nitrous oxide 

Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX.8.—No. 320 valve outlet connection, .825—UNGO-HH-EXT thread with flat nipple. 
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60 X Ifi Dim GROOVE 

CONNECTION NO. 330 

VALVE OUTLET NO. 331 WASHER NIPPLE NO. 333 HEX NUT NO. 334 

NO. 335 

Standard outlet connection for: 
Boron trifluoride 
Hydrogen chloride, anhydrous 
Hydrogen sulphide 
Methyl mercaptan 

Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX.9.—No. 330 valve outlet connection, .825—14NG0-LH-EXT thread with flat nipple. 
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CONNECTION NO. 340 

VALVE OUTLET NO. 341 NIPPLE NO. 343 HEX NUT NO. 344 

Alternate standard outlet connection for: Methyl bromide (see footnote a to table IX.1.) 

Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX.10.—No. 310 valve outlet connection, x/i—l^NGT-RH-EXT thread with conical nipple. 
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VALVE OUTLET NO. 351 NIPPLE NO. 353 HEX NUT NO. 354 

Standard outlet connection for: 
Carbon dioxide-ethylene oxide mixtures 
Carbon monoxide 
Ethylene, industrial and medical 

Alternate standard outlet connection » for: 
Butane (No. 1 alternate) Isobutane 
Ethylene oxide Propane (No. 1 alternate) 
Helium, oil-pumped Propylene 

Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX.11.—ATo. 350 valve outlet connection, .825—14NGO-LH-EXT thread with round nipple. 

0 See footnote a to table IX.1. 

Ethane 
Hydrogen 
Methane 
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CONNECTION NO. 360 

WASHER 
VALVE OUTLET NO. 361 NO. 365 CONVERTER NO 364 

Alternate standard outlet connection « for: 
Methyl chloride 
Sulphur dioxide 

Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 
* 

Figure IX.12.—No. 360 valve outlet connection, Vi—14NGT-RH-EX T thread. 

<■ See footnote a to table IX. 1. 
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PLAIN PIPE CONNECTION TYPICAL LOCKNUT CONNECTION 

VALVE OUTLET NO. 381 

7 
i 

1 

WASHER 
NO. 385 LOCKNUT NO. 384 NIPPLE NO. 383 

Standard outlet connection for: 
Ammonia, anhydrous (co-standards 240 and 380 have been established for anhydrous ammonia. Connection No. 240 is standard for the Federal Services 

while No. 380 is the commercial standard). 

Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX.13.—No. 380 valve outlet connection, l/i—l^NGT-RH-INT thread. 
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''max RADIUS OF ANY 

60° X I|| DIAM 

GROOVE 

CONTACT 
DIAMETER 

CONNECTION NO. 510 

VALVE OUTLET NO. 511 NIPPLE NO. 513 HEX NUT NO. 514 

Standard outlet connection for: 
Acetylene Cyclopropane, industrial Isobutane 
Butadiene Dimethyl ether Propane 
Butane Ethylene oxide Propylene 

Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX.14.—No. 510 valve outlet connection, .885—14NGO-LII-INT thread. 
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CONTACT 
DIAMETER 

VALVE OUTLET NO. 521 NIPPLE NO. 523 HEX NUT NO. 524 

Alternate standard outlet connection for: Acetylene, small valve series (see footnote a to table IX.1.) 

Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX.15.—No. 520 valve outlet connection, .895—18NGO-RH-EXT thread. 
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CONTACT DIAMETER 

CONNECTION NO. 540 

^2 DEEP (USE OPTIONAL) 

VALVE OUTLET NO. 54/ NIPPLE NO. 543 HEX NUT NO. 544 

Standard outlet connection for: Oxygen, industrial and medical 

Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

WARNING: DO NOT USE THIS CONNECTION FOR ANY OTHER GAS OR FOR ANY GAS MIXTURE. 

Figure IX.16.—No. 5IfO valve outlet connection, .90S—UNGO-RH-EXT thread with round nipple. 
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CONTACT 
DIAMETER 

VALVE OUTLET NO. 581 NIPPLE NO. 583 HEX NUT NO. 584 

Standard outlet connection for: 
Air, water-pumped Neon, water-pumped 
Argon, water-pumped Nitrogen, water-pumped 
Helium, water-pumped Xenon, water-pumped 
Krypton, water-pumped 

Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX. 17.—No. 580 valve outlet connection, .965—14NGO-RH-IN T thread. 
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965-I4NG0-LH-INT 
I £ ACROSS HEX FLATS 

l£ MAX TO CONFINE 

m-OUTLET PLUG WITHIN 

if RADIUS 

-fc DIAM 

CHAM MAX 

DRILL |± & 

VALVE OUTLET NO. 591 NIPPLE NO. 593 HEX NUT NO. 594 

Standard outlet connection for: 
Air, oil-pumped Neon, oil-pumped 
Argon, oil-pumped Nitrogen, oil-pumped 
Helium, oil-pumped Sulphur hexafluoride 
Krypton, oil-pumped Xenon, oil-pumped 

Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figuee IX.18.—No. 590 valve outlet connection, .965—1 ANGO-LH-INT thread. 

it 

~r 
0.5675 

0.5725 
- CHAM 

V 
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VALVE OUTLET NO 621 
WASHER 
NO. 625 

» Counterbore may be omitted when so specified. 
b If groove is not required, use valve outlet No. 661, figure IX.21. 

Standard outlet connection for: Monochlorodifluoromethano 
Bromochloromethane Monochlorotetrafluoroethane 
Dichlorodifluoromethane Monochlorotrifluoromethane 
Dichlorodifluoromethane-difluoroethane mixture Sulphur dioxide 
Difluorodibromoethane Tetrafluoroethyleno 
Methyl bromide Trifluorobromomethane 
Methyl chloride Trifluorochloroethylene, inhibited 

Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX. 19.—No. 620 valve outlet connection, 1.030—14NGO-RI1-EX T thread with flare converters. 
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1 __ 
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WASHER 
NO. 645 CONVERTER NO. 644 

» Counterbore may be omitted when so specified. 

Standard outlet connection for: Phosgene 

Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX.20.—No. 640 valve outlet connection, 1.030—14NGO-RH-EX T thread with %—18NGT-RH-EX T converter. 
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CONNECTION NO. 660 

WASHER NIPPLE 
VALVE OUTLET NO. 661a NO. 665 NO. 663 HEX NUT NO. 664 

a If groove is required, use valve outlet No. 621, figure IX.19. 

Standard outlet connection for: 
Chlorine 
Difluoroethane 
Difluoromonochloroethane 

Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX.21.—No. 660 valve outlet connection, 1.030—14NGO-RIT-EX T thread with nut and nipple. 
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CONNECTION NO. 670 

WASHER NIPPLE 
VALVE OUTLET NO. 671 NO. 675 NO. 673 HEX NUT NO. 674 

Standard outlet connection for: 
Chlorine trifluoride 
Fluorine 
Hydropen fluoride, anhydrous 

Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Fiocrf, IX.22.—A1 o. 670 valve outlet connection, 1.080—14NGO—LII—EXT thrrarl. 
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VALVE OUTLET NO. 801 
WASHER 
NO. 805 NIPPLE NO. 803 

Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified 

Figure IX.23.—No. 800 standard valve outlet connection, yoke type, for ammonia, anhydrous. 
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VALVE OUTLET NO. 821 
WASHER 
NO. 825 NIPPLE NO. 823 

fi9 

Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX.24.— No. 820 standard valve oxdlet connection, yoke type, for chlorine {with washer on older face). 
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VALVE OUTLET NO. 841 
WASHER 
NO. 845 NIPPLE NO. 843 

Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX.25.—No. 840 standard valve outlet connection, yoke type, for chlorine (with luasher inside of recess). 
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SECTION X-X 

-f* 
/ 

64 

0.243 

0.265 

$4 

VALVE OUTLET WASHER NO. 875 
(THIS WASHER ALSO USED 

WITH MO. 660 THROUGH 

NO. 940 VALVE OUTLET 

CONNECTIONS) 

NIPPLE 

‘ l?i" may be reduced to l3/i" if clearance is provided for projecting safety nut. 
1 Yoke or stabilizer shall be so dimensioned as to limit its rotation on the valve to ±6 degrees. 
c Applicable only if projecting type safety is used. 

Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX.26.—No. 870 through No. 940 valve outlet connections, yoke type, basic dimensions. 



°>es 

-«-►-0.348 ± 0.003 

VALVE OUTLET NO. 871 NIPPLE NO. 873 

For basic dimensions see figure IX.26. 
Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX.27.—No. 870 standard valve outlet connection, yoke type, for oxygen, medical. 

RAD, REF 

0.1870 

0.1910 

} r 
0.487 0.535 

±0.003 ±0.003 

L I 

HOLE DIAM 

0 /74 ± 0 005 

0.455 i 0.003 

VALVE OUTLET NO. 881 NIPPLE NO. 883 

For basic dimensions see figure IX.26. 
Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX.28.—No. 880 standard valve outlet connection, yoke type, for oxygen-carbon dioxide mixture (CO2 not over 7 per¬ 
cent), medical. 
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°>ee 

* 

fg RAD, REF 

0.1870 
0.1910 

HOLE DIAU 

0.174 ± 0.005 

r~r 
0.535 0.559 

±0.003 ±0.003 

0.233 ± 0.003 

0.233 ± 0.003 

VALVE OUTLET NO. 891 NIPPLE NO. 893 

For basic dimensions see figure IX.26. 
Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX.29.—No. 890 standard valve outlet connection, yoke type, for oxygen-helium mixtures (helium not over 80 per¬ 
cent), medical. 

VALVE OUTLET NO. 901 NIPPLE NO. 903 

For basic dimensions see figure IX.26. 
Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX.30.—No. 900 standard valve outlet connection, yoke type, for ethylene, medical. 
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RAD, 

11670 
11910 

RAD, 

0.1670 
0.1910 

REF 

HOLE DIAM 

0 059 ± 0.005 

t r 
0.535 0559 

±0.003 ±0.003 

0.233 ± 0.003 

VALVE OUTLET NO. 911 NIPPLE NO. 913 

For basic dimensions see figure IX.26. 
Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX.31.—No. 910 standard valve outlet connection, yoke type, for nitrous oxide, medical. 

NIPPLE NO. 923 

For basic dimensions see figure IX.26. 
Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX.32.—No. 920 standard valve outlet connection, yoke type, for cyclopropane, medical. 
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VALVE OUTLET NO. 931 NIPPLE NO. 933 

For basic dimensions see figure IX.26. 
Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX.33.—No. 930 standard valve outlet connection, yoke type, for helium, medical; and helium-oxygen mixture (02 less 
than 20 percent), medical. 

NIPPLE NO. 943 

For basic dimensions see figure IX.26. 
Dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified. 

Figure IX.34.—No. 940 standard valve outlet connection, yoke type, for carbon dioxide, medical; and carbon dioxide-oxygen 
mixture {C02 over 7 percent), medical. 
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Table IX.4.—Limits of size of U.S. compressed gas cylinder valve outlet threads, N GO 

External thread Internal thread 

Thread designation Major diameter Pitch diameter Minor Minor diameter Pitch diameter Major 
diameter diameter 

Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
.37.3—24NOO-RIT -EXT.. 0. 3730 0. 3680 0. 3459 0. 3435 0. 3219 
.375—24NGO-RH INT... n 3299 0 .2344 0. 3479 0. 3503 0. 3750 
.625—20NGO-RH- EXT... .6250 .6200 . 5925 . 5895 . 6637 
.628—20N G O-RH- INT... 6739 . 5793 . 5955 .5985 .6280 

,745-14NG0{:l| 

.750—14NG0{;lb 

.825—14NGo{Ilb 

.830—14NG0{Il| 

.880—14NGO-LH- 

1-EXT, . 7450 . 7400 .6986 . 6950 . 6674 
/ 
1-TNT. 6727 .6804 .7036 .7072 .7500 

1-EXT_ . 8250 .8200 .7786 . 7750 . 7374 
/ 
1-INT__.. . 7627 . 7604 .7836 7872 . 8300 
EXT... .8800 .8750 .8336 .8300 . 7924 

.885—14NGO-LH- INT_ . 8077 .8154 .8386 .8422 .8850 

.895—18 X0 O-RH- EXT... .8950 .8900 .8589 .8553 . 8268 

.899—18NGO-RH- INT... . 8389 .8449 .8629 .8665 .8900 

.903—14NGO-RH- EXT... .9030 . 8980 .8566 .8530 . 8164 

.908—14NGO-RH- INT... . 8307 .8384 .8616 .8652 .9080 

.960—14NG0{Ilb 1-EXT. . 9600 .9550 .9136 .9100 . 8724 

.965—14NGO( tSI-XNT.. . 8877 .8954 .9186 .9222 .9650 

1.030—14NGo{;lh}_EXT 1. 0300 1. 0250 . 9836 .9796 . 9424 

1.035-14XGO'j"1I<^[-INT. . 9677 .9654 . 9886 .9926 1. 0350 

Table IX.5.—Limits of size, National Gas Taper, Special Gas Tape r threads; NGT, NGT(Cl), SGT 

External Internal 

Hand- Small end Full threads Large end Full threads 
Thread designa- tight Pitch C'sink 

tion» engage- Cham¬ 
fer 

45° x 
min. 

diam¬ 
eter 

Neck diam- 90° X 

ment.,« Major Pitch Pitch Major Over-all radius, eter max. Pitch Length 
It diam- diam- diam- Length,d diam- length, min, at face, diam- Bore, diam- Length, of full 

eter, eter, eter, La eter, approx., G F, eter max. eter, (7.1 +7,3) root, 
Do Eo Fs approx., 

-Dio 
/.10 Ks f3 min.,* 

/.9 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
1 s—27NGT.. ... 0. 1800 0. 3931 0. .3635 2 56< 0. 3886 0. 4022 0. 4204 1 i c H2 0. 3748 0. 3269 0.3566 0. 2911 0. 3652 

M—18NGT.... . 2000 . 5218 . 4774 . 5107 .5333 . 5530 5 8 H 4899 Me . 4225 .4670 .3667 .4778 
H—18NGT_ .2400 . 6564 . 6120 316 .6479 .5733 .6915 ■Me V\6 6270 ■Me 557 . 6016 . 4067 .5178 

54—14NOT_ . 3200 .8156 .7584 154 e .8052 .7486 .8625 H Me 7784 .6879 . 7450 . 5343 .6771 
H- 14NOT_ . 3390 1.0248 .9677 2%2 1. 0157 . 7676 1. 0795 7A Die 9889 IMe .897 . 9543 .5533 .6961 

U—14NGT (Cl)-l. . 3390 1.0248 . 9677 2%2 1. 0268 .9461 1.0951 m 1 M 6 9889 1 M 6 .897 . 9543 . 5533 . 9461 
34—14N GT (Cl) —2 . .3390 1. 0427 . 9856 5Q/64 1.0447 . 9461 1. 1130 Us ■Me 9889 1M 6 . 897 2 . 9543 . 5533 9461 
M—14NGT (Cl)-3 . 3390 1.0628 1.0057 15A 6 1.0648 . 9461 1. 1331 m 1 Me 9889 1 A 6 . 897 . 9543 . 5533 . 9461 
3/'\—14NGT (Cl)-4. . 3390 1.0873 1.0302 3 Ifo 1.0893 .9461 1. 1576 1H n/ie 9889 IMe .897 .9543 . 5533 .9461 

Vi—14SGT»_ , 4008 1.047 0. 9852 5)64 1. 0731 . 7030 1, 1564 7A 1 Me 1 0353 1%4 . 8556 .9474 .5714 .7030 

1—1154NGT_ . 4000 1. 2832 1. 2136 156 1. 2712 .9217 1.3457 1 ■Me 1 2386 IMe 1.1278 1.1973 . 6609 .8348 
H*—U54NGT. .4200 1.6267 1. 5571 1. 6160 .9417 1.6931 Du 1 1. 5834 1<?(U 1.4713 1.5408 .6809 .8548 
154—1154NGT.... . 4200 1.8657 1. 7961 1. 8550 .9417 1.9360 n* 1$$2 1 8223 1% 1. 7102 1. 7798 . 6809 . 8548 

All dimensions are basic. See figure IX.35 for relationship of dimensions. 

" For uses other than chlorine, oversize threads for revalving are generally 
specified at 4 or 7 turns oversize. For chlorine, the %— 14NGT(C1) — 1 size 
is standard; the —2 is 4 turns oversize; the —3 is 814 turns oversize; and the 
— 4 is 14 turns oversize. 

k The Vi—14SGT (Special Gas Taper) thread is a standard having a taper 
of (= l1 2 inches per foot on diameter) with a 60° thread normal to the axis 
and 0.0618 inch deep. For this thread col. 13, 14 and 15 are based on gages 
0.7030 inch long. Cylinders are held to final inspection limits from basic to 
114 turns small, and valves to plus or minus 1 turn. 

' The basic condition of fit is that the external thread with a pitch diameter 
of Eo at the end (reference plane for gaging external thread) shall enter hy 
hand engagement to a distance L\ into the internal thread with a pitch diam¬ 
eter of E\ at the opening (reference plane for gaging internal thread). 

d External threads shall be threaded the approximate length Lot but gaged 
up o La. Dimension La is equal to Li plus six (6) threads for all NGT threads 
anc Li plus eight and a half (814) threads for the NOT (Cl) threads. Di¬ 
mension Fs is measured at distance is from Fo, and dimension Dio is measured 
at distance iio from Fo. These longer external threads are desirable if further 
tightening should be necessary. To facilitate gaging, provision should be 
male to allow the is ring gage to advance a distance of two full threads 
beyond the La length (one turn for allowable variation in pitch diameter and 
one turn for allowable variation in taper). 

< Full internal threads at the crests and roots shall extend throughout 
lengths ii+i3 (ij=3 threads). This dimension determines the minimum 
me al on the inside of the neck to produce maximum bore Ka. Any metal 
below i.i shall have tapped threads with full roots to a minimum length i« 
(ii-f-5 threads for all NOT threads and Lj-f-8'4 threads for the N'GT(Cl) 
threads). 
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3. INLET CONNECTIONS 

The threads on the inlet, neck, or valve to 
cylinder connection are right hand of the following 
types: 

(a) National gas taper threads, NGT or NGT 
(Cl) for chlorine. 

(b) Special gas taper threads, SGT. 
(c) National gas straight threads, NGS. 
1. NGT, NGT (Cl), and SGT Threads.—The 

NGT and NGT (Cl) threads are based on the 
American Standard for taper pipe threads but are 
longer to provide fresh threads if further tighten¬ 
ing is necessary. Manufacturing tolerances for 
the taper of these threads are as follows: 

The taper on the pitch elements of external 
threads is }U on diameter, (=% in./ft.) with a 
minus tolerance of one turn but with no plus 
tolerance in gaging. 

The taper on the pitch elements of internal 
threads is }U on diameter, with a plus tolerance 
of one turn but with no minus tolerance in gaging. 

The limits on crest and root truncation are the 
same as for the American National taper pipe 
threads as shown in table VII.1, p. 4. 

The SGT threads are similar to the NGT 
threads except that the taper is % (= 1 >2 in./ft.) 
on diameter instead of )U. 

(a) . Limits of size for the NGT, NGT(Cl), and 
SGT threads.—Limits of size for these threads are 
given in table IX.5. (See footnote b of that 
table.) Figure IX.35 indicates the relationship of 
these dimensions. 

(b) . Gaging of the NGT, NGT {Cl), and SGT 
threads.—Special gages are required for the gaging 
of these threads because of their length and the 
rigid requirements for sealing the compressed gas 
against leakage. The working or inspection gages 
described in this section are called ramp gages. 
Ramp gages are similar to conventional taper pipe 
thread gages but provide more positive control of 
the thread elements; however, other gages accep¬ 
table to the procuring agency may be used. 

1. Pitch diameter of external thread—To check 
the pitch diameter of the external thread, the 
threaded ring gages shown on figure IX.36 are 
used. The Lx ring gage is known as a primary 
gage since the reading taken on the ramp will be 
needed for use when additional gaging is done. 

The Ls ring is screwed onto the valve, flat face 
first. The Lx ring is then screwed onto the valve. 
Both rings should be engaged to about, the same 
tightness. For the thread to be acceptable, the 
rim of the Z8 ring should not project above the Lx 
ring or below the bottom of the gaging notch on 
the Lx ring. 

The numbers on the ramp ring indicate the 
quarters of a turn the thread varies from basic. 
While the Lx and Ls rings are screwed onto the 
valve, the plunger should be pushed down against 
the end of the valve. The reading on the ramp 
should then be taken. The reading will be the 
number within the division where the helical scale 

or ramp intersects the edge of the collar on the 
body. 

The threads are to be within one turn in either 
direction from basic but preferably within }{ turn 
from basic. Therefore the product should gage 
preferably between —2 and +2 on the scale with 
readings between —4 and +4 being acceptable. 
This reading will be needed as a reference for 
gaging the crest and root truncation of the external 
thread. 

2. Crest truncation of external thread.—To check 
the crest truncation of the external thread, the 
gage shown in figure IX.37 is used. The gage 
should be placed over the threads lightly and 
rocked in different directions to detect out-of- 
roundness or off-taper. If the rock is not exces¬ 
sive, the plunger should be pushed down and a 
reading taken. If the edge of the collar on the 
body lies within the helical ramp at the same read¬ 
ing as was shown on the ramp of the pitch diameter 
ring gage (fig. IX.36), the crest truncation of the 
external thread is acceptable 

3. Root truncation of external thread.—To check 
the root truncation of the external thread, the 
gage shown in figure IX.38 is used. The gage is 
screwed delicately onto the valve. After reach¬ 
ing fidl engagement, the gage is backed off one- 
half to one full turn, and the degree of looseness 
is compared with that of generally accepted 
threads. Slight looseness indicates that the gage 
and product bear along the length of a full and 
continuous or cleared thread. Considerable loose¬ 
ness indicates that, the gage, has seated or stopped 
on the last incomplete thread. 

If the thread appears to be satisfactory after 
the above preliminary check, the gage is screwed 
onto the valve fingertight. The plunger is then 
pushed down and a reading taken. If the edge 
of the collar on the body lies within the helical 
ramp at. the same reading as was shown on the 
ramp of the pitch diameter ring gage (fig. IX.36), 
the root truncation of the external thread is 
acceptable. 

4- Pitch diameter of internal thread.—To check 
the pitch diameter of the internal thread, the 
threaded plug gage shown on figure IX.39 is used. 
This gage is known as a primary gage since the 
reading taken on the ramp will be needed for use 
when additional gaging is done. 

Both heads are screwed in simultaneously, with 
the precaution that the L9 section advances with 
some clearance ahead of the Lx section to prevent 
locking. Both sections should be screwed in to 
about the same tightness. For the pitch diameter 
of the tapped hole to be acceptable, the upper band 
should not be above or below the edge of the 
gaging ring. 

To measure the effective pitch diameter of the 
thread at the Lx length, with the gage screwed 
into the cylinder, the hexagonal sleeve is pushed 
down to the face of the cylinder. A reading is 
then taken on the ramp at, the point where it 



intersects the edge of the hexagonal sleeve. 
The threads are to be within one turn in either 

direction from basic but preferably within % turn 
from basic. Therefore the product should gage 
preferably between — 2 and +2 on the scale, with 
readings between —4 and +4 being acceptable. 
This reading will be needed as a reference for 
gaging the crest and root truncation and the 
maximum bore of the internal thread on the 
cylinder. 

5. Crest truncation of internal thread.—To check 
the crest truncation of the internal thread, the 
plain plug gage shown in figure IX.40 is used. 

The plug is slipped lightly into the hole and 
rocked in different directions to detect out-of- 
roundness or off-taper. If either of these condi¬ 
tions appears excessive, the crest should be 
examined visually for roughness, chips, and 
variations in truncation. 

After this inspection, the plug is seated into the 
hole and the hexagonal sleeve pushed down to the 
face of the cylinder. If the upper edge of the 
hexagonal sleeve lies within the helical ramp at 
the same reading as was shown on the ramp of 
the pitch diameter plug gage (fig. IX.39), the crest 
truncation of the internal thread is acceptable. 

6. Maximum bore of internal thread.—To check 
the maximum bore of the internal thread, the 
gage shown in figure IX.41 is used. 

The plug is seated into the hole and the hexag¬ 
onal sleeve pushed down to the face of the 
cylinder. If the upper edge of the hexagonal 
sleeve lies within the helical ramp at the same 
reading as was shown on the ramp of the pitch 
diameter plug gage (fig. IX.39), the maximum 
bore of the internal thread is acceptable. 

7. Root truncation of internal thread.—To check 
the root truncation of the internal thread, the 
threaded plug gage shown on figure IX.42 is used. 
The gage is screwed delicately into the tapped 
hole of the cylinder. After reaching full engage¬ 
ment, t he gage is backed off one-half to one full 
turn and the degree of looseness compared with 
that of generally accepted threads. Slight loose¬ 
ness indicates that the gage and cylinder bear 
along the length of a full and continuous or 
cleared thread. Considerable looseness indicates 
that the plug has seated or stopped on the last 
incomplete thread. 

If the thread appears to be satisfactory after 
the above preliminary check, the gage is screwed 
into the cylinder fingertight. The hexagonal 
sleeve is then pushed down to the face of the 

cylinder. If the upper edge of the hexagonal 
sleeve lies within the helical ramp at the same 
reading as was shown on the ramp of the pitch 
diameter plug gage (fig. IX.39), the root trunca¬ 
tion of the internal thread is acceptable. 

(c)_ Checking of the NGT, NGT(Cl), and SGT 
working or inspection gages with master gages.—The 
sketches of the master gages are shown on figures 
IX.43, IX.44, and IX.45. Gaging information is 
given in the notes on these figures. 

2. National Gas Straight Threads, NGS.—- 
All straight threads for inlet connections shall be 
NGS threads. The diameters and the form for 
both the external and internal threads shall con¬ 
form to those for NPSM American Standard 
straight pipe threads for free-fitting mechanical 
joints (without clearance) (see table VII.6, 
p. 9). The length of engagement shall be 
(Li-\~L3). The seal for tightness shall be at or 
close to the end face of the cylinder whether it 
incorporates the external or the internal threads. 

4. SAFETY DEVICE THREADS 

The safety devices on high pressure gas cylin¬ 
der valves shall be provided with right hand 
threads of the Unified form, 19 threads per inch. 
The minimum length of engagement shall be lh 
in. The thread dimensions shall be as follows: 

Boss (external 
thread) 

Cap (internal 
thread) 

Max Min Min Max 

Major diameter-- _ _ 
Pitch diameter . 

in. 
0. 6500 

. 6157 

.5852 

in. 
0. 6423 

.6116 

in. 
0. 6500 

.6157 

. 5929 

in. 

0. 6198 
. 5986 

The safety device threads shall be designated as 
follows: 

Boss (external thread): 
0.6500-19NS-2 
PD 0.6157-0.6116 
Length of engagement 0.5 

Cap (internal thread): 
0.6500-19NS-2 
PD 0.6198-0.6157 
Length of engagement 0.5 
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Table IX.6.—Dimensions of master setting plug gages; NOT, SGT 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 n 12 13 14 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
Do__ 0. 3931 0. 5218 0. 6564 0. 8156 1.0248 1. 0248 1.0427 1. 0628 1.0873 1.0470 1. 2832 1. 6267 1.8657 
D,_ . 4044 .5343 .6714 .8356 1. 0460 1. 0460 1.0639 1. 0840 1.1085 1.0971 1.3082 1.6530 1. 8920 
D (8—p) - . .4160 .5517 .6888 . 8579 1. 0683 1. 0683 1. 0862 1.1063 1. 1308 1. 1417 1. 3354 1.6802 1.9192 
Dio, approx_ .4204 .5530 .6915 .8625 1.0795 1.0951 1. 1130 1. 1331 1. 1576 1. 1564 1. 3457 1. 6931 1. 9360 
Eo_ .3635 . 4774 .6120 .7584 .9677 .9677 .9856 1.0057 1. 0302 .9852 1.2136 1. 5571 1. 7961 

Eo—H thd height .__ . 3475 .4534 .5880 . 7275 .9368 .9368 .9547 .9748 .9993 .9543 1. 1760 1.5195 1. 7585 
Ei... .3748 . 4899 .6270 .7784 .9889 .9889 1.0068 1.0269 1.0514 1.0353 1.2386 1. 5834 1. 8223 

. 3771 .4934 .6305 .7829 . 9934 .9934 1.0113 1.0314 1. 0559 1. 0443 1.2440 1. 5888 1.8277 
E*_ .3886 . 5107 .6479 .8052 1.0157 1. 0268 1. 0447 1. 0648 1.0893 1.0731 1. 2712 1.6160 1. 8550 
Es— M thd height_ _ .3726 .4867 .6239 . 7743 .9848 .9959 1.0138 1.0339 1. 0584 1. 0422 1. 2336 1. 5784 1.8174 

Ko_ .3315 . 4329 . 5676 .7013 .9106 .9106 .9285 .9486 .9731 .8824 1. 1441 1. 4876 1. 7265 
K(b-p).... ... .3544 .4628 .6000 .7436 .9541 .9541 .9720 .9921 1.0166 .9771 1.1963 1.5411 1. 7800 
I.,.. - _ _ . 1800 .2000 . 2400 .3200 .3390 . 3390 .3390 .3390 .3390 .4008 .4000 . 4200 .4200 
Lb_ .4022 . 5333 .5733 .7486 .7676 .9461 .9461 .9461 . 9461 . 7030 . 9217 .9417 . 9417 
L(8 p)- -.. .3652 .4777 . 5177 .6772 .6962 .8747 .8747 .8747 .8747 . 6316 .8347 .8547 .8547 
Lie, approx_ VlQ 5A ‘Me •Me A l'A Ub m 7A 1 1M 6 l'A 

P_ .0370 .0556 .0556 .0714 .0714 .0714 .0714 .0714 . 0714 . 0714 .0870 .0870 .0870 
Chamfer 45° x min. dia... .. . 2'Ai ”/64 916 •Mo 2 %2 2 %2 5%4 15/l6 3l/$2 5%4 l'A l‘%2 
H_ . 2912 .3824 .3824 . 4912 .4912 .6688 .6688 . 6688 .6688 . 5208 . 5968 . 5968 . 5984 
M_ .6564 .8601 .9001 1. 1684 1. 1874 1. 5435 1. 5435 1. 5435 1. 5435 1. 1524 1. 4315 1.4515 1. 4531 

See figure IX.35, p. 81, for the explanation of all letter symbols except H and M, which are identified on figure IX.45. p. 90. 

Table IX.7.— Dimensions of master setting ring gages; ATGT, SGT 

l 

Do___ 
D,___ 
D (8—p)- 
D, ___ 
Eo_ 

E, __ 
Ej_ 
E»__ 
E«+M thd height_ 
E (9-3«p)- 

K,___ 
K,_ 
K, _ 
L, _ 
L1+L3- 

L,_ __ 
L(g-p)--- 

L9__ 
3Mp----- 
IMP___ 

P_ 
C'sink 90° x max. dia . 
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A_ 
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
0. 3931 0. 5218 0. 6564 0. 8156 1. 0248 1. 0248 1.0427 1. 0628 1.0873 1. 0470 1.2832 1.6267 1.8657 
.4044 . 5343 .6714 .8356 1.0460 1. 0460 1.0639 1.0840 1. 1085 1.0971 1.3082 1. 6530 1.8920 
. 4160 . 5517 .6888 . 8579 1. 0683 1.0683 1.0862 1. 1063 1. 1308 1. 1417 1.3354 1. 6802 1. 9192 
.3815 . 5044 . 6390 . 7933 1. 0025 1.0025 1.0204 1.0405 1.0650 1. 0024 1.2560 1. 5995 1. 8385 
. 3635 .4774 .6120 . 7584 .9677 .9677 . 9856 1.0057 1.0302 . 9852 1. 2136 1. 5571 1. 7961 

.3748 . 4899 . 6270 . 7784 .9889 . 9889 1.0068 1.0269 1.0514 1.0353 1.2386 1.5834 1.8223 

.3566 .4670 . 6016 . 7450 . 9543 . 9543 . 9722 .9923 1.0168 . 9474 1. 1973 1. 5408 1. 7798 

. 3520 . 4601 . 5947 . 7361 . 9454 .9454 . 9633 . 9834 1.0079 . 9295 1. 1864 1.5299 1. 7689 

. 3680 .4841 . 6187 . 7670 . 9763 . 9763 .9942 1.0143 1.0388 . 9604 1. 2240 1.5675 1.8065 

.3601 . 4723 .6069 . 7517 .9610 . 9610 .9789 .9990 1. 0235 .9607 1.2054 1.5489 1.7879 

. 3451 . 4454 . 5826 . 7213 . 9318 . 9318 .9497 . 9698 . 9943 .9325 1. 1691 1. 5139 1. 7528 

.3269 . 4225 . 5572 . 6879 .8972 .8972 . 9151 . 9352 . 9597 . 8556 1. 1278 1. 4713 1. 7102 

. 3223 . 4156 . 5503 .6790 .8883 . 8883 .9062 . 9263 . 9508 .8377 1. 1169 1. 4604 1. 6993 

. 1800 . 2000 .2400 . 3200 .3390 . 3390 .3390 . 3390 . 3390 . 4008 . 4000 . 4200 . 4200 

.2911 . 3667 .4067 . 5343 . 5533 . 5533 . 5533 . 5533 . 5533 .5714 . 6609 . 6809 . 6809 

.4022 . 5333 .5733 . 7486 . 7676 .9461 .9461 .9461 .9461 . 7030 .9217 .9417 .9417 

. 3652 . 4777 . 5177 . 6772 . 6962 .8747 .8747 .8747 .8747 . 6316 . 8347 .8547 .8547 

.3652 .4778 . 5178 . 6771 . 6961 . 9461 . 9461 . 9461 .9461 . 7030 .8348 .8548 . 8548 

. 1296 . 1944 . 1944 . 2500 . 2500 . 2500 . 2500 . 2500 . 2500 . 2500 . 3043 . 3043 . 3043 

.0556 . 0833 . 0833 . 1071 . 1071 . 1071 . 1071 . 1071 . 1071 . 1071 . 1304 . 1304 . 1304 

. 0370 . 0556 . 0556 .0714 . 0714 .0714 .0714 .0714 .0714 .0714 .0870 . 0870 .0870 
13'$2 Me 1 V\ fi Is 1 \\ 6 1 Vl 6 l5/64 1 'A 1^64 l5/\ 6 D3/64 12M2 
%2 3 8 Me 9 16 1 !/1fi •Me •Me 1 \\ 6 •Me •Me •Me 1 15$2 
. 5812 . 8026 .8426 1. 0979 1.1153 1.3653 1.3653 1 3653 1.3653 1.0390 1.3468 1.3668 1.3668 
.2160 .3248 .3248 . 4208 .4192 .4192 .4192 .4192 .4192 .3360 . 5120 . 5120 . 5120 

See figure IX.35, p. 81, for the explanation of all letter symbols except A and B, which are identified on figure IX.44, p. 89. 
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Table IX.8.—Master setting gage tolerances; NGT, SGT 

Thread designation 

Tolerance 
on pitch 

diameter at 
gaging notch 
of plug gage 

Tolerance » on lead in L\ 
length of gage 

Tolerance b on half 
angle 

Tolerance ° on taper in L\ 
length of gage 

Tolerance 
on major 

diameter of 
plug gage at 
gaging notch 

Tolerance 
on minor 

diameter of 
ring gage at 

large end Plugs Rings Plugs Rings Plugs Rings 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

in. in. in. min min in. in. in. in. 
± ± — — 

W-27NGT_ 0. 0002 0. 0002 0. 0003 15 20 0. 0003 0. 0006 0. 0004 0. 0004 
K—18NGT_ .0002 .0002 .0003 15 20 .0004 . 0007 .0006 . 0006 
3/i—18NGT_ .0002 .0002 . 0003 15 20 .0004 .0007 .0006 .0006 

U—14NGT_ .0003 .0002 . 0003 10 15 .0006 .0009 .0010 . 0010 
3A—14NGT_ .0003 . 0002 . 0003 10 15 . 0006 . 0009 .0010 . 0010 
H—14NGT(C1)_ . 0003 . 0002 . 0003 10 15 . 0006 . 0009 . 0010 . 0010 
M-14SGT___ .0003 .0002 .0003 10 15 .0006 .0009 .0010 .0010 

1—11HNGT_ .0003 .0003 . 0004 10 15 .0008 .0012 . 0010 .0010 
Hi—1H4NGT_ .0003 .0003 . 0004 10 15 .0008 .0012 . 0010 .0010 
l‘+—11HNGT___ . 0003 .0003 .0004 10 15 .0008 .0012 .0010 .0010 

a The lead and taper on plug and ring gages shall be measured along the 
pitch line, omitting the imperfect threads at each end. 

Notes.—Maximum possible interchange standoff, any ring against any 
plug other than its master plug, may occur when taper deviations are zero 
and all other dimensions are at opposite extreme tolerance limits. 

Interchange standoff, any ring against any plug other than its master 
plug, may occur when all dimensions including taper are midway between 
opposite tolerance limits. 

b In solving for the correction in diameter for angle deviations, the average 
deviation in half angle for the two sides of thread regardless of their signs 
should be taken. 

The large end of the ring gage shall be flush with the gaging notch of its 
master plug gage within ±0.002 in. when assembled handtight. 

The tolerance for the length Li from small end to gaging notch of the plug 
gage shall be +0.000, —0.001 in. 

The tolerance for the overall thread length Li of the plug gage shall be 
+0.005, -0.000 in. 

The tolerance for the thickness Li of the ring gage shall be +0.001, —0.000 in. 
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L/ ■ STANDARD HANDTIGHT ENGAGEMENT 
<_3 ■ 3 THREADS (FOR WRENCHING) 
Lg • FULL EXTERNAL THREADS 
Ls • FULL ROOTS ON INTERNAL THREADS 
Lin * OVERALL EXTERNAL THREADS 
@ - REFERENCE PLANE FOR GAGING 

EXTERNAL THREADS 
(7) « REFERENCE PLANE FOR GAGING 

INTERNAL THREADS 

Figure IX.35.—Relationship between internal and external thread dimensions of NGT, NGT(Cl), and SGT threads. 
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LOCKING CAP 

WITNESS LINES TO ALINE 

WITH TOPS OF RINGS FLUSH 

RAMP RING 

ZERO ON SCALE TO ALINE 

WITH EDGE OF BODY 

SPRING 

EXAMPLE OF GAGE 

MARKING TO BE 

PLACED HERE: 

Z-I4NGT 

PITCH DIA 

EXAMPLE OF GAGE MARK¬ 

ING TO BE PLACED ON 

THIS FACE: 

$~I4NGT 

La RING 

GAGING 

NOTCH 

PLUNGER. 
BOTTOM OF PLUNGER 

TO BE FLUSH WITH 

TOPS OF RINGS 

RING BODY 
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Li rP 

1X1 r 
1— 

L, RING 
- 

V 

i n Lq ring 

E0 

E, 

E(i+p) 

Ee 

I 

Figure IX.36.—Pitch diameter ring gages; NGT, SGT. 
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LOCKING CAP 

CREST 
TRUNCATION 
TOLERANCE 

-JZ 
~r~ 

EXAMPLE OF GAGE 
MARKING TO BE 
PLACED HERE: 

J—I4NGT 
CREST TRUNC 

PLUNGER. 
BOTTOM OF PLUNGER 
TO BE FLUSH WITH 
TOP OF RING 

RING 

RAMP RING 

ZERO ON SCALE AT TOP 
OF RAMP TO ALINE WITH 
EDGE OF BODY 

SPRING 

RING BODY 

-D0-H 

Figure IX.37.—Crest truncation ring gage; NGT, SGT. 
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LOCKING CAP 

RAMP RING 

ZERO ON SCALE AT BOTTOM 
OF RAMP TO ALINE WITH 
EDGE OF BODY 

SPRING 

RING BODY 

PLUNGER. 
BOTTOM OF PLUNGER 
TO BE FLUSH WITH 
TOP OF RING 
-RING 

ROOT 
TRUNCATION 
TOLERANCE 

~r~ 
EXAMPLE OF GAGE 
MARKING TO BE 
PLACED HERE: 

$~I4NGT 
ROOT TRUNC 

0.0015 

Figure IX.38.— Root truncation ring gage; NGT, SGT. 
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LOCKING CAP 

DEPTH RING 

WITNESS LINES TO ALINE 

AT UPPER EDGE OF BAND 

SPRING 

-L, PLUG 

--L9 PLUG 

L, PLUG 

J—1 

Li 

l9 plug 

E(9 - sip) 

LOCK SLEEVE 

RAMP RING 

ZERO ON SCALE TO 

ALINE WITH EDGE 

OF SLEEVE 

EXAMPLE OF GAGE 

MARKING TO BE 

PLACED HERE: 

2-I4NGT 

PITCH DIA 

SLEEVE 
BOTTOM OF SLEEVE 

TO BE FLUSH WITH 

TOP OF Li PLUG 

Figure IX.39.—Pitch diameter plug gage; NGT, SGT. 
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LOCKING CAP 

RAMP RING 

CREST TRUNCATION 
TOLERANCE 

MAX TRUNCATION 

BASIC FORM 

ZERO ON SCALE AT 
BOTTOM OF RAMP 
TO ALINE WITH EDGE 
OF SLEEVE 

EXAMPLE OF GAGE 
MARKING TO BE 
PLACED HERE: 

§~I4NGT 

CREST TRUNC 

SLEEVE 
BOTTOM OF SLEEVE 
TO BE FLUSH WITH 
TOP OF PLUG 

SPRING 

— PLUG 
(CREST TRUNCATION) 

K, 
Figure IX.40.—Crest truncation plug gage; NGT, SGT. 
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LOCKING CAP 

RAMP RING 

TOLERANCE 

MAX TRUNCATION 

BASIC FORM 

SLEEVE 
BOTTOM OF SLEEVE 
TO BE FLUSH WITH 
TOP OF PLUG 

SPRING 

L,+l-3 

_ 

ON SCALE AT 
BOTTOM OF RAMP 
TO ALINE WITH EDGE 
OF SLEEVE 

EXAMPLE OF GAGE 
MARKING TO BE 
PLACED HERE- 

j-l4NGT 
MAX BORE 

-PLUG 
(MAX BORE) 

k9 

*3 

Figure IX.41.—Maximum bore plug gage; NGT, SGT. 



RAMP RING 

ROOT TRUNCATION 
TOLERANCE 

BASIC FORM 
MAX TRUNCATION 

ZERO ON SCALE AT 
TOP OF RAMP TO 
ALINE WITH EDGE 
OF SLEEVE 

LOCKING CAP 

EXAMPLE OF GAGE 
MARKING TO BE 
PLACED HERE: 

Z-I4NGT 

ROOT TRUNC 

SLEEVE 
BOTTOM OF SLEEVE 
TO BE FLUSH WITH 
TOP OF PLUG 

SPRING 

PLUG 
(ROOT TRUNCATION) 

i 

Figure IX.42.—Root truncation plug gage; NGT, SGT. 
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Roots of threads on plug and ring to be undercut to p/4 max to clear sharp V 60° thread. 
Gages to be calibrated to allow for deviations in flank angle, taper, lead, and pitch diameter. Maximum cumulative tolerance from true basic= 1/16 turn. 
Master setting plug is for setting L\ and L» ring gages shown on figure IX.36. Master setting ring is for setting Li and Lt plug gages shown on figure IX.39 
See tables IX.6 and IX.7 for dimensions, table IX.8 for tolerances. 

Figure IX.43.—Master setting plug and ring gages for setting pitch diameter of threaded plug and ring gages; 
NGT, SGT. 

Master setting plug is for setting crest truncation ring shown on figure IX.37. Master setting ring is for setting root truncation plug shown on figure IX.42 
and to check crest truncation of L\ and Li plugs of gage shown on figure IX.39. 

See tables IX.6 and IX.7 for dimensions, table IX.8 for tolerances. 

Figure IX. 44. Master setting plug and ring gages for setting and checking major diameters of plug and ring gages; NGT, SGT. 
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Master setting plug is for setting root truncation ring shown on figure IX.38 and to check crest truncation of L\ and L% rings of gage shown on figure IX.3C. 
Master setting ring is for setting crest truncation plug shown on figure IX.40 and maximum bore plug shown on figure IX.41. 

See tables IX.6 and IX.7 for dimensions, table IX.H for tolerances. 

Figure IX.45.—Master setting plug and ring gages for setting and checking minor diameters of plug and ring gages; NGT, SGT. 
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SECTION X. AMERICAN NATIONAL HOSE 
COUPLING AND FIRE-HOSE COUPLING 
THREADS 9 

1. INTRODUCTION 

L American National Hose Coupling 
Threads, NPSH.—The purpose of this specifica¬ 
tion is to provide a standard which will be recog¬ 
nized and adopted at once by a majority of 
manufacturers and consumers and toward which 
the minority may be brought, thus eliminating 
many threads which have been in use and the 
confusion and misunderstandings that have pre¬ 
vailed. 

As in other lines of work, current practice in use 
and manufacture must be recognized as well as 
the specific advantages of certain thread propor¬ 
tions for specific uses. This prevents the adoption 
of a single specification for each one of the nominal 
sizes. 

These standards apply to the threaded parts of 
hose couplings, valves, nozzles, and all other 
fittings used in direct connection with hose 
intended for fire protection or for domestic, 
industrial, and general service in nominal sizes of 
y2, %, %, 1, lji, 1% and 2 in. In Federal specifica¬ 
tion ZZ-H-466, Hose; Gasoline, Rubber-Metal, 
data are given on special hose coupling threads 
based on American National pipe threads, NPT, 
in nominal sizes of 2}i, 3, 3%, and 4 in., 8 threads 
per inch. 

2. American National Fire-hose Coupling 
Threads, NH.—Some years ago specifications for 
American National fire-hose coupling threads 
were approved by the National Board of Fire 
Underwriters, National Fire Protection Associa¬ 
tion, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 
American Society of Municipal Improvements, 
New England Water Works Association, American 
Water Works Association, the National Bureau of 
Standards, and other interested organizations. 
These specifications were published in 1911 as the 
Specifications of the National Board of Fire 
Underwriters, recommended by the National Fire 
Protection Association and approved by the 
various other organizations. They were also 
published in 1914 as Circular C50 of the National 
Bureau of Standards. This circular was revised 
and republished in 1917. 

When the National Screw Thread Commission 
took up its work on the standardization of screw 
threads, the specifications for fire-hose coupling 
threads above referred to were accepted as the 
basis of its work on fire-hose coupling threads. 
It was found, however, that the specifications as 
originally drawn were inadequate in that they 
specified nominal dimensions only, with no maxi¬ 
mum and minimum limits. The limits of size 
herein specified have met with general approval 

9 Tnis section, with the exception of table X.7, is substantially in agree¬ 
ment with the present issues of ASA B26, "National (American) Standard 
Fire-Hose Coupling Screw Thread,’’ and ASA B33.1, “American Standard 
Hose Coupling Screw Threads,” which are published by the ASME, 29 
West 39th Street, New York 18, N.Y. The latest revisions should be 
consulted when referring to these ASA standards. 

and correspond in all details with those recom¬ 
mended by the National Fire Protection Associa¬ 
tion and by the National Bureau of Standards. 

3. Threading Tools.—In ordering threading 
tools10 for producing American National hose 
coupling and fire-hose coupling threads, it should 
be pointed out that new taps should be near the 
maximum permissible size of the coupling, and 
new dies near the minimum permissible size of the 
nipple, in order that reasonable wear may be pro¬ 
vided. As the threading tools wear by use, the 
couplings will become smaller and the nipples 
larger until the limits of size are reached. These 
must not be exceeded. When the product reaches, 
or comes dangerously close to the limiting size, the 
threading tools should be readjusted or replaced. 

2. FORM OF THREAD 

Figure X.l illustrates the thread form. 
1. Angle of Thread.—The basic angle of 

thread, A, between the sides of the thread meas¬ 
ured in an axial plane is 60°. The line bisecting 
this 60° angle, is perpendicular to the axis of the 
thread. 

2. Flat at Crest and Root.—The flat at the 
crest and root of the basic thread form is %p or 
0.125p. 

3. Height of Thread.—The height of the basic 
thread form is 

where 

h=0.6495I9p, or h 
0.649519 

p = pitch in inches, 
n = number of threads per inch, 
/t = basic height of thread. 

3. THREAD SERIES 

1. American National Hose Coupling and 
Fire-Hose Coupling Threads, NPSH and 
NH.—In table X.l are specified the basic dimen¬ 
sions of these threads. In tables X.2 and X.3 are 
specified the limits of size and tolerances. In 
tables X.4 and X.5 are specified the thread lengths 
and other thread details for these threads. 

2. Thread Designation.—These threads are 
designated by specifying in sequence the nominal 
size of hose, number of threads per inch, and the 
thread symbol as shown in the following examples: 

%—8NH 
iy4—11KNPSH 

3—6NH 
6—4NH 

10 In the interest of the universal adoption of the American National fire¬ 
hose coupling threads throughout the United States, attention is directed to 
the fact that sets of tools for rethreading existing hydrants and hose couplings 
are commercially available. Such sets comprise roughing and finishing tans, 
roughing and finishing dies, expanders for expanding undersize externally 
threaded fittings preparatory to rethreading, gages, and various accessories. 
The tools are applicable where existing threaded fittings do not differ so 
widely from the American National threads as to leave insufficient stock for 
the new thread. By the use of such tools a considerable number of munici¬ 
palities have at small expense converted their existing equipment and thus 
availed themselves of the important advantages which standardization 
affords. 
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4. TOLERANCES AND ALLOWANCES 

The tolerances and allowances for the American 
National hose coupling and fire-hose coupling 
threads are specified in table X.6. The tolerances 
represent the extreme variations permitted on 
the threads. Figure X.l, below, shows the re¬ 
lationship between nipple and coupling dimen¬ 
sions, and thread form. 

(a) The tolerance on the coupling (internal) 
thread is plus, and is applied from the minimum 
coupling dimension to above the minimum cou¬ 
pling dimension. 

(b) The tolerance on the nipple (external) 
thread is minus, and is applied from the maximum 
nipple dimension to below the maximum nipple 
dimension. 

COUPLING 

INTERNAL THREAD 

HEAVY LINE SHOWS BASIC SIZE 

EXTERNAL THREAD 
NOTATION 

P= PITCH 

h= BASIC THREAD HEIGHT 
= 0.6495l9p 

f =BASIC 
TRUNCATION 

=g-h = O.I08253p 

Figure X.l.—American National hose coupling and fire-hose coupling form of thread, NPSH and NH. 
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(c) The pitch diameter tolerances provided for 
a mating nipple and coupling are the same. 

(,d) Pitch diameter tolerances include lead and 
angle variations (see footnote a, table X.6). 

(e) The tolerance on the major diameter is 
twice the tolerance on the pitch diameter. 

(/) The tolerance on the minor diameter of the 
nipple (external) thread is equal to the tolerance 
on the pitch diameter plus two-ninths of the basic 
thread height. The minimum minor diameter of 
a nipple (external) thread is such as to result in a 
flat equal to one-third of the basic flat, p/24, at 
the root when the pitch diameter of the nipple 
(external) thread is at its minimum value. The 
maximum minor diameter is basic, but may be 
such as results from the use of a worn or rounded 
threading tool. 

(g) The tolerance on the major diameter of the 
coupling (internal) thread is equal to the tolerance 
on the pitch diameter plus two-ninths of the basic 
thread height. The minimum major diameter of 
the coupling (internal) thread is such as to result 
in a basic flat, p/8, when the pitch diameter of 
the coupling is at its minimum value. The maxi¬ 
mum major diameter of the coupling is that cor¬ 
responding to a flat equal to one-third the basic 
flat, p/24. 

(h) The tolerance on the minor diameter of the 
coupling (internal) thread is twice the tolerance 
on the pitch diameter of the coupling. The mini¬ 
mum minor diameter of a coupling is such as to 
result in a basic flat, p/8, at the crest when the 
pitch diameter of the coupling is at its minimum 
value. 

5. GAGES 

1. Gages for American National Hose 

Coupling Threads.—Limits of size of gages for 
American National hose coupling threads are 
given in table X.7 and are based on the specifica¬ 
tions and tolerances for gages given in section 
VI of part I. 

2. Gages for American National Fire-hose 

Coupling Threads.—It is recommended that 
American National fire-hose coupling threads be 
inspected in the field by means of gages made 
within the tolerances given in table X.8. Limits 
of size for these gages are given in tables X.9 
and X.10. 

It is further recommended that American 
National fire-hose coupling threads be given final 
inspection by the manufacturer by means of gages 
made within the limits given in tables X.9 and 
X.10 in order to avoid, as far as possible, disagree¬ 
ments which might otherwise arise as the result of 
slight differences in the sizes of gages. 

6. EXTENT OF USAGE OF THE AMERICAN 

NATIONAL FIRE-HOSE COUPLING THREADS 

In appendix 9 is a listing of the cities in the 
United States which had a population of 25,000 or 
more in accordance with the 1950 census, and 
which have not standardized on the American 
National fire-hose coupling threads on hydrants, 
couplings, and nipples used with 2% in. nominal 
size fire hose. 

coupling and fire-hose coupling threads, NPSH and NH Table X.l.—Basic dimensions of American National hose 

Nominal size of 
hose 

Symbol Servic" 
Thds 
per 

inch 
Pitch Height 

of thread 

Maximum nipple dimensions 
(external thread) 

Minimum (basic) cou¬ 
pling dimensions (in¬ 
ternal thread) 

Allow¬ 
ance 

Major 
diam¬ 
eter 

Pitch 
diam¬ 
eter 

Minor 
diam¬ 
eter 

Minor 
diam¬ 
eter 

Pitch 
diam¬ 
eter 

Major 
diam¬ 
eter 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 

te, tt,3A_ NH 11 Vi 0. 08696 0. 05648 0.0100 1. 0625 1.0060 0. 9495 0. 9595 1.0160 1.0725 
yit l_ NH_ 8 .12500 .08119 .0120 1.3750 1.2938 1. 2126 1.2246 1.3058 1.3870 

er hose. 
IK__ NH... 9 . 11111 .07217 .0120 1.9900 1.9178 1.8457 1. 8577 1. 9298 2.0020 
H_ NPSH . 14 . 07143 .04639 .0075 .8248 .7784 .7320 .7395 .7859 .8323 
H____ NPSH.. 14 .07143 .04639 .0075 1.0353 .9889 .9425 .9500 .9964 1.0428 
1_ NPSH. 11 Vi . 08696 . 05648 .0100 1. 2951 1.2386 1.1821 1.1921 1. 2486 1.3051 
IK___ NPSH_ n K .08696 .05648 .0100 1.6399 1. 5834 1. 5269 1. 5369 1. 5934 1.6499 
1 Yi__ NPSH...... pipe threads. 11 Vi .08696 .05648 .0100 1. 8788 1. 8223 1. 7658 1. 7758 1.8323 1.8888 
2_ NPSH HVi .08696 .05648 . 0100 2. 3528 2. 2963 2. 2398 2. 2498 2. 3063 2.3628 

2Yi .. -- NH. 7 Yi .13333 . 08660 .0150 3.0686 2. 9820 2. 8954 2.9104 2. 9970 3.0836 
3_ NH... 6 .16667 .10825 .0150 3. 6239 3. 5156 3.4073 3. 4223 3. 5306 3. 6389 
3 K__ NH... 6 .16667 .10825 .0200 4. 2439 4.1356 4.0273 4.0473 4. 1556 4. 2639 
4 __ NH(SPL)_ 

iFire hose.._ 
4 

.16667 .10825 .0201 4.9082 4. 7999 4. 6916 4.7117 4. 8200 4.9283 

4H.. NH 4 .25000 .16238 . 0250 5. 7609 5. 5985 5. 4361 5. 4611 5. 6235 5. 7859 
5_ NH 4 . 25000 . 16238 . 0250 6. 2600 6. 0976 5. 9352 5. 9602 6.1226 6.2850 
6_ NH...... 4 . 25000 .16238 .0250 7. 0250 6.8626 6. 7002 6.7252 6. 8876 7.0500 

• Data on the 4-6NH(SPL) thread are included since this thread is used extensively by the Navy Department. 
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Table X.2.-- Limits of size and tolerances for American National hose coupling and fire-hose coupling external threads 
NPSH and NH nipples 

Nipple (external) thread 

Nominal size of 
hose Symbol Service 

Thds 
per 
inch 

Pitch 
Height 

of thread Major diameter Pitch diameter 
Minor0 
diam¬ 
eter 

Max Min Tol. Max Min Tol. Max 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

in. 
NH __ uk 

8 

in. 
0. 08690 

in. 
0. 05648 

in. 
1. 0625 

in. 
1. 0455 

in. 
0.0170 

in. 
1. 0060 

in. 
0. 9975 

in. 
0. 0085 

in. 
0. 9495 
1. 2126 94, 1 _ Nil_ Chemical engine and boost- . 12500 .08119 1. 3750 1.3528 .0222 1.2938 1. 2827 .0111 

iy2_ . NH_ 
er hose. 

Fire hose _ 9 . mil .07217 1. 9900 1. 9678 . 0222 1. 9178 1. 9067 . 0111 1. 8457 
.7320 K_ NPSH_ 14 .07143 . 04639 . 8248 .8108 .0140 .7784 .7714 .0070 

3A - NPSH_ Steam, air, water, and all 14 .07143 . 04639 1. 0353 1.0213 . 0140 . 9889 . 9819 . 0070 .9425 
1. 1821 
1. 5269 

1 NPSH . 11K 
liK 

.08696 . 05648 1. 2951 1. 2781 . 0170 1. 2386 1. 2301 . 0085 
IK_ NPSH_ be made up with standard . 08696 .05648 1. 6399 1.6229 .0170 1. 5834 1. 5749 .0085 
1 */> . NPSH_ pipe threads. li K 

UK 
.08696 . 05648 1. 8788 1. 8618 .0170 1. 8223 1. 8138 . 0085 1. 7658 

2. 2398 2_ NPSH_ . 08696 .05648 2.3528 2. 3358 .0170 2. 2963 2. 2878 .0085 

2Y_ NH_ 7 K> . 13333 .08660 3. 0686 3. 0366 .0320 2. 9820 2. 9660 .0160 2. 8954 
3 . .. Nil 6 . 16667 .10825 3.6239 3. 5879 .0360 3. 5156 3. 4976 .0180 3. 4073 
3 K _ NH. 6 . 16667 .10825 4. 2439 4. 2079 .0360 4.1356 4. 1176 .0180 4.0273 
4"__ NH(SPL)_ 

IFire hose. _ _ 
6 . 16667 . 10825 4. 9082 4. 8722 .0360 4. 7999 4. 7819 .0180 4.6916 

4 _ _ Nil_ 4 . 25000 .16238 5. 0109 4. 9609 .0500 4. 8485 4. 8235 . 0250 4. 6861 
4 Vi . NH 4 . 25000 .16238 5. 7609 5. 7109 . 0500 5. 5985 5. 5735 .0250 5. 4361 

5. 9352 5 . __ NH__ 4 .25000 . 16238 6. 2600 6. 2100 .0500 6. 0976 6. 0726 .0250 
6_ NH_ 4 . 25000 . 16238 7. 0250 6. 9750 .0500 6. 8626 6. 8376 .0250 6. 70()2 

• Dimensions given for the maximum minor diameter of the nipple are figured 
to the intersection of the worn tool arc with a centerline through crest and 
root. The minimum minor diameter of the nipple shall be that correspond¬ 
ing to a flat at the minor diameter of the minimum nipple equal to litXp, 

p i 
and may be determined by subtracting 1 KXft (or 0.7939p) from the minimu 
pitch diameter of the nipple. d I 

b Data on the 4-6NH(SPL) thread are included since this thread is useu 
extensively by the Navy Department. 

Table X.3.—Limits of size and tolerances for American National hose coupling and fire-hose coupling internal threads, NPSH 
and NH couplings 

Coupling (internal) thread 

Nominal size of 
hose 

Symbol Service 
Thds 
per 
inch 

Pitch 
Height 

of 
thread 

Minor diameter Pitch diameter 
Major “ 
diam¬ 
eter 

Min Max Tol. Min Max Tol. ■ Min 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

in. 
Yi, 5a, n- NH_ Garden hose _ _ liK 

in. 
0. 08696 

in. 
0. 05648 

in. 
0. 9595 

in. 
0. 9765 

in. 
0. 0170 

in. 
1. 0160 

in. 
1.0245 

in. 
0. 0085 

in. 
1. 0725 

%, 1- NH_ Chemical engine and boost- 8 . 12500 .08119 1. 2246 1. 2468 .0222 1. 3058 1. 3169 . 0111 1. 3870 

IK_ NH_ 
er hose. 

Fire hose_ 9 .11111 . 07217 1.8577 1. 8799 .0222 1. 9298 1. 9409 .0111 2. 0020 
K__ NPSH_ 14 . 07143 . 04639 . 7395 . 7535 .0140 . 7859 . 7929 . 0070 . 8323 

H__ NPSH_ Steam, air, water, and all 
other hose connections to 

14 .07143 . 04639 .9500 .9640 .0140 .9964 1.0034 .0070 1. 0428 
1... _ NPSH_ 11K 

UK 

. 08696 .05648 1. 1921 1. 2091 . 0170 1. 2486 1. 2571 . 0085 1. 3051 

1K_ NPSH_ be made up with stand- . 08696 .05648 1. 5369 1. 5539 .0170 1. 5934 1.6019 . 0085 1. 6499 
1 Yl_ NPSH_. ard pipe threads. UK 

UK 
. 08696 .05648 1. 7758 1. 7928 . 0170 1. 8323 1.8408 . 0085 1.8888 

2_ NPSH_ .08696 .05648 2. 2498 2. 2668 .0170 2. 3063 2. 3148 .0085 2.3628 

2K_ NH__ lYi 
6 

. 13333 . 08660 2. 9104 2. 9424 . 0320 2. 9970 3.0130 .0160 3. 0836 
3_ NH. ... . 16667 . 10825 3. 4223 3. 4583 .0360 3. 5306 3. 5486 .0180 3. 6389 

3K_ NH ... 6 .16667 .10825 4. 0473 4. 0833 .0360 4. 1556 4. 1736 .0180 4. 2639 
4&_ NH(SPL) 

iFire hose . _ _ _ 
■6 .16667 10825 4. 7117 4. 7477 . 0360 4. 8200 4. 838C . 0180 ' 4. 9283 

4_ NH 4 .25000' .16238 4. 7111 4. 7611 .0500 4. 8735 4. 8985 . 0250 5. 0359 
4Vi_ NH 4 . 25000 . 16238 5. 4611 5. 5111 . 0500 5. 6235 5. 6485 . 0250 5. 7859 
5_ NH .... 4 .25000 . 16238 5. 9602 6. 0102 .0500 6. 1226 6. 1470 .0250 6. 2850 
6_ NH_ 4 . 25000 . 16238 6. 7252 6. 7752 . 0500 6. 8876 6. 9126 . 0250 7. 0500 

a Dimensions for the minimum major diameter of the coupling correspond 
to the basic flat (HXp), and the profile at the major diameter produced by 
a worn tool must not fall below the basic outline. The maximum major 
diameter of the coupling shall be that corresponding to a flat at the major 

diameter of the maximum coupling equal to KiXp, and may be determined 
by adding lKX/i (or 0.7939p) to the maximum pitch diameter of the coupling. 

b Data on the 4-6NH(SPL) thread are included since this thread is used 
extensively by the Navy Department. 
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Table X.4.—Lengths of threads for American National hose coupling threads, NPSH (all sizes), and for American National 
fire-hose coupling threads, NH (up to and including the 1 inch size) 

Nominal size of 
hose Symbol Service 

Threads 
per 

inch, n 

Inside 
diam¬ 
eter of 

nipple, C 

Approx¬ 
imate 

outside 
diam¬ 
eter of 

external 
thread 

Length 
of 

nipple, L 

Length 
of 

pilot, 1 

Depth 
of cou¬ 

pling, H 

Thread 
length 

for cou¬ 
pling, T 

Approx¬ 
imate 

number 
of 

threads 
in 

length, T 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
NH 111/ a H 

54,1_ NH.. Chemical engine and booster 8 1)4 2 134 H 542 >W2 15$2 334 
hose. 

H_ NPSH. .. 14 ll/$2 m e u 14 !^2 Y\ 6 414 
34_ NPSH . _ Steam, air, water, and all other 14 25A2 1 H2 916 >4 1%2 94 5'A 
1_ NPSH 1 1 / I/2 91e 96 4)4 
1)4_ NPSH_ up with standard pipe 11/ \%2 m H H2 19/$2 >5$2 5 y> 
l'/2_ NPSH_ threads. ll H 1 1/2 m =4 %2 l%2 !/2 5y> 
2_ NPSH_ 11 !4 2 >42 212 94 21 6 23^2 1 %2 6?4 
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Table X.5.—Lengths of threads for American National fire-hose coupling threads, NH (1}4 in. size and larger) 

Nominal size of hose Symbol Service 
Threads 
per inch, 

n 

Inside 
diameter 
of nipple 

or 
coupling, 

C 

Approx¬ 
imate 

outside 
diameter 

of 
external 
thread 

Length of 
nipple, 

L 

Length of 
pilot to 
start of 
second 
thread, 

I 

Depth of 
coupling, 

H 

Thread 
length 

for 
coupling, 

T 

From 
face of 

coupling 
to start 

of 
second 
thread,' 

.J 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
m_ NH. 9 IK 2 >M2 
2 Y> NH_ 71/2 2K 3Me 1 K ■He 3Ac> 
3_ Ml 6 3 3H 1M M 6 iMfi K 
31/2.-- NH 6 31/ 41/4 \\£ IMe u U 
4 «_ NH(SPL)_ iFire hose_ 4 42»42 1M H K 
4_ Ml_ 4 4 5 IK T-1 6 lMfi H K 
4)4_ Ml_ 4 4K 5?4 IK T£ 3 f< 
5_ Ml_ 4 5 6W \3A 6 1Mb 1 
fi_ MI .. .. 4 6 7 M2 m M 6 1 16 1 3 ft 

« Data on the 4—6NH(SPL) thread are included since this thread is used extensively by the Navy Department. 
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Table X.6.—Tolerances and allowances for American National hose coupling and American National fire-hose coupling 
threads, NPSH and NH 

Lead 4 Deviation in 
deviation half angle 

Threads Tolerance « consuming consuming 
Nominal size of hose Symbol Service per inch Allowance on pitch one-half of one-half of 

diameter pitch- pitch- 
diameter diameter 
tolerance tolerance 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

in. in. in. in. deq. min. 
NH . Garden hose_ _ HH 

8 
0. 0100 0. 0085 0. 0025 1 52 

%, 1_ NH___ Chemical engine and booster hose.. _ .0120 .0111 . 0032 1 42 
- NH_ Fire hose_ _ 9 .0120 .0111 .0032 1 54 

y>_ NPSH_ 14 .0075 . 0070 .0020 1 52 

%__- 
i_ 

NPSH_ 
NPSH_ 

Steam, air, water, and all other hose connec¬ 
tions to be made up with standard pipe 
threads. 

14 
m* 

.0075 

.0100 
.0070 
.0085 

.0020 

.0025 
1 52 
1 52 

1 }4_ NPSH_ 11 Va .0100 .0085 .0025 1 52 
iy_ NPSH_ 11K> . 0100 .0085 . 0025 1 52 
2_ NPSH_ 11H .0100 .0085 .0025 1 52 

2 Vi_ NH_ 7H .0150 .0160 . 0046 2 17 
3_ Nil_ 6 .0150 .0180 .0052 2 4 

NH_ 6 .0200 .0180 .0052 2 4 
4 «_ NH(SPL)_ 

iFire hose.. .. . .. . 
6 .0201 .0180 .0052 2 4 

4_ NH__ 4 .0250 .0250 .0072 1 55 
4 Vz_ NH.. 4 .0250 .0250 .0072 1 55 
5_ NH 4 .0250 . 0250 . 0072 1 55 
6_ NH_ 4 .0250 .0250 .0072 1 55 

» The tolerances specified for pitch diameter include all deviations of pitch 
diameter, lead, and angle. The full tolerance cannot, therefore, be used on 
pitch diameter unless the lead and angle of the thread are perfect. Columns 
7 and 8 give, for information, the deviations in lead fper length of thread en¬ 
gaged) and in angle, each of which can be compensated for by half the tolerance 
on the pitch diameter given in column 6. If lead and angle deviations both 

exist to the amount tabulated, the pitch diameter of a nipple, for example, 
must be reduced by the full tolerance or it will not enter the “go” gage. 

4 Between any two threads not farther apart than the length of engagement. 
c Data on the 4—6X1I(SPL) thread are included since this thread is used 

extensively by the Navy Department. 
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Table X.7.—Limits of size of gages for American National hose-coupling threads, NPSH (all sizes), and for American 
National fire-hose coupling threads, NH {up to and including the l)/2 in. size) 

Service 

Garden 
hose, NH 

Chemical 
engine and 

booster 
hose, NH 

Fire pro¬ 
tection 

hose, NH 
Steam, air, water, and all other hose connections to be 

made up with standard pipe threads, NPSH 

Limits of size 
Size 

H, 1 m Vi H 1 Hi m 2 

Threads per inch 

11H 8 9 14 14 liH 1HS mi mi 

Limits of size 

Nipple (external) thread 

“ Go” Thread Gages for Nipples 
in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 

Major diameter of basic-form setting plug, and Max.... 1.0625 1. 3750 1. 9900 0. 8248 1.0353 1. 2951 1.6399 1.8788 2. 3528 
full portion of truncated setting plug_ Min_ 1.0619 1.3743 1. 9893 .8242 1.0347 1. 2945 1.6393 1.8782 2. 3522 

Major diameter of truncated portion of trun¬ 
cated setting plug_ J 

Max 1. 0455 1.3528 1. 9678 . 8108 1. 0213 1. 2781 1. 6229 1. 8618 2. 3358 
Min. 1. 0449 1. 3521 1.9671 .8102 1. 0207 1.2775 1.6223 1.8612 2. 3352 
Max X.. 1.0060 1. 2938 1.9178 .7784 .9889 1.2386 1. 5834 1. 8223 2. 2963 

Pitch diameter of setting plug or ring gage_ 
Min X.. 1. 0057 1. 2934 1.9175 . 7781 .9886 1. 2383 1. 5831 1.8220 2. 2959 
Max Y.. 1. 0058 1. 2936 1.9176 .7782 .9887 1. 2384 1. 5832 1. 8221 2. 2961 
Min Y._ 1. 0054 1. 2931 1.9171 .7778 . 9883 1. 2380 1. 5828 1.8217 2. 2955 

Minor diameter of ring gage.. - ... 
Max_ 
Min_ 

.9595 

.9589 
1. 2246 
1. 2239 

1. 8577 
1. 8570 

.7395 

.7389 
.9500 
.9494 

1. 1921 
1. 1915 

1.5369 
1.5363 

1. 7758 
1. 7752 

2. 2498 
2. 2492 

“Not Go” Thread Gages for Nipples 

Major diameter of basic-form setting plug, and Min. . 1.0619 1.3743 1.9893 .8242 1. 0347 1. 2945 1.6393 1.8782 2. 3522 
Max_ 1. 0625 1.3750 1. 9900 . 8248 1. 0353 1. 2951 1. 6399 1. 8788 2. 3528 

Major diameter of truncated portion of trun- Min. .. 1. 0346 1.3361 1.9541 .8017 1.0122 1. 2672 1.6120 1. 8509 2. 3249 
Max_ 1. 0352 1.3368 1. 9548 .8023 1.0128 1.2678 1. 6126 1.8515 2. 3255 

Pitch diameter of setting plug or ring gage_ 
Min_ 
Max_ 

.9975 

.9978 
1. 2827 
1. 2831 

1.9067 
1. 9070 

.7714 

. 7717 
.9819 
.9822 

1. 2301 
1. 2304 

1. 5749 
1. 5752 

1.8138 
1.8141 

2. 2878 
2. 2882 

Minor diameter of ring gage... ... 
Min. 
Max ... 

.9787 

.9793 
1. 2556 
1. 2563 

1.8826 
1. 8833 

.7559 

. 7565 
.9664 
.9670 

1.2113 
1. 2119 

1. 5561 
1. 5567 

1. 7950 
1.7956 

2. 2690 
2. 2696 

Plain Gages for Nipples 

“Go” gages for major diameter_ _ . 
(Max.... 
Min_ 

1. 06250 
1. 06241 

1.37500 
1.37491 

1.99000 
1. 98988 

.82480 

. 82473 
1. 03530 
1.03521 

1. 29510 
1. 29501 

1. 63990 
1. 63978 

1.87880 
1. 87868 

2. 35280 
2. 35268 

“Not go" gages for major diameter. . . . -{j^ax 
1. 04550 
1.04559 

1.35280 
1.35289 

1.96780 
1. 96792 

. 81080 

.81087 
1.02130 
1. 02139 

1.27810 
1. 27819 

1. 62290 
1. 62302 

1. 86180 
1.86192 

2. 33580 
2. 33592 

Coupling (internal) thread 

“Go” Thread Gages for Couplings 

Plain Gages for Couplings 

(Min. .. 1.0725 1.3870 2. 0020 0. 8323 1.0428 1. 3051 1.6499 1.8888 2. 3628 
-IMax.... 1.0731 1. 3877 2. 0027 .8329 1.0434 1.3057 1.6505 1.8894 2. 3634 
/Min_ 1.0160 1.3058 1. 9298 . 7859 .9964 1.2486 1. 5934 1.8323 2. 3063 

-/Max.... 1.0163 1. 3062 1. 9301 .7862 .9967 1.2489 1.5937 1.8326 2. 3067 

/Max_ 1. 0622 1.3710 1. 9890 .8238 1.0343 1. 2948 1. 6396 1. 8785 2. 3525 
MMin_ 1. 0616 1.3703 1.9883 .8232 1.0337 1.2942 1. 6390 1.8779 2. 3519 
/Max_ 1.0245 1.3169 1.9409 .7929 1. 0034 1.2571 1. 6019 1. 8408 2.3148 

-\Min_ 1. 0242 1.3165 1. 9406 .7926 1.0031 1. 2568 1.6016 1. 8405 2.3144 

/Min. . .95950 1. 22460 1. 85770 .73950 . 95000 1.19210 1. 53690 1. 77580 2.24980 
'IMax_ .95959 1.22469 1.85782 . 73957 .95009 1. 19219 1. 53702 1. 77592 2. 24992 
/Max_ . 97650 1. 24680 1.87990 . 75350 .96400 1.20910 1. 55390 1.79280 2. 26680 

■ (Min_ . 97641 1.24671 1. 87978 . 75343 . 96391 1. 20901 1. 55378 1. 79268 2. 26668 



Table X.8.— Tolerances on gages for American National fire-hose coupling threads, 
NH (2l/2 in. size and larger) 

Allowable variation in lead between any two threads not 
farther apart than length of engagement 

Allowable 
variation 

in one half 
angle of 
thread 

Tolerance 
on diameter 
of minimum 

thread 
gage 

Tolerance 
on diameter 
of maximum 

thread 
gage 

1 2 3 4 

±0.0005.. 

in. deg min 

±0 10 

in. 
j -0.000 
\ +. 001 

in. 
+0.000 
-.001 

Table X.9 —Id mils of size of field inspection thread ring gages for American National fire-hose coupling external threads, 
NH nipples (2\{ in. size and larger) a 

Nominal size of hose 
Threads 
per inch 

“Go” or maximum gage "Not go” or minimum gage 

Pitch diameter Minor diameter Pitch diameter Minor diameter 

Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
2.500_ 71/2 2. 9820 2. 9810 2. 9104 2. 9094 2. 9670 2. 9660 2. 9114 2. 9104 
3.000___ . 6 3. 5156 3. 5146 3. 4223 3.4213 3. 4986 3. 4976 3.4233 3. 4223 
3.500___ 6 4. 1356 4. 1346 4. 0473 4. 0463 4. 1186 4. 1176 4. 0483 4. 0473 
4.000 »_ 6 4. 7999 4. 7989 4. 7117 4. 7107 4. 7829 4. 7819 4. 7127 4. 7117 

4.000_ 4 4. 8485 4. 8475 4.7111 4. 7101 4. 8245 4. 8235 4. 7121 4.7111 
4.500..... 4 5. 5985 5. 5975 5. 4611 5. 4601 5. 5745 5. 5735 5. 4621 5. 4611 
5.000_ 4 6. 0976 6. 0966 5. 9602 5. 9592 6. 0736 6. 0726 5. 9612 5. 9602 
6.000_ 4 6. 8626 6. 8616 6. 7252 6. 7242 6.8386 6. 8376 6. 7262 6. 7252 

“ The minor diameters of plug gages and the major diameters of ring gages 6 Data on the 4—6 thread are included since this thread is used extensively 
are undercut beyond the nominal diameters to give clearance for grinding or by the Navy Department. It is to be designated: 4—fiNH(SPL). 
lapping. The allowable variation in lead between any two threads not 
farther apart than the length of engagement is ±0.0005 in. The allowable 
variation in one-half angle of thread is ±10 min. 

Table X.10.—Limits of size of field inspection thread plug gages for American National fire-hose coupling i 

NH couplings (£}£ in. size and larger) ° 
nternot threads, 

Nominal size of hose 
Threads 
per inch 

“Go” or minimum gage “Not go” or maximum gage 

Major diameter Pitch diameter Major diameter Pitch diameter 

Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
2.500_ 7h 3.0846 3. 0836 2. 9980 2. 9970 3.0836 3.0826 3.0130 3.0120 
3.000_ . . 6 3. 6399 3. 6389 3. 5316 3. 5306 3. 6389 3. 6379 3. 5486 3. 5476 
3.500_ 6 4. 2649 4. 2639 4. 1566 4.1556 4. 2639 4. 2629 4. 1736 4. 1726 
4.000 »_ 6 4. 9293 4. 9283 4. 8210 4. 8200 4. 9283 4.9273 4. 8380 4. 8370 

4.000__ 4 5. 0369 5. 0359 4. 8745 4. 8735 5. 0359 5. 0349 4. 8985 4. 8975 
4.500__ 4 5. 7869 5. 7859 5. 6245 5. 6235 5. 7859 5. 7849 5. 6485 5. 6475 
5.000_ . 4 6. 2860 6. 2850 6. 1236 6. 1226 6. 2850 6. 2840 6. 1476 6. 1466 
6.000__ 4 7. 0510 7. 0500 6. 8886 6. 8876 7. 0500 7. 0490 6. 9126 6. 9116 

° The minor diameters of plug gages and the major diameters of ring gages b Data on the 4—6 thread are included since this thread is used extensively 
are undercut beyond the nominal diameters to give a clearance for grinding by the Navy Department. It is to be designated: 4—BNH(SPL)- 
or lapping. The allowable variation in lead between any two threads not 
farther apart than the length of engagement is ±0.0005 in. The allowable 
variation in one-half angle of thread is ±10 min. 



SECTION XI. HOSE CONNECTIONS FOR 
WELDING AND CUTTING EQUIPMENT 

Specifications covering hose connections for 
welding and cutting equipment were formulated 
and adopted in 1925 by the International Acety¬ 
lene Association, the Gas Products Association, 
and various manufacturers. Essentially the same 
specifications were adopted by the National Screw 
Thread Commission in 1926. 

Revised specifications for these connections w ere 
adopted by the International Acetylene Associa¬ 
tion, March 9, 1939. These revised specifications 
were amended several times; the most recent 
amendment having been on April 1, 1957. These 
revised specifications, as amended, were adopted 
by the Interdepartmental Screw Thread Commit¬ 
tee and are presented below. 

Dimensions essential to the interchangeability 
of parts have been standardized. Other dimen¬ 
sions and details of design are optional, so that 
manufacturers may use their own judgment and 
follow their usual practice as much as possible. 

The hose connection consists of an external 
fitting, nut, and shank. Dimensions for the type 
I hose connection external fittings and nuts for 
oxygen and fuel gas are shown in table XI. 1. 
Dimensions for the type II hose connection 

external fittings and nuts for water and gases 

other than oxygen and fuel gas are shown in 

table XI.2. 

The shanks are interchangeable for types I and 

II for any given class. Dimensions for the hose 

connection shanks are shown in table XI.3. 

Table XI. 1—Dimensions for American National standard hose connection external fittings and nuts for oxygen and fuel gas a 
used with welding and cutting equipment, type I 

FUEL GAS NUTS TO BE — 

DESIGNATED BY ANNULAR 

GROOVE AROUND NUT, 

CUTTING CORNERS 

THREADS, UNF-2A/2B,—- 

RIGHT HAND FOR OXYGEN, 

LEFT HAND FOR FUEL GAS 

M 
(HEX) 

1 

EXTERNAL FITTING NUT 

Thread size, D Industry 
designation, 

class 

For use with hose of 
inside diameter of— 

External fitting Xut 

Large diameter 
of seat, A 

Length 
of full 
thread, 

B 

Length 
to 

shoulder, 
C Bore, LT 

Width 
across 

hexagon 
fiats, M 

Diameter of hole, 
N Over-all j Length 

length, | of hole, 
P ' Q 

Depth 
of full 
thread, 

.8 

Max Min Min Max Min 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
H—24_ A. . 0. 255 0. 245 14 0. 202 0. 257 14 
91 e—18_ B_ H, 916, Ht 91a, 96 . 438 .428 91 6 ‘962 14 1 He .4425 . 4375 56 i 16 ■Me 
96—14_ C_ H, 916, 96, \*i .630 .620 1 Ha 2 962 2l64 116 . 5997 . 5907 1 1 962 1 Me 
114—12_ D_ 96, M, 94 . 902 .946 96 3 162 91e 114 . 9122 .9042 l'lfe ’5: ■Me 

° The hose connection consists of the external fitting and nut shown in this 6 See section III for dimensions of threads and method of designating 
table and the shank shown in table XI.3. threads, and section VI for gaging of threads. 
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1. STANDARD DIMENSIONS 11 

Dimensions for the following have been stand¬ 
ardized and should be met. 

1. Size, type, and class of thread. 

2. Angle and large diameter of internal seat. 

3. Radius and distance of radius center of 
external seat from shank shoulder. 

4. Diameter of shank shoulder. 

5. Diameter of drilling through external fitting 
and shank. 

6. Diameter of hole in nut. 

7. Large diameter of hose shank. 

11 Designs of gages for controlling dimensions other than thread dimensions 
of these connections were published in NBS Miscellaneous Publications M89 
and M141, and Handbook H25. 

The gaging of the threads is covered in section VI. 

8. Fuel gas nuts to be designated by an annular 
groove around the nut, cutting corners. 

2. OPTIONAL FEATURES 

The following features are optional. 
1. Material, except that its strength shall be 

equal to or greater than that of free-turning high 
brass. 

2. Form of end of shank except seating section 
as dimensioned. 

3. Length of hose shank. 
4. Type and number of serrations on hose shank. 
5. A second shoulder, equal to the larger diam¬ 

eter of the largest shank to extend through the 
hole in the nut for appearance, may be used or 
omitted for smaller diameter shanks. 

6. Length and location of hexagon wrench sec¬ 
tion on nut. 

Table XI.2—Dimensions for American National standard hose connection external fittings and nuts for water and gases a 
other than oxygen and fuel gas used with oxygen-fuel gas welding and cutting equipment, type II 

EXTERNAL FITTING 

Thread size, T) Industry 
designation, 

class 

For use with hose of 
inside diameter of— 

External fitting Nut 

Large diameter 
of seat, A 

Depth 
of full 
thread, 

S 
Depth, 

T 
Bore, U 

Length 
of full 
thread, 

B 

Length 
to 

shoulder, 
C (Min) 

Width 
across 

hexagon 
flats, M 

Diameter of hole, 
N Over-all 

length, 
P 

Max Min Max Min 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 n 12 13 14 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
3/g—24_ A_ . _. Ht Me 0. 255 0.245 % M2 M2 H Me 0. 262 0. 257 \*i 
=4—18_ B ... H, Me, V\y Me, H .438 .428 M M % Me "Me .4425 . 4375 % 
16—14_ C .. H, Me, M, Vi .630 .620 'Me 2%2 2 Me, 1Mo 2 M2 m .5997 . 5907 IU 
114—12_ D._.. H, Vi, % .962 .946 'Me 1!4 Me Is 3 Mt2 m .9122 .9042 IH 

“ The hose connection consists of the external fitting and nut shown in this 
table and the shank shown in table XI.3. 

h See section III for dimensions of threads and method of designating 
threads, and section VI for gaging of threads. 
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Table XI.3—Dimensions for American National standard hose connection shanks for water, oxygen, fuel gas, and other 
gases used with welding and cutting equipment, types I and II 

Diam- Diameter of Diameter of Length Radius distance, Length 
Thread 1 Industry For use with hose of eter of shoulder, E shank, /•’ to Ii of Radius, Radius, 
size, n designation , inside diameter of— hole, I ’ shoulder, shoulder, K L (min) 

class (min) 
Max Min Max Min 

r. 
Max Min 

J 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 

3 6—24 A 1 H 
\ Me 

Me 
M2 

} 0.328 0. 324 0. 248 0. 243 M 0.187 0. 177 H 0. 099 M2 

( K Me | 

he—18'_ 
•H—18'_ K.----- 

•Me 
\ o 

Me 

M2 

Hi 
Me 

1 . 500 

1 

.496 .430 .425 Me . 180 . 170 H . 196 Hi 

l H U 
( o Ht 1 

76-14_ c_ ' Me 
1 H 

Me 
H 

.151 . 746 . 578 .568 / 6 . 255 .245 M 6 . 280 I62 

1 H 2164 1 
1 H M I 

IK—12_ D„ 2 164 1 1. 140 1. 132 . 875 . 865 ■56 .335 .319 Me .438 MU 
l H Me 1 

o The hose connection consists of the shank shown in this table and the ex¬ 
ternal fitting and nut shown in tables XI.1 or XI.2. depending on the 
application. 

t Shown for cross-reference purposes as regards the external fittings and nuts 
shown in tables XI.1 and XI.2. 

« The Me—18 thread size is for the external fitting and nut shown in table 
XI.1; the M—18 thread size is for the external fitting and nut shown in table 
XI.2. 

APPENDIX 7. SUPPLEMENTARY PIPE- 
THREAD INFORMATION 

The information contained herein supplements sections 
VII and VIII. 

1. DEFINITIONS AND LETTER SYMBOLS PER¬ 

TAINING TO PIPE THREADS 

T. Definitions.— Terms relating only to taper pipe 
threads are defined as follows: 

1. Pitch cone.—The pitch cone is a cone, the surface of 
which would pass through the thread profiles at such 
points as to make the width of the groove equal to one 
half of the basic pitch. On a perfect thread this occurs at 
the point where the widths of the thread and groove are 
equal. 

2. Major cone.—The major cone is a cone having an 
apex angle equal to that of the pitch cone, the surface of 
which would bound the crest of an external thread or the 
root of an internal thread. 

3. Sharp major cone.—The sharp major cone is a cone 
having an apex angle equal to that of the pitch cone, the 
surface of which would pass through the sharp crest of an 
external thread or the sharp root of an internal thread. 

4. Minor cone.—The minor cone is a cone having an 
apex angle equal to that of the pitch cone, the surface of 
which would bound the root of an external thread or the 
crest of an internal thread. 

5. Sharp minor cone.—The sharp minor cone is a cone 
having an apex angle equal to that of the pitch cone, the 
surface of which would pass through the sharp root of an 
external thread or the sharp crest of an internal thread. 

6. Standoff.—The standoff is the axial distance between 
specified reference points on external and internal taper 
threaded members or gages, when assembled with a 
specified torque or under other specified conditions. 

7. Bottom of chamfer.—On a chamfered internal taper 
thread the bottom of the chamfer is defined as the inter¬ 
section of the chamfer cone and the pitch cone of the 
thread. 

2. Letter Symbols.—Standard letter symbols used to 
designate the dimensions of taper pipe threads are given 
in table 7.1. The applications of the symbols are shown 
in figure 7.1. 

2. SUGGESTED TWIST DRILL DIAMETERS FOR 

DRILLED HOLE SIZES FOR PIPE THREADS OF 

SECTION VII 

The drill diameters given in table 7.2 for the drilled 
holes for taper and straight internal pipe threads are the 
diameters of the standard and stock drills which are the 
closest to the minimum minor diameters shown in table 
VII.2, column 22. 

They represent the diameters of the holes which would 
be cut with a twist drill correctly ground when drilling a 
material without tearing or flow of metal. This is approxi¬ 
mately the condition that exists when a correctly sharpened 
twist drill is cutting a hole in a homogeneous block of cast 
iron. 

When flat drills are used, the width of the cutting edge 
may have to be adjusted to produce a hole of the required 
diameter. 

When nonferrous metals and other similar materials are 
to be drilled and tapped, it may be found necessary to use 
a drill of slightly larger or smaller diameter to produce a 
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Table 7.1. -Pipe thread symbols (see fig. 7.1) Table 7.1.—Pipe thread symbols—Continued 

Symbols Dimensions Remarks 

D_ 
it_ 
/ _ . 

Outside diameter of pipe_ 
Inside diameter of pipe_-. 
Wall thickness of pipe_ 

[Subscript 4 is used for di¬ 
mensions in plane of van- 

x ish point when these 
differ from D, d, or t, 

Di__ 
/•:,__ 
Kx - _ 

Major diameter_ .. 
Pitch diameter__- 
Minor diameter_ 

\ respectively. 
Subscript x denotes plane 

containing the diameter. 
For axial positions of 
planes see foot of this 
table. Subscripts s or n 
designating screw or nut 
may also be used if 
necessary. 

For axial position of plane Lj Length of thread from plane 
of pipe end to plane contain¬ 
ing basic diameter /)„ Ez, 
or Kx. 

Length of washout (vanish V_ 

containing basic diam¬ 
eter, see foot of this table. 

0 (beta)_ 

r (gamma)_ 

A_ 

M.. 

s _ 

cone) threads. 
Half apex angle of pitch cone 

of taper thread. 
Angle of chamfer at end of pipe 

measured from a plane nor¬ 
mal to the axis. 

Handtight standoff of face of 
coupling from plane contain¬ 
ing vanish point on pipe. 

Length from plane of hand- 
tight engagement to the face 
of coupling on internally 
threaded member. 

Distance of gaging step of plug 

L„ ... ... 

b . 

gage from face of ring gage 
for handtight engagement. 

Length from center line of 
coupling, face of flange, or 
bottom of internal thread 
chamber to face of fitting. 

Width of bearing face on 
coupling. 

Angle of chamfer at bottom of 
recess or counterbore meas¬ 
ured from the axis. 

Half apex angle of vanish cone . 
Length from center line of 

coupling, face of flange, or 
bottom of internal thread 
chamber to end of pipe, 
wrenched engagement. 

t (epsilon)_ 
J 

2 

Li. 

U 

1 - 

Symbols Dimensions Remarks 

(1) Length of straight full 
thread. 

(2) Length from plane of 
handtight engagement to 
small end of full internal 
taper thread. 

Diameter of recess or counter¬ 
bore in fitting. 

Depth of recess or counterbore 
in fitting. 

Outside diameter of coupling 
or hub of fitting. 

DEFINITION OF PLANES DENOTED RY STRSCRIPT X 

,r=0 
X— 1 

,r=2 

,r=3 

,r = 4 

.r = 5 

Plane of pipe end _.. _ 
Plane of handtight engage- J 

ment or plane at mouth of j 
coupling (excluding recess, I 
if present). On British pipe 
threads this is designated 
the “gauge plane,” and the 
major diameter in this plane 
is designated the “gauge | 
diameter." 

Plane at which washout 
threads on pipe commence. 

Plane in coupling reached by | 
end of pipe in wrenched 
condition. (Ls is measured 
from plane containing pipe 
end in position of handtight I 
engagement.) 

Plane containing vanish point 
of thread on pipe. 

Plane at which major diam- j 
eter cone of thread intersects 
outside diameter of pipe. 

Note.—Additional special subscripts are as follows: Plane ,r = 6 is the plane 
of the pipe end for railing joints. Plane x=l is the plane of the API gage 
point at a specified length from the plane of vanish point. Plane ,r=8 is the 
plane of the large end of the “Ls thread ring gage" for the compressed-gas 
cylinder valve inlet connection thread. Plane x = 9 is the plane of the small 
end of the “Lo thread plug gage” for the compressed-gas cylinder inlet thread. 

iu:j 

Figure 7.1 -Pipe thread symbols. 



Table 7.2.—Suggested twist drill diameters for drilled hole 
sizes for pipe threads 

Nominal 
pipe size 

Taper thread 
Straight pipe 

thread 

W'ith use of reamer Without use of 
reamer 

1 2 3 4 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 

Ms « 0. 240 “ 0. 246 Vi “ 0. 250 

H 2\U “. 328 “. 332 H5z “. 344 

Vi.... 2PU “.422 Vie “. 438 V\6 “. 438 

H-.... Me “.562 Me “562 37(14 “. 578 

M.- 1 Me “.688 “.703 % ». 719 

u_ nu “.891 29^2 “906 •lOfU “. 922 

1_ va “ 1.125 1904 “ 1. 141 l5/i2 “ 1. 156 

1 Vi_ 11H2 1.469 131.154 1.484 m 1. 500 

H4_ 1% 1. 719 1H6* 1. 734 m 1.750 

2_ 23/16 2.188 2>3/64 2. 203 2752 2.219 

2 >4_ 2H6z 2. 594 2 H 2.625 22M2 2. 656 

« American Standard twist drill sizes. 

hole of a size that will make it possible for the tap to cut 
an acceptable pipe thread with the required thread height. 

It should be understood that this table of twist drill 
diameters is intended to help only the occasional user of 
drills in the application of this standard. When internal 
pipe threads are produced in larger quantities in a particu¬ 
lar type of material and with specially designed machinery 
it may be found to be more advantageous to use a drill 
size not given in the table, even one having a nonstandard 
diameter. 

3. SUGGESTED TWIST DRILL DIAMETERS FOR 

DRILLED HOLE SIZES FOR DRYSEAL PIPE 

THREADS OF SECTION VIII 

The drill diameters given in table 7.3 are for taper and 
straight internal pipe threads and will usually permit the 
tapping of acceptable threads in free-machining brass or 
steel provided the drill is correctly sharpened. When 

hard metals or other similar materials are to be drilled and 
tapped, it may be necessary to use a drill of slightly smaller 
diameter whereas soft materials may require a larger size. 

Table 7.3.—Suggested twist drill diameters for drilled hole 
sizes for Dryseal pipe threads 

Nominal 
pipe size 

Taper 

With use of reamer 

thread 

Without use of 
reamer 

Straight 
thread 

1 2 3 4 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
Me . _ a 0. 234 * 0. 240 14 a 0 250 
>4_ 21/64 a. 328 a 339 1 \32 a 344 

Vi_ 2%4 “.422 Vie ". 438 .444 
35_ V\ 6 “.562 37Ai “.578 37Ai “.578 

M_ ■Me ». 688 4 %4 “. 703 2%2 “. 719 
Vi _ ■Hi* “.891 59fe4 “.922 .955 

1 _ Hi “ 1. 125 1^J2 “ 1. 156 15s§2 “ 1.156 
1M_ 1H$2 1. 469 1A 1. 500 

1H64 1. 703 14 7/64 1. 734 
2_ 2Vi« 2. 188 2%2 2. 219 

24.. 2i952 2.594 2H64 2. 641 
3 _ 3^2 3.219 3H64 3. 266 

“ American Standard twist drill sizes. 

Taper pipe threads of improved quality are obtained 
when the holes are taper reamed after drilling and before 
tapping. Standard taper pipe reamers are used and, as 
in drilling, the actual size of the hole depends upon the 
material and is best determined by trial. 

4. THREADING OF PIPE FOR AMERICAN 

STANDARD THREADED STEEL FLANGES 

The length of the effective external taper thread of the 
American Standard pipe thread provides a sufficient 
number of threads on the pipe to insure a satisfactory 
joint with the ordinary weight of fitting or flange. The 

Table 7.4.—Projection of threaded end through ring gage, standard threaded steel flanges 

Nominal pipe size 

150,300 lb. 400 lb. 600 lb. 900 lh. 1,500 lb. 2,500 lb. 

Number 
of turns 

Number 
of turns 

Number 
of turns 

Inches Number 
of turns 

Inches Number 
of turns 

Inches Number 
of turns 

Inches 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

n___ («) (a) (M 3M> 0. 250 0. 500 
Vi_ (a) (°) (“) 5 .357 7 . 500 
1___ (°) (a) (a) 5 . 435 7*4 .650 
Hi_ (a) (a) (a) 5 .435 714 .650 

H4_ (a) (a) (Q) 5 . 435 7>4 .650 
2__ (°) (a) (fl) 5 . 435 7M .650 

2 M___ (a) (*) 
1 

(°) 5 .625 8 1.000 
3_ (°) 0. 125 3 0. 375 6 . 750 10 1. 250 
3M_ (a) 1 125 
4_ (“) (“) H4 . 187 31,4 .437 6'4 .812 1014 1.312 
5_____ (“) (“) H4 . 187 314 . 437 6>4 .812 1014 1.312 

6_ (“) (“) H/4 . 187 314 .437 7'A .937 1H4 1.437 
8_ (“) (“) 2 . 250 4 . 500 8 1. 000 14 1. 750 
10_ _ _____ (“) (“) 3 .375 5 . 625 9 1. 125 16 2. 000 
12_ (“) (“) 3 .375 5 . 625 10 1. 250 19 2. 375 
14 on (a) (a) 3 375 6 750 

16 OD (a) (a) 3 375 6 . 750 
18 OD (a) (a) 3 375 6 . 750 
20 on (a) (a) 3 375 6 750 
24 on (») (») 3 .375 6 . 750 

“ Regular American Standard pipe thread is used for this size. 
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American Standard Steel Flanges for high pressure- 
temperature service (ASA B16.5) calls for thread lengths 
in the flanges in proportion to the thickness of the flange. 
This means that the thread lengths in the flanges intended 
for higher pressures in a given size are longer than the 
thread lengths in the flanges intended for the lower 
pressures. 

Table 7.4 provides for a length of effective thread on 
pipe for sizes and weights of flanges where the regular 
American Standard length of effective thread is too short 
to bring the end of the pipe reasonably close to the face 
of the flange when both parts are assembled by power. 
As the threads in all flanges as well as on the pipe are 
gaged with a tolerance of one thread large and one thread 
small there will naturally be some difference in distance 
between the end of the pipe and face of the flange in the 
various assemblies for the different sizes and weights of 
flanges. 

In table 7.4 the additional number of threads are added 
to the small end of the standard pipe thread. The pitch 
diameter at the end of the external thread is, therefore, 
smaller than that of the regular standard pipe. In other 
words, the small end of the ring gage will pass over the 
end of the pipe the number of turns or the length in inches 
equal to the values given in table 7.4. 

5. INTERNAL STRAIGHT PIPE THREADS IN 

FINISHED DRUMS AND EXTERNAL THREADS 

ON PLUGS 

The screw threads which have been used for some years 
to hold the bung plugs in steel barrels or drums are another 
application of straight pipe threads.12 

The flanges of the bung and vent are tapped respectively 
with 2 in. and % in. American Standard form, straight pipe 
thread having dimensions in accordance with table 7.5. 

Table 7.5.— Drum plug and flange thread limits of size 
and tolerances 

Item Size 
Threads 
per inch 

Major diameter 

Maxi¬ 
mum 

Toler¬ 
ance 

Mini¬ 
mum 

in. 
94 
H 

2 
2 

14 
14 
U'A 
U\i 

in. in. in. 
1.0324 
1.0074 
2. 3495 
2. 3195 

Plug... 1.0274 0. 0200 

Plug... 2. 3395 .0200 

Item 

Pitch diameter Minor diameter 

Max¬ 
imum 

Toler¬ 
ance 

Min¬ 
imum 

Max¬ 
imum 

Toler¬ 
ance 

Min¬ 
imum 

Flange- _ 
in. 

1.0045 
.9810 

2. 3150 
2. 2830 

in. 
.0185 
.0180 
.0220 
.0220 

in. 
.9860 
.9630 

2. 2930 
2. 2610 

in. 
0. 9648 

.9398 
2. 2628 
2. 2328 

in. 
0. 0200 

in. 
0. 9448 

Flange_ 
Plug_ 

.0200 2. 2428 

12 Some types of explosives and other dangerous materials are transported 
in containers having a special form of flange and plug. The dimensions of 
the straight screw threads of these parts are established by the Interstate 
Commerce Commission. The thread form is that developed by the Manu¬ 
facturing Chemists Association of the United States. Its principal dimen¬ 
sions are: 

Form of Thread: Angle, 60°; depth of thread, 0.0933 in.; and radius of crest 
and root, 0.0075 in. 

Internal Screw Thread in Flange: threads per inch, 8; pitch diameter, 
2.2067 in.; maximum major diameter, 2.305; minimum major diameter, 2.295 
in.; maximum minor diameter, 2.1184 in.; and minimum minor diameter, 
2.1084 in.; length of thread, 1 ^ie in. 

External Screw Thread on Plug: Pitch diameter, 2.1887 in.; maximum 
major diameter, 2.287 in.; minimum major diameter, 2.277 in.; maximum 
minor diameter, 2.1004 in.; minimum minor diameter, 2.0904 in.; length of 
thread, ‘Ms plus in. recess. 

Large tolerances in addition to the allowance have been 
provided to ensure easy seating of the plug in the flange 
when making up the joint with a proper gasket. 

6. TAPER AND STRAIGHT THREADS FOR RIGID 

STEEL ELECTRICAL CONDUIT AND FITTINGS 
1 

1. General.—Tables 7.6 and 7.7 give the principal 
thread data used in the production of rigid steel electrica 
conduit and fittings. These data were taken from the 
publications of the conduit manufacturers, the Under¬ 
writers Laboratories, and the National Electrical Manu¬ 
facturers Association. In certain places slight adjust¬ 
ments have been made to bring the dimensions in line 
with the long established pipe thread practice. In every 
case these adjustments have been discussed with the 
interested group. The sole purpose of the printing of 
these data is to show their relation to the original standard 
and to make them generally available. 

2. Taper Threads for Conduit.—The taper threads 
on rigid steel conduit shown in table 7.6 are generally 
made in accordance with table VII.2. Table 7.6 records 
the dimensions commonly referred to for the conduit 
thread. When screw threads are cut by hand on rigid- 
steel conduit at the job, regular pipe fitter’s stocks and 
dies (pipe threading tools) are used. 

3. Straight External Running Threads.—The 
straight external running threads for conduit as used for 
fixture stems and conduit fittings are made in accordance 
with the dimensions given in table 7.7, columns 3 and 4. 

4. Straight Internal Threads.—The straight in¬ 
ternal threads used in conduit fittings are shown in table 
7.7. These threads are made with the American Standard 
pipe thread form. 

7. PITCH DIAMETERS OF TAPER PIPE THREADS 

SHOWN IN THEIR E ELATION TO E, 

Pitch diameters of taper pipe threads are shown in their 
relation to Eu basic pitch diameter, in table 7.8. 

8. SPECIAL SHORT, PTF-SPL SHORT; SPECIAL 

EXTRA SHORT, PTF- SPL EXTRA SHORT; FINE 

THREAD, F PTF; AND SPECIAL DIAMETER- 

PITCH COMBINATION, SPL-PTF, DRYSEAL 

PIPE THREADS 

1. General.—Included in this portion of the appendix 
are data on the following threads: 

DRYSEAL SPECIAL SHORT TAPER PIPE THREAD, 
PTF-SPL SHORT. (Par. 2) 

DRYSEAL SPECIAL EXTRA SHORT TAPER PIPE 
THREAD, PTF-SPL EXTRA SHORT (Par. 3) 

DRYSEAL FINE THREAD SERIES, F-PTF (Par. 6) 
DRYSEAL SPECIAL DIAMETER-PITCH COMBINA¬ 

TION SERIES, 27 threads per inch, SPL-PTF (Par. 7) 

The SAE Dryseal pipe thread series are based on thread 
length. Full thread lengths and clearances for Dryseal 
standard and SAE SHORT series are shown in tables 
VIII.4, VIII.5, and VIII.6. These full thread lengths 
and clearances should be used in design applications 
wherever possible. 

Design limitations, economy of material, permanent 
installation, or other limiting conditions may not permit 
the use of either of the full thread lengths and shoulder 
lengths in the preceding tables for the above thread series. 
To meet these conditions two special thread series have 
been established as shown in figure 7.2. The deviations 
from standard practice are described below. 

2. Dryseal Special Short Taper Pipe Thread, 

PTF-SPL SHORT.—Threads of this series conform in all 
respects to the PTF-SAE SHORT threads except that 
the full thread length has been further shortened by elim¬ 
inating one thread at the large end of external threads or 
eliminating one thread at the small end of internal threads. 
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Table 7.6.— Dimensions of taper external and internal threads for rigid steel 
electrical conduit and conduit fittings {taper: % inch per foot on the diameter) 

External threads Internal threads 

Nominal or trade size of Threads Pitch di- 
Length of thread Gaged with American 

Standard taper pipe 
thread (NPT) plug 

gage (See table VII. 9) 
conduit. per inch ameter at 

beginning of 
external Effective, Over-all, 

thread, Eo Li U 
Min turns Max turns 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

in. 
_ 27 

in. 
0.3635 

in. 
0. 26 

in. 
0. 39 5*4 8*4 

M_ 18 .4774 .40 .59 5*4 8*4 
%____ 18 . 6120 41 .60 6 9 
*4___ 14 . 7584 . 53 .78 6 9 

H-—-- 14 .9677 .55 .79 6 9 

1____ - _ _ 1114 1. 2136 .68 .98 6 9 
m___ 11*4 1. 5571 . 71 1.01 6 10 
1*4--- 11*4 1. 7961 .72 1.03 6 10 
2_____ 11*4 2. 2690 .76 1.06 6 10 

2*4_ 8 2. 7195 1. 14 1.57 6 10 
3_ 8 3. 3406 1. 20 1.63 6 10 
3*4_ 8 3. 8375 1. 25 1.68 7 11 

4___ 8 4. 3344 1.30 1. 73 7 11 
5_ 8 5. 3907 1. 41 1.84 7 11 
6__ 8 6. 4461 1.51 1.95 7 11 

Notes.—Tolerance on pitch diameter of taper thread and over-all thread length, Lc The maximum 
allowable variation in the commercial product is one turn large and one turn small from the gaging notch 
on plug and gaging face of ring when using working gages. This is equivalent to a maximum allowable 
variation of the product of one and one-half turns large or small from the basic dimensions. The extra 
half turn is due to the permissible allowance of one-half turn large or small on working gages. 

The dimensions shown in columns 3, 4, and 5 agree with those shown in columns 5, 9, and 17 of table 
VII.2, p. 5. 

Table 7.7.—Dimensions of straight external and internal threads for rigid steel 
electrical conduit, conduit bushings and other fittings, and locknuts 

Nominal or trade size of 
conduit 

Threads 
per inch 

External threads, 
pitch diameter 

Internal threads 

Bushings and 
other fittings 

pitch diameter 

Locknuts 

Max Min Min Max Min Max 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
'4_ 14 0. 776 0. 770 0. 781 0. 788 0. 801 0. 808 
- 14 .987 .981 .992 .999 1.011 1.018 

1_ 11*4 1. 236 1. 228 1. 244 1. 252 1. 266 1.274 
1*4-___ 11*4 1.581 1. 573 1.588 1.596 1. 611 1.619 
1*4_ 11*4 1.820 1.812 1.827 1.835 1.850 1.858 
2___ 11*4 2. 294 2. 286 2. 301 2. 309 2. 323 2. 332 

2*4__-__ 8 2. 758 2. 748 2. 769 2. 781 2. 801 2. 813 
3.. . 8 3. 385 3. 375 3. 396 3. 408 3. 428 3. 439 
3*4___ 8 3. 885 3. 875 3.896 3. 908 3. 928 3. 940 

4_ _ 8 4. 383 4. 373 4. 394 4. 406 4.426 4.438 
8 5. 445 5. 435 5. 456 5. 468 5. 488 5. 500 

6_ 8 6. 502 6. 492 6. 513 6. 525 6. 545 6. 55“ 

All dimensions are after plating. 
The column 3 values are the column 8 values of table VII.2, p. 5, minus 0.0022 for the 14 tpi threads, 

minus 0.0026 for the 11H tpi threads, and minus 0.0039 for the 8 tpi threads, rounded to three decimal places. 
The column 5 values are the same as the column 8 values of table VII.2, p. 5, plus 0.003 for the 14 tpi 

threads, plus 0.005 for the 11*4 tpi threads, and plus 0.007 for the 8 tpi threads, rounded to three decimal 
places. 

The column 7 and 8 values are the column 7 and 8 values of table VII.7, p. 10, rounded to three decimal 
places. 
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Table 7.8.—Pitch diameters of taper pipe threads shown in their relation to Ei 

Xominal pipe size 
Length 

L\ in 
turns 

Pitch 
diam¬ 
eter 
at Eo 

Number of turns—small 
Basic 
pitch 
diam¬ 

eter, Ei 
7 6 5 4 3 2 iy> 1 

Pitch diameter 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
4.32 0. 27118 0.27194 0. 27425 0. 27656 0.27772 0.27887 0. 28118 

H.. 4. 36 .36351 . 36436 .36667 . 36898 . 37014 .37129 . 37360 
H__ 4.10 .47739 .48122 . 48469 .48642 .48816 . 49163 
%__ 4.32 . 61201 . 61313 .61660 . 62007 .62180 .62354 . 62701 
H__ 4. 48 .75843 .76059 .76505 . 76951 .77174 .77397 . 77843 

H_ . 4. 75 .96768 97103 .97549 . 97995 .98218 .98441 . 99887 
1_ 4. 60 1. 21363 1. 21691 1. 22234 1. 22777 1. 23049 1. 23320 1. 23863 
i\i.. 4 83 1. 55713 1. 56166 1.56709 1. 57252 1. 57524 1. 57795 1. 58338 
ly,.. 4. 83 1. 79609 ] 80062 1. 80605 1. 81148 1. 81420 1. 81691 1. 82234 
2__ ... . . 5. 01 2. 26902 2. 26912 2. 27455 2. 27998 2. 28541 2. 28813 2. 29084 2. 29627 

2J4...... . 5. 45 2. 71953 2. 72311 2. 73092 2. 73873 2. 74654 2. 75045 2. 75435 2. 76216 
3.. 6.12 3. 34063 3. 34164 3. 34945 3. 35726 3.36507 3. 37288 3. 37679 3. 38069 3. 38850 
3M.. 6. 56 3.83750 3. 38195 3. 84976 3. 85757 3. 86538 3. 87319 3. 87710 3.88100 3. 88881 
4 . 6. 76 4. 33438 4. 34027 4.34808 4. 35589 4. 36370 4.37151 4. 37542 4.37932 4.38713 
5_ 7.50 5. 39073 5. 39462 5. 40243 5. 41024 5. 41805 5.42586 5. 43367 5. 43758 5. 44148 5. 44929 
6__ 7. 67 6. 44609 6. 45130 6. 45911 6.46692 6. 47473 6. 48254 6. 49035 6. 49426 6. 49816 6. 50597 

Basic pitch diameter, E\ 

Number of turns- -large 

Pitch 
diameter 

at Ei 

Length 
Li—L\ 

in turns 

Increase 
in pitch 
diameter 
per turn 

Pitch of 
thread 

Xominal 
pipe size 1 lYi 2 3 4 

Pitch diameter 

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
0.28118_ . . . 0. 28349 0. 28464 0. 28580 0. 28750 2. 73 0.00231 0. 03704 Me 
0.37360__ . 37591 .37707 .37822 .38000 2. 76 . 00231 . 03704 M 
0.49163_ 49510 49684 .49857 0. 50204 .50250 3.13 . 00347 . 05556 M 
0.62701_ 63048 . 63222 .63395 .63742 .63750 3.02 .00347 . 05556 4s 
0.77843__ .78289 . 78512 .78735 .79179 2. 99 .00446 . 07143 

0.99887_ . 99333 .99556 . 99779 1.00179 2.89 .00446 . 07143 H 
1.23863.. . 1 24406 1. 24678 1. 24949 1. 25492 1. 25630 3. 25 .00543 . 08696 1 

1.58338.. .. 1. 58881 1. 59153 1. 59424 1. 59967 1. 60130 3. 30 .00543 . 08696 1M 
1.82234. . 1. 82777 1. 83049 1.83320 1. 83863 1. 84130 3. 49 .00543 . 08696 1M 
2.29627. 2. 30170 2. 30442 2. 30713 2. 31256 2. 31630 3. 69 .00543 . 08696 

2.76216.. 2. 76997 2. 77388 2. 77778 2. 78559 2. 79062 3.64 . 00781 . 12500 2 V j 

3.38850.. 3.39631 3. 40022 3. 40412 3. 41193 3. 41562 3. 47 . 00781 . 12500 3 

3.88881_ 3 89662 3.90053 3.90443 3. 91224 3. 91562 3.43 . 00781 . 12500 3M 
4.38713... 4.39494 4. 39885 4. 40275 4. 41056 4. 41562 3. 64 . 00781 . 12500 4 

5.44929_ 5 45710 5 46101 5. 46491 5. 47272 5. 47862 3. 76 . 00781 . 12500 5 

6.50597_ 6. 51378 6. 51769 6. 52159 6. 52940 6. 53721 6. 54002 4.44 . 00781 . 12500 6 
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Gaging is the same as for PTF-SAE SHORT except the 
L2 ring thread gage for external thread length and taper 
or the Z/3 plug thread gage for internal thread length and 
taper cannot be used. The tolerance must be altered as 
described in paragraph 4 below on Limitations of Assem¬ 
bly. For interchangeability, see table 7.9. This thread 
shall be designated as follows: 

Vs— 27 DRYSEAL PTF-SPL SHORT. 

3. Dryseal Special Extra Short Taper Pipe Thread, 

PTF-SPL EXTRA SHORT.—Threads of this series con¬ 
form in all respects to the PTF-SAE SHORT threads 
except that the full thread length has been further short¬ 
ened by eliminating two threads at the large end of external 
threads or eliminating two threads at the small end of 
internal threads. Gaging is the same as for PTF-SAE 
SHORT except the L2 ring thread gage for external thread 
length and taper or the L3 plug thread gage for internal 
thread length and taper cannot be used. The tolerance 
must be altered as described in paragraph 4 below on 
Limitations of Assembly. For interchangeability, see 
table 7.9. This thread shall be designated as follows: 

M—27 DRYSEAL PTF-SPL EXTRA SHORT. 

4. Limitations of Assembly for Dryseal PTF-SPL 
SHORT and PTF-SPL EXTRA SHORT Threads.— 

Combinations of the standard Dryseal pipe threads are 
given in table VIII.3, page 21. However, where spe¬ 
cial combinations are used, additional considerations must 
be observed. In addition to “SPL” in the designation, 
the gaging tolerance should be specified. 

5. Interchangeability Between Dryseal Special 

and Dryseal Standard Threads.—Interchangeability 
between Dryseal special and Dryseal standard threads of 
section VIII, is given in table 7.9. 

6. Dryseal Fine Thread Series, F-PTF.—The need 
for finer pitches for nominal pipe sizes has brought into 
use applications of 27 threads per inch to % and % in. 
pipe sizes. There may be other needs which require finer 
pitches for larger pipe sizes. It is recommended that the 
existing threads per inch be applied to next size larger 
pipe size for a fine thread series such as are shown in table 
7.10. This series applies to external and internal threads 
of full length and is suitable for applications where threads 
finer than NPTF are required. The designation for this 
thread should include the letter F and omit the letter N 
as follows: 

Vi-27 DRYSEAL F-PTF 

7. Dryseal Special Diameter-Pitch Combination 

Series, SPL-PTF.—Other applications of diameter-pitch 
combinations have also come into use where taper pipe 
threads are applied to nominal size thin wall tubing such 
as are shown in table 7.11. This series applies to external 
and internal threads of full length and is applicable to 
thin wall nominal outside diameter tubing. The number 
of threads is uniform at 27 per inch. The designation for 
this special series should include the abbreviation SPL for 
special and omit the letter N. Also, the outside diameter 
of the tubing should be given as follows: 

y2-27 DRYSEAL SPL-PTF, O.D. 0.500 

8. Formulas for Diameter and Length of Thread.— 

Basic diameter and length of thread for sizes of Dryseal 
fine taper pipe thread, F-PTF, and Dryseal special taper 
pipe thread, SPL-PTF, given in tables 7.10 and 7.11 are 
based on the following formulas: 

D = outside diameter of pipe or tubing in inches 
p = pitch of thread in inches 
Diametral taper = 0.75 in. per 12.00 in. of length 

En E, 

* 

* Mj 

Dryseal American Standard 

External Taper Pipe Thread, 

- designated as: 

DRYSEAL NPTF. 

Dryseal American Standard 

Internal Taper Pipe Thread,- 

designated as: 

DRYSEAL NPTF. 

Dryseal SAE Short External Taper 

Pipe Thread, - designated as: 

DRYSEAL PTF-SAE SHORT. 

Dryseal SAE Short Internal Taper 

Pipe Thread, - designated as: 

DRYSEAL PTF-SAE SHORT. 

‘ 
il- 

IB 

-y * 

Dryseal Special Short External 

Taper Pipe Thread, - designated 

as: 

DRYSEAL PTF-SPECIAL SHORT. 

Dryseal Special Short Internal Taper 

Pipe Thread, - designated as; 

DRYSEAL PTF-SPECIAL SHORT. 

Dryseal Special Extra-Short Exter¬ 

nal Taper Pipe Thread, - designated 

as: 

DRYSEAL PTF-SPECIAL EXTRA 

SHORT. 

Dryseal Special Extra-Short Inter¬ 

nal Taper Pipe Thread, - designated 

as: 

DRYSEAL PTF-SPECIAL EXTRA 

SHORT. 

Figure 7.2.—Comparison of special length Dryseal threads with standard length Dryseal threads. 
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Table 7.9.—Interchangeability between Dryseal special and 
Dryseal standard threads 

PTF-SPL SHORT, external. 
PTF-SPL EXTRA SHORT, 

external. 

May ° as¬ 
semble 
with— 

PTF-SAE SHORT, internal. 
NPSF, internal. 
PTF-SPL SHORT, internal. 
PTF-SPL EXTRA SHORT, 

internal. 

PTF-SPL SHORT, internal. 
PTF-SPL EXTRA SHORT, 

internal. 

May ° as¬ 
semble 
with— 

PTF-SAE SHORT, external. 

PTF-SPL SHORT, external. 
PTF-SPL EXTRA SHORT, 

external. 

May *> as¬ 
semble 
with— 

NPTF, internal. 
NPSI, Internal. 

PTF-SPL SHORT, internal. 
PTF-SPL EXTRA SHORT, 

internal. 

May <> as¬ 
semble 
with— 

NPTF, external. 

e ---- 
i < o Only when the external thread or the internal thread or both are held 

i closer than the standard tolerance, the external toward the minimum and 
the internal toward the maximum pitch diameter to provide a minimum of 

i one turn hand engagement. At extreme tolerance limits the shortened 
• i full thread lengths reduce hand engagement and the threads may not start. 
. s Only when both the internal thread and the external thread are held 

1 closer than the standard tolerance, the internal toward the minimum and 
the external toward the maximum pitch diameter to provide a minimum of 
two turns for wrench makeup and sealing. At extreme tolerance limits 

! the shortened full thread lengths reduce wrench makeup and the threads 
; may not seal. 

Basic pitch diameter at small end of external thread: 

E„=D-(0.05Z>+l.l)p. 

Basic pitch diameter at large end of internal thread: 

Ei = £,o + 0.0625L, = D — 0.8G25p. 

Basic pitch diameter at large end of external thread: 

E2 = E0 + 0.0625L2 = D-0.675p. 

Basic pitch diameter at small end of internal thread: 

Ei = E0— 0.0625L3 = D— (0.05D +1.2875) p. 

Basic length of thread for hand engagement: 

L! = (0.SD + 3.8)p. 

Basic length of full and effective thread: 

E2 = (0.87) + 6.8)p. 

Basic length of internal thread from end of hand engage¬ 
ment, Eo, to small end of internal thread, E2: 

Lz=-3p. 

Table 7.10.—Basic dimensions of Dryseal fine taper pipe thread, F-PTF 

HAND ENGAGEMENT (L,) + L3 

+ ONE TURN FULL THREAD 
-AT MAX INT. THD. P.D 

Size Pitch, p 

Pitch 
diameter 
at small 
end of 

external 
thread, 

Eo 

Pitch 
diameter 
at large 
end of 

internal 
thread, 

Hi 

Pitch 
diameter 
at large 
end of 

external 
thread, 

Ei 

Pitch 
diameter 
at small 
end of 

internal 
thread, 

E, 

Hand 
engagement, 

Li 

Internal 
basic ", »full 
thread length, 
(L1+L3), and 
external basic 

full thread 
length, Lj 

Vanish thds, 
V, plus full 

thd. tol. plus 
shoulder 

clearance, 
(H+3/2 p) 

Shoulder 
length, 
(L,+ 
3 HP) 

Thread for 
draw 

Outside 
diam¬ 
eter of 
fitting, 

Di 

Outside 
diam¬ 
eter of 
pipe, 

D 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

in. in. in. in. in. in. thds in. thds in. thds in. in. thds in. in. 
Vi-27_ 0. 03704 0. 49826 0. 50807 0. 51501 0. 49132 0. 157 4. 23 0. 268 7.23 0. 1296 3.5 0.3975 0. mi 3.0 0. 546 0. 540 
H—27. _. . 03704 . 63301 . 64307 . 65001 . 62607 161 4. 34 . 272 7.34 . 1296 3.5 . 4015 . 1111 3.0 . 681 .675 
H—18_ . 05556 . 77655 . 79205 . 80249 .76613 . 248 4. 47 .415 7.47 . 1944 3.5 .6096 . 1667 3.0 .850 .840 
54—18_ . 05556 . 98597 1. 00210 1. 01247 .97555 . 258 4.64 . 424 7. 64 . 1944 3. 5 . 6189 1667 3.0 1. 060 1.050 
1—14_ . . 07143 1.23173 1. 25342 1. 26679 1. 21834 .347 4. 85 . 561 7.85 .2500 3.5 .8109 . 2143 3.0 1.327 1. 315 
l! i-I t_ . 07143 1. 57550 1. 59837 1.61181 1.56211 .366 5. 13 . 581 8. 13 .2500 3.5 . 8306 . 2143 3.0 1. 672 1.660 
1H- 14. . . 07143 1.81464 1. 83839 1.85176 1. 80125 .380 5. 32 . 594 8. 32 .2500 3. 5 .8443 . 2143 3.0 1. 912 1. 900 
2 It . . 07143 2. 28794 2.31338 2.32675 2. 27455 .407 5. 70 .621 8. 70 .2500 3.5 .8714 .2143 3.0 2. 387 2. 375 

“ Tabulated external basic full thread lengths include chamfers not exceed¬ 
ing one pitch (thread) length. Design size full thread length should equal the 
external basic full thread length plus one pitch. 

b Tabulated internal basic full thread lengths do not include countersink 

beyond the intersection of the pitch line and the chamfer cone (gaging refer¬ 
ence point). Design size full thread length should equal the internal basic 
full thread length plus one pitch. 
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Tolerance shall be equal to plus or minus the taper of one 
thread on the diameter. 

9. DRYSEAL DIMENSIONS DERIVED FROM 

SUPERSEDED DIMENSIONS OF Lx EQUALS 0.1800 

IN. FOR THE /—27 SIZE AND 0.2000 IN. FOR THE 

14—18 SIZE 

Table 7.12 lists the dimensions derived from the super¬ 
seded dimensions of L\ handtight. engagement of 0.1800 
in. for the 34—27 size and 0.2000 in. for the —18 size. 

These changes are pertinent to tables VIII. 15, VIII. 16, 
and VIII. 17.13 

The L\ dimensions for these two sizes were revised in 
this standard to correct for a disproportionate number of 
threads for handtight engagement. 

11 Tables VIII.15 through VIII.26 relating to gages for Dryseal threads are 
based on standards of the Automotive Industry. Only the automotive 
standards of this series, on which tables VIII.15, VIII. 16, and VIII.17 are 
based, had dimensions derived from an Li of 0.1800 for the J-k—27 size and 
0.2000 for the 14—18 size. 

Table 7.11.- Basic dimensions of Dryseal special taper pipe thread, SPL-PTF (for thin wall nominal size OD tubing) 

Tubing * diameter, D Threads 
per inch 

Pitch, p 

Pitch 
diameter 
at small 
end of 

external 
thd, Eo 

Pitch 
diameter 
at large 
end of 

internal 
thd, Ei 

Pitch 
diameter 
at large 
end of 

external 
thd, Ei 

Pitch 
diameter 
at small 
end of 

internal 
thd, E3 

Hand engagement, 
U 

Internal basic c 
full thread length, 

(Lx+Li), and 
external basic full 
thread length, Li 

Thread for draw 

i o 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. thds in. thds in. thds 
lA 27 6. (13704 0. 45833 0. 46806 0. 47500 0. 45139 0. 1556 4. 2 0. 2667 7. 2 0. 1111 3.0 
H.... 27 . 03704 . 58310 .59306 . 60000 . 57616 . 1593 4. 3 . 2704 7.3 . mi 3.0 
■?4-.____ 27 .03704 . 70787 . 71806 .72500 . 70093 1630 4. 4 .2741 7. 4 . mi 3.0 

27 . 03704 .83264 . 84306 .85000 . 82570 . 1667 4. 5 . 2778 7. 5 mi 3. 0 
1_ 27 .03704 . 95740 .96805 . 97500 . 95046 . 1704 4.6 . 2815 7.6 . nil 3.0 

Note—Dimensions of other combinations of diameter and pitch, in addi¬ 
tion to those listed above, may be developed by use of the formulas. 

° This denotes nominal outside diameter of tubing and should not be 
confused with nominal pipe diameter and thread designations. 

6 Tabulated external basic full thread lengths include chamfers not exceed¬ 

ing one pitch (thread) length. Design size full thread length should equal 
the external basic full thread length plus one pitch. 

r Tabulated internal basic full thread lengths do not include countersink 
beyond the intersection of the pitch line and the chamfer cone (gaging refer¬ 
ence point). Design size full thread length should equal the internal basic 
full thread length plus one pitch. 
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Table 7.12.—Dryseal dimensions derived from superseded dimensions of L\ equals 0.1800 for the Yg—27 size and. 0.2000 fo 
the Yi—18 size 

Size 
Pitch di¬ 
ameter at 
Li-p, Ez 

Minor di¬ 
ameter at 

Lt-p 
Li-p 

Handt.ight. 
engage¬ 

ment. L\ 

Pitch di¬ 
ameter. Ei 

Minor di¬ 
ameter at 

Li 

Major di¬ 
ameter at 

Li 
Lr\-L\ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

i£—27 __ 
in. 

0.37244 
. 48642 

in. 
0.35518 

. 46053 

in. 
0.14296 

. 14444 

in. 
0.1800 

. 2000 

in. 
0.37476 

.48989 

ill. 
0.35750 

.46400 

in. 
0.39202 

. 51578 

in. 
0. 2911 

. 3667 14—-18 _ 

APPENDIX 8. GEOMETRY OF TAPER 

SCREW THREADS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This appendix presents several geometrical relationships 
relative to the conical spiral, which is the curve of genera¬ 
tion of the taper screw thread, and also briefly discusses 
the conical helix. With reference to these curves, the 
formulas include the parametric equations, the projection, 
the development, the lead angle, and length of an arc. 

The geometry of taper screw threads has, in practice, 
developed by modification of the geometry of straight 
screw threads, with the result that formulas commonly 
used for taper screw threads are often aoproximations 
instead of being exact. That such approximations have 
been satisfactory in practice arises from the fact that the 
angle of taper, or cone angle, of standard taper threads 
has been small. The more recent use of larger taper 
angles together with the higher precision of measurement 
of screw thread gages now demanded, sometimes requires 
the availability of exact, or more nearly exact, formulas 
to be substituted for the approximate formulas or used 
to determine the magnitude of errors introduced by the 
usual approximations. 

It is convenient to approach the subject by considering 
the nature of the curves of generation of straight screw 
threads and of taner screw threads, respectively, namely 
the cylindrical helix and the conical spiral. 

A cylindrical helix may be defined in various ways. 
First it is a curve on the suifaoe of a circular cylinder which 
cuts the elements of the cylinder at a constant angle. 
The same curve may also be defined as the curve generated 
by a point moving at a uniform rate along a straight line 
while the line revolves uniformly about an axis parallel to 
itself, so that successive intersections of the curve and an 
element of the cylinder are equally spaced. These defini¬ 
tions establish the fact that the cylindrical helix is both 
loxodromic and isometric. 

There is no corresponding curve on the surface of a cone 
which simultaneously answers to both methods of genera¬ 
tion. Thus there are two different spiral-shaped curves 
lying on the surface of a cone which are analagous to the 
circular helix, one of which is loxodromic and the other 
isometric. Mathematicians have agreed [6] 13 that the 
loxodromic curve corresponds to the definition of a 
general helix, and that it should properly be termed a 
conical helix. The isometric curve has been called the 
conical spiral. Loria [6] gives a brief history of this curve, 
stating that it is found in a work by B. Pascal and citing 
several 18th century references, one of which points out 
that the curve was known to ancient Greek geometricians. 
Thus there are the following definitions: 

A conical spiral is generated if a point travels on the 
surface of a right circular cone so as to combine a uniform 
angular motion around the axis of the cone with a uniform 
linear motion along a generator toward or from the vertex. 
It is characterized by uniformity of pitch, that is, successive 
intersections of the curve and an element of the cone are 

equally spaced, and by the fact that it passes through the 
vertex of the cone. The conical spiral occurs in such 
mechanical applications as the taper screw thread, the 
spiral bevel gear [11], and the conical spring [12]. 

A conical helix is generated if a point travels on the 
surface of a right circular cone in such a way that the 
curve produced intersects the elements of the cone at a 
constant angle. The pitch of this curve varies from point 
to point and it approaches the vertex of the cone as an 
asymptote. It is applied mechanically in the conical 
spring [1, 7, 9] as sometimes made. (For conical springs 
with coils of constant slope it is desirable that the projection 
of the neutral axis of the spring be an Archimedes’ spiral. 
Such a spring is not truly conical but is wound on a 
paraboloid of revolution.) [10] 

The cylindrical helix is the curve of intersection of a 
helicoid and a coaxial cylinder, and the conical spiral is the 
intersection of a helicoid and a coaxial cone. Accord¬ 
ingly, although the geometry of the conical spiral differs 
from that of the helix, there is but one geometry of heli- 
coids. A screw helicoid, for example, remains a screw 
helicoid, whether the ends of its generatrix are determined 
by coaxial cylinders, as in straight screw threads, or by 
coaxial cones, as in taper screw threads. These different 
boundary conditions give rise, however, to certain different 
geometrical relations. 

2. PARAMETRIC EQUATIONS OF THE CONICAL 

SPIRAL; THE PROJECTION, DEVELOPMENT, 

LEAD ANGLE, AND LENGTH OF AN ARC 

The parametric equations of the conical spiral, with 
the vertex of the cone at the origin and the axis of the cone 
coinciding with the z-axis, as shown in figure 8.1, are: 

where 

x — -?r- 8 tan a cos 8 
Ztt 

y= 

z — 

— Q tan a sin 6 
Ztt Y (i) 

a = Yi included angle between opposite elements of the 
cone, 

0 = the variable parameter, and is the angle which the 
projection of the radius vector of the point on the 
conical spiral makes with the ir-axis on the ry-plane, 

L = lead of spiral, or advance, parallel to the axis, in 
one revolution. 

The length, r, of the radius vector at any point on the 
conical spiral is given by the relation: 

13 Numbers in brackets refer to similarly numbered items in the bibliog¬ 
raphy at the end of this appendix. 

r = =— 0 sec a. 
27r 

(2) 
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Figure 8.1.— The conical spiral. 

The lead angle, s, defined as the angle made by the 
conical spiral at a given point with a plane perpendicular 
to the axis, is determined from the formula for the tangent 
line: 

tan s = 
cot a 

yf¥+1 (6) 

This expression is of interest because the lead, L, is not 
directly involved. It shows that all isometric conical 
spirals at a given number of revolutions from the apex cut 
an element of the cone at the same angle, regardless of the 
pitch. Also, a conical spiral is tangent to an element of 
the cone at the apex. 

The exact length, Sa, of the arc of a conical spiral sub¬ 
tended by the vectorial angle (02 — 0i), is given by the 
expression: 

Sa=7— tan a 
47T { 02V02 + csc2a — 0iV0? + < 

+ csr2a log 
02~bV02~l-( 

01+V0T+ CSC■ 

— \ 
!a J 

(7) 

An approximation of the value of Sa, which is exact for 
the cylindrical helix and sufficiently close to the exact 
value for the conical spiral for most practical purposes, is 
given by the relation: 

<S.=V»*(r',-|-r'1)*-|-U (8) 

where r\ and r'2 are the projections of the radii vectores 
corresponding to 01 and 02. 

3. PARAMETRIC EQUATIONS OF THE CONICAL 

HELIX; THE PROJECTION, DEVELOPMENT, 

LEAD ANGLE, AND LENGTH OF AN ARC 

The properties of the conical helix, which is defined 
above, have been discussed by Dieu [5], Resal [8], and 
others [1, 2, 61. Some of the more important analytical 
relations are here presented. 

Taking, as for the conical spiral, the vertex of the cone 
as the origin, and the axis of the cone as the 2-axis, figure 
8.2, the general parametric equations, and the equation 
of the radius vector, of the conical helix, are: 

The projection, r', of the radius vector, r, on the xy-plane 
is given by the relation: 

r' —~e tan a. (3) 
Ztt 

This is the equation of a spiral of Archimedes, which is the 
projection of the conical spiral on the auy-plane. 

The developed cylindrical helix is a straight line, which 
makes an angle, s, with the line perpendicular to the axis, 
such that, 

tan .<:=—• (4) 

The developed conical spiral is an Archimedes’ spiral, 
derived from the equations for the conical spiral and 
represented by the equation: 

p =—— esc 2a (5) 

x = c eaS cos 0 

i = c eaf sin 0 >- (9) 

■=b eaS J 
= Vb2 + c2 eaS (10) 

where a, b, and c are constants, e is the natural logarithmic 
base, 2.71828, 0 is the variable parameter, and r is the 
radius vector. . 

This curve, unlike the conical spiral, approaches the 
origin as an asymptotic point, the successive turns about 
the cone being closer together toward the vertex. 

To simplify the mathematics involved in dealing with 
this curve, it is convenient so to locate the curve with 
respect to the origin that 0 = 0 when y = 0 and r— 1. Under 
these conditions, 

6 = cos a 

c = sin a 

where 

a=1A included angle between opposite elements of cone. 

where 

J. L 
p = radius vector=2 sec 0 sec a 

Zir 

<#> = vectorial angle=0 sin a. 

Also 
a = sin a cot 0, where d<90°, 

= the constant angle with which the curve intersects 
the elements of the cone. 
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Figure 8.2.— The conical helix. 

The lead angle s( = y), is accordingly given by 

tan s = cos a cot 0 

= a cot a 

The projection r' of the radius vector, r, on the r (/-plane 
is given by 

r' = sin a ee 8in " cot (13) 

This is a logarithmic spiral, and the equation represents 
the projection of the conical helix on the xy-plane. 

The developed conical helix is a logarithmic spiral, 
derived from the parametric equations of the curve, which 
is represented by 

p = e(14) 
where 

p= radius vector = z sec a 

= COS a ee 8in “ cot 0 sec a 

4> = vectorial angle = 9 sin a. 

The length, Sa, of the arc of a conical helix subtended by 
the vectorial angle, 02 — ®i, is: 

<S„ = sin a esc 0 ee 8in “ cot 9 (02 — ) (15) 

4. GEOMETRICAL PROPERTIES OF TAPER 

SCREW THREADS 

Taper screw threads are generally produced commer¬ 
cially with the bisector of the thread angle perpendicular 
to the axis of the thread. The pitch, p, is the distance, 
measured parallel to the axis of the thread, between any 
two corresponding points in an axial plane on parallel 
sides of adjacent threads. If pc is the length of the line 
joining the t,w'o points, then, 

where 
p = pe cos y 

y = half-angle of taper. 

(16) 

The same is true of any taper thread, the sides of which 
are unsymmetrical with respect to a line which is perpendi¬ 
cular to the axis and passes through a vertex of the thread’. 

The lead or pitch of the generatrix of the helicoid form¬ 
ing the side of a taper thread differs from the lead or pitch 
of the thread [3, 4], The lead of the generatrix of the 
following side of the thread is (see fig. 8.3): 

Thus 

when 

x = sin a cos 9 e1 8in “ 

(/ = sin a sin 9 e1 8‘" “ 

z = cos a ee 8in a cot 

y ■— sin a cot 0 

Lf= (p+ n) = L(1 + tan a; tan ij) . (17) 

The lead of the generatrix of the leading side of the thread 

Lr=(p — m) = L( 1 —tan <*2 tan ij) (18) 

w'here 

L = lead of thread 

«i = angle between line perpendicular to axis of 
thread and the following side of thread 

r>], 6 is plus, and when r<l, 6 is minus. 

The expression for r, equation (12), completely represents 
the curve in polar coordinates, a third coordinate being 
unnecessary because the radius vector makes a constant 
angle a with the z axis. 

If, instead of 0, the angle 7 which the curve makes with 
the .ry-plane is given, cot 0—sec a tan 7, and the above 
exponent 9 sin a cot 0 is replaced by 9 tan a tan 7. 

a2 = angle between line perpendicular to axis of 
thread and the leading side of thread.. 

For a symmetrical thread, ai = a2 = a, and 

Lf= L(1 +tan y tan a) (19) 

L, = L(1 —tan y tan a). (20) 
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AXIS OF THREAD 

Figure 8.3.—Geometry of unsymmetrical taper screw thread. 

The depth, //, of an unsymmetrical sharp-V taper 
thread is the distance, perpendicular to the axis, between 
the cones enveloping the thread at crest and root, and is 
given by the relation: 

For an unsymmetrical thread having the bisector of the 
thread angle perpendicular to the element of the cone [3], 

5 = 7^ cot a tan y. (25) 

H=p sec2 y esc A cos (a2 + y) cos (.a\ — y) (21) 
where 

*4 = «i + a 2- 
5. DIAMETER OF AN ARCHIMEDES' SPIRAL AS 

MEASURED BETWEEN FLAT, PARALLEL SUR¬ 

If a thread is symmetrical about the perpendicular to the 
axis, 

«l = «2 = a, 
and 

H = ^- (cot a—tan2 y tan a). (22) 

FACES 

As previously stated, the projection of the pitch line of 
a taper thread gage on a plane perpendicular to the axis of 
the gage is an Archimedes’ spiral. If parallel lines are 
drawn tangent to opposite sides of a segment of such a 
spiral, figure 8.4, the radii vectores to the points of contact 

In a taper screw thread the crest of a thread is not 
exactly opposite the root of the thread at points located 
180° apart, as in a straight thread, but there is an axial 
displacement between these positions. This displacement 
is given by the formula: 

subtend an angle of slightly more than 180°, and the dis¬ 
tance between the lines is slightly greater than the length 
of the line, intercepted by the spiral, which is drawn 
perpendicular to these tangents through the axis of the 
spiral. In measuring the diameter of a taper thread gage 
between flat parallel anvils AA and BB, figure 8.4, the 

5 = ^ (1—2 sec y esc 4 cos (ct]—y) sin a2) (23) 
measurement obtained corresponds to the distance between 
the parallel lines, whereas the true diameter corresponds 
to the length of the intercepted perpendicular line. For 

for an unsymmetrical thread. For a symmetrical thread 
this formula reduces to [3]: 

commercial taper screw threads the difference, AM, 
between these lengths is given very nearly by the formula: 

6 = ^ tan a tan y. (24) AM = E (cos <)>— 1) -|— 0 tan a cos 4> (26) 
TV 
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6. REFERENCES 

i 
1 

where 

E= true diameter, or length of intercepted line 

8 = approximate mean vectorial angle at points 
of measurement 

0 = cot_1 8. 

Example: Solve for AM for presumably the worst case 
encountered in commercial practice, namely the A.P.I. 
standard 2% in. rotary joint thread. 

L = 0.20 in. 

E= 2.36537 in. 

taper = 0.25 in./in. 

8 = 
2.36537 

25X 0.20'" “,r 
7T 

= 300.38276 radians 

cot 0 = 0 = 300.38276 

0 = 0° 11 '28" 

= 0.00334 radians 

AM=2.36537 (0.9999944- 1) + —X 0.125X 

0.00334X0.9999944 

= +0.000013 in. 

Y 
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Figure 8.4.—Measurement of Archimedes' spiral. 
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APPENDIX 9. EXTENT OF USAGE OF THE 
AMERICAN NATIONAL FIRE-HOSE COU¬ 
PLING THREADS ON COUPLINGS AND 
NIPPLES USED WITH 2)4 INCH NOMINAL 
SIZE FIRE HOSE 

Listed below are the cities in the United States which 
had a population of 25,000 or more according to the 1950 
census, and which have not standardized on the American 
National fire-hose coupling thread on hydrants, couplings, 
and nipples used with 2*4 in. nominal size fire hose. The 
outside diameter of the nipple (external) thread is 3)lr, 
in. and the pitch is 7)4 threads per inch for this American 
National thread. If all cities of 25,000 population or over 
in a state have adopted the American National standard 
for the 2)4 in. fire hose, that state is shown in the tabulation 
as being 100 percent Standard. 

The tabulation shows the outside diameter of the nipple 
(external) thread in inches and the number of threads per 
inch, the number preceding the dash being the outside 
diameter and the number following being the pitch. 
(Outside diameters are given to the nearest )44 in.). 

Special types of snap, clutch, or other patent couplings 
are designated by their trade names. 

In some instances, the dimensions were not available 
and were left blank. 

Where there are differences in pitch of more than one- 
half a thread between the mating parts, or differences in 
pitch diameter in excess of V32 in., there will not be washer 
tight fits. Coupling parts more than Y\§ in. larger in 
pitch diameter than the nipple will blow off when subjected 
to high pressures. 

Alabama (100% Standard) 
Arizona 

Phoenix (Adapters), 2)16 to 2%2—6 
Arkansas (100% Standard) 
California 

Burbank 
Colorado 

Colorado Springs, 3 & 3y32—7)4 
Note: Colorado Springs is in the process of changing 
over to the National Standard. 

Denver, 3%2—8 
Pueblo, 3)j—6 

Connecticut 
Bridgeport, 3ui4 & 3)42—8 
Norwich, 3%4—7)4 and National Standard 

Delaware (100% Standard) 
District of Columbia (100% Standard) 
Florida 

Gainesville 
Key West, 23)42 to 3—8 
Lakeland, 3)le—6 
Tallahassee, 3—6 

Georgia 
Macon, 3—8 

Rome, 3 Me—7 
Idaho (100% Standard) 
Illinois 

Alton, 3)4 2 and. 3)44—7 
Aurora, 3)42—7 and National Standard 
Berwyn, 3—7'A 
Bloomington 
Champaign, 3)42 and 3)1 e—8 
Chicago, 3)44—7A 

Cicero, 3%2 to 3%4—7A 
Danville, 3)le—8 
Decatur, 3)42—7 
East St. Louis, 3%4 & 3*4—0 
Elgin, 3)42—7 
Galesburg, 3)16—7 
Granite City, 3)j2—6 
Joliet, 3—8 
Kankakee, 23)4-2 to 3—7)4 
Maywood, 3—7)4 
Moline, 3)1g—7 

Illinois—Continued 
Oak Park, 3)16—7 
Peoria, 3)16—7 
Rock Island, 3%4 & 3)16—7 
Springfield, 3}!6—7 
Waukegan, 3)lr,—7 

Indiana 

Bloomington 
Marion, 3%2—6 

Iowa 
Burlington, 3)1—6 
Cedar Rapids, 3)1 e—6 
Clinton 
Council Bluffs, 3342—8 
Fort Dodge, 3)1—6 
Sioux City, 3'%4—6 

Kansas (100% Standard) 
Kentucky 

Covington, 3%4 & 3)42—6 
Louisville, 3)4—6 
Newport 
Paducah, 3%2—6 

Louisiana 

Alexandria, 3)32'—8 
Baton Rouge, 3)16—8 
Lafayette, 3%2-—8 
Lake Charles, 3)16—8 
Monroe, 3)1«-—8 
New Orleans 

Hose, 3)44—7)1 
Hydrants, 3%2—6 

Maine (100% Standard) 
Maryland 

Hagerstown 
Hose, 3)16—6 
Hydrants, 3)4—7 

Massachusetts (100% Standard) 
Michigan 

Dearborn, 3)4—7)1 
Detroit, 3)4—-7)4 
Ferndale, 3*4—-7)4 
Hamtramck, 3)4—'7)1 
Highland Park, 3)4—7)4 
Lincoln Park, 3fie—7 
Muskegon, 3J42—-6 
Pontiac, 3)4—7)4 
Royal Oak, 3)16—9 
Wyandotte, 3)4—7)4 

Minnesota (100% Standard) 
Mississippi 

Biloxi 
Creenville 
Laurel, Iron pipe threads—8 
Meridian, 3)16—8 and National Standard 

Missouri 

Joplin, “Anderson" & 3)4,2—6 
St. Joseph, 3)42—6 

Montana (100% Standard) 
Nebraska 

Lincoln, 3)42—8 and National Standard 
Omaha, 3)16-—8 

Nevada (100% Standard) 
New Hampshire (100% Standard) 
New Jersey 

Bavonne, 3—8 
Belleville, 3—8 
Bloomfield, 2’)1g to 3—8 
Camden 

Hose, “Jones” 
Hvdrants, 3)42—6 

Clifton, 3—8 
East Orange, 3—8 
Elizabeth, 3—8 
Garfield 
Hoboken, 3-—8 
Irvington, 3 & 3)44—8 
Jersey City, 3—8 
Kearnv, 3—8 
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New Jersey—Continued 

Linden, 3^2—8 
Montclair, 3—8 
Newark, 3—8 
Orange 
Passaic, 3Ms—8 
Paterson, 3—8 
Plainfield, 3—8 
West Orange, 3—8 

New Mexico 

Roswell 
Santa Fe, 3M«—6 

New York 

Amsterdam, 3^2 & 3Me-—6 
Auburn, 33/32'—7)4 and National Standard 

Buffalo, 3/ia—8 
Elmira, 3%2—8 
Hempstead, 3Vs2—8 

Ithaca, 3}M—7)4 
Jamestown, 3Me—8 
Lockport, 3Me—8 
Mount Vernon, 3—8 
New’ Rochelle, 3M2—8 
New York City, 3M2-—8 
Rochester, 3M32—7 

Rome, 33/ie—8 
Schenectady, Dbl. 3)£—6 

Syracuse, 39M—8 

Utica, 3 MM-—8 
Valley Stream, 3M2—6 
Yonkers, Adapters & 3—8 

North Carolina 

Asheville, 3M6—6 
Raleigh, 3Me—6 
Wilmington, 3K—6 
Winston-Salem, 259/M & 23M2—7J4 

North Dakota (100% Standard) 

Ohio 

Akron, 3M—6 
Alliance, 3 MM—6 
Barberton, 3 MM—fi 
Cincinnati 
Cleveland, 3)M—8 
Cleveland Heights, 3Me—8 
Cuyahoga Falls, 3)4—6 

Dayton, 3 MM—6 
East Cleveland, 3Me—8 
Euclid 
Hamilton, 3Me—-7 
Lakewood, 3M6—8 
Middletown, 3M—6 

Parma, 3)M—-8 
Shaker Heights 
Springfield, 3Me—6 
Steubenville, 3M6—6 
Toledo, 3 & 3%4—8 

Oklahoma 

Muskogee 
Oklahoma City, 3%2—0 
Okmulgee 

Oreoon (100% Standard) 
Pennsylvania 

Aliquippa, 3—8 
Allentown, 3M—6 & 3—8 
Altoona, 3Me—6 
Bethlehem, 3^6—-6 
Chester, “Jones” & 2'Mo & 2 6M4—7M 
Easton, 3 & 3M2—-6 
Erie 
Harrisburg, 3)M-—8 
Hazelton, 3%2—6 
Johnstown, 3Me-—7 
Lancaster, 3Me-—7 
Lebanon, 3—8 
McKeesport, 3%2—-6 
New Kensington 
Norristowm, “Jones Snap” 
Philadelphia, “Jones Snap” 
Pittsburgh, 3Me—'6 
Reading, 3M2—6 
Scranton 
Sharon 
Washington, 3)M—6 
Wilkes-Barre, 3Me—6 
Wilkinsburg, 3M—6 
Williamsport, 3)10—6 
York, 3?M—7 

Rhode Island 

Newport, 3 MM—6 

South Carolina (100% Standard) 

South Dakota 

Aberdeen, 3 MM—6 
Rapid City, 3—8 

Tennessee (100% Standard) 

Texas 

San Angelo 
Temple 

Utah 

Salt Lake City, 3')M—6 

Vermont 

Burlington, 3)4—6 

V ireinia 

Charlottesvillt, 3Me—8 
Petersburg, 2'Me—8 
Richmond, 3M6—8 
Roanoke, “Clay Snap” 

Washinoton (100% Standard) 

West Viroinia 

Clarksburg, 3)M—-6 
Fairmont, 3—8 
Huntington, 3Mo & 3%2—6 
Morgantown, 3M6—6 
Wheeling, 3M6—6 

Wisconsin (100% Standard) 

Wyoming: 

Casper, 3Me—7 and National Standard 

Cheyenne, 3)4—'6 
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